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The “Draft Perspective Plan for Bihar (1978—89)—A micro-economic analysis” has 
ibeen so designed as to en^ible the State to catch up with the all-India per capita 
Income level by 1988-89 at 1973-74 prices. In  formulating the Plan, tho three ills, 
viz., poverty, mounting unemployment and widening disparities in wealth and incomes, 
which afflict our economy, have been taken into account. The Plan, therefore, inter 
alia, aims at attaining full employment, eradicating poverty and removing social, 
economic and region il disparities. I t  also aims at providing minimum needs such as 
elementary education, drinking water, health care and house-sites or houses to the 
weaker sections of the society.

It is envisaged I thPit the size of the Perspective Plan may be of the order of 
Rs. 35,000 crores a t 1976-77 prices. This includes the investment by the Stp.te Govern
m ent, direct Central investment, institutional finance and investment by the private 
sector. Though the size of the plan may appear to be rather ambitious, this is 
the only way to break the economic stagnation from which the State has been 
suffering for long.

The Perspective Plan for Bihar was originally being prepared for a period of 
fifteen years from 1974-75 to-1988-89, covering three Five-Year Plan periods, viz., the 
Fifth , Sixth and Seventh Five-Year Pl?,n periods. But now th a t the F ifth  Five-Year 
Plan has been term inated on the 31st March 1978, the Perspective Plan has been 
prepared for a period of eleven years only from 1978-79 to 1988-89. Subsequently, 
it will be extended to 1992-93 so tha t the Perspective Plan may cover a period of 
fifteen years.

The preparation of the Perspective Plan involved a number of econometric exer
cises and an extensive use of computer. The work has been completed in record 
time by Dr. R. B. Singh, Director (Perspective Planning) assisted by Shri B. K. Dey, 
Deputy Director (Perspective Planning) and Shri N. D. Ray, Junior Research Officer 
(Perspective Planning), under the immedi?,te supervision and guidance of Prof. D, Jha 
who had been working as Member (Economics) till January, 1978. I  take this oppor
tunity  to thank Prof. Y. K. Alagh, Advisor (Perspective Planning) and Dr. K. C. 
Mazumdar, Chief (Perspective Planning), Planning Commission, New Delhi, for their 
valuable guidance and ready help to our Perspective Planning Division in preparing 
the Perspective Plan for the State.

R. P. KHANNA, 

Deputy Chairman,
PaTna : Bihar State Planning Board,

^ h e  ISth October 1978 Oovernment of Bihar.
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THE STATE ECONOMY

Size and density of population

Bihar is the second largest populous State of India. According to the Census of 
1971, it^ population stood a t 56.35 millions which constituted 10.3 per cent of the 
to ta l population of the country. The State covers an area of 1.74 lakh sq. kms.
 ̂which constitutes 5.3 per cent of the to tal area of the country. The State has, 
therefore, to  support 10.3 per cent of the total population of the country in only 
5.3 per cent of the total area. The density of population in Bihar in 1971 worked 
out to 324 sq. kms. as against 178 for the coimtry.

1.2. Almost half of the to tal area of the State consists of hills and plateaus,
while the remaining half is an alluvial plain divided into two unequal parts, north 
and south, by the river Ganga. The State has, therefore, three well-defined regions — 
North Bihar, South Bihar and Chotanagpur Plateau, covering an area of 0.54, 0.40 
and 0.80 lakh sq. kms. respectively. In 1971, the North Bihar plains had a popula
tion of 26.3 millions with a density of 489, the South Bihar plains a population of
15.8 million^ with a density of 392 and the Plateau area a population of 14.2 
millions with a density of 178. \

Estimated growth of population

1.3. The decennial growth-rate of population has been steadily rising over the last 
three decades in Bihar, although it has remained somewhat lower than the average 
for all-India as will appear from the following statement :—

1941—51 1951—61 1961—71
f

Bihar . .  10.27 19.77 21.30

India .. . .  13.31 21.62 24.75

The slightly lower rate of decennial growth in Bihar is attributed mainly to  a 
somewhat lower fall in the death-rate than in India as a whole.

1.4. The population of the State has been projected up to  1988-89 on the ba^is 
of ‘ng ’ formula. The projected population for 1977-78, 1982-83 and 1988-89 is given 
in the following; statement :—

Year Population
(in millions)

1977-78 «  63.3

1982-83 . .  «  69.2

1988-89 «  «  75.4

The annual compound rate of growth during the period 1971—89 works out to
1.73 per cent as against 1.95 in the previous decade (1961—71). The population 
projections given above take into account the impact of femily planning and welfare 
programmes in reducing the general fertility rate.
2 Plan— 1
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Social composition of population

1.5. Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes constituted about 22.9 per cent of 
the to tal poptllation of the State in 1971 as against 21.5 per cent for the country 
as a whole. In  addition, Bihar has a sizei’̂ ble population of other socially and educa
tionally backward classes who need special assistance. There is a high concentration 
of Scheduled Tribes in the Plateau areft (92.6 per cent) and Scheduled Castes in 
the North Bihar pla.ins (59.2 per cent). It is necessary to protect them from social 
exploitation and bring them  at par with the rest of the population.

Low urban growth
1.6. The papulation of the State is predominantly rural, constituting about 90 per 

cent of the to ta l population as against 80 per cent for the coimtry. In North Bihar 
plains, the percentage o f rural population is as high as 96 per cent, the correspond
ing figures for the South Bihar plains and the Plateau area being 87 and 84 per 
cent respectively. Even by 1988-89, the rural population is expected to constitute 
about 85 per cent of the to tal population, which will mean a marginal increase in 
the percentage of urban population to the to tal population from about 10 per cent 
in 1971 to about 15 per cent in 1988-89. Bihar is thus essentially a State of 
villages and its development mainly means rural development.

Overwhelming dependence on agriculture

1.7. In  1971, the percentage of workers to the total population was 31.00 per 
cent ^as against 31.90 for the country which indicates a somewhat heavier burden 
of dependency in Bihar as well as in India generally.

1.8. A vast m ajority of the workers of the State are engaged in cultivation and 
their percentage to the total workers has increased over the years, while the per
centage of workers engaged in cultivation has only slightly increased, taking India 
as a whole, from 69.5 per cent in 1961 to 69.6 in 1971, it has increased in Bihar 
during the same period from 77.1 per cent to 82.3.

1.9. In  1971, 38.9 per cent of the total number of workers was agricultural 
labourers as against 36.3 per cent for all-Ind'ia. The Census figure of 1971 indicate 
significant increase in the  percentage of agricultural labourers to the to tal population.

/
Land-use pattern

. . I
1.10. Out of the to ta l area of 173 lakh hectares in 1976-77, the net area sown 

was about 84 lakh hectares (48 per cent), fallows about 27 lakh hectares (15 per 
cent). Culturahle waste lands (about 5 lakh hectares) constitute 3 per cent of the 
to tal area and forests (about 28 lakh hectares) 16 per cent. The following statement 
gives the details of land-use pattern in the State in 1976-77;—•

Land-use Area 
(in lakh hect.)

Percentage 
to to tal area

1. Net area sown 83.51 48.18
2. Current fallows 17.05 9.84
3. Other fallows 9.55 5.51
4. Culturable waste land 4.87 2.81
5. Miscellaneous tree-crops and groves , , 2.19 1.26
6. Permanent pasture and other grazing land .. 1.55 0.90
7. Land put to  non-agricultural use ., • . 16.44 9.49
8. Barren and unculturable land • • • • 10.35 5.97
9. Forests 27.81 16.04

TOTAL 173.32 100.00



Subsistenee cultivation

1.11. The net area cultivated 'pe.r capita in 1971 was only 0.15 hectare in the 
State as a whole, 0.13 hectare in the North Bihar plains, 0.15 hectare in the South 
Bihar plains and 0.17 hectare in the plateau area as against 0.26 hectare for all- 
India. With the growth in population, the net area cultivated per capita has declined 
further. The pressure of population on land is, therefore, extremely heavy.

1.12. About 79 per cent of the holdings in the State are of less than 2 hectares 
in size account for only about 30 per cent of the to tal ojDerated area. The 
m ajority of the farmers are, therefore, small and marginal farmers subsisting on very 
low earnings with little or no resources of their own for either land development or 
provision of the high-cost inputs needed for raising productivity or yield per hectare. 
On the other hand, about 21 per cent of the to ta l operated area is owned by 
large land-holders having holdings of more than 10 hectares which account for less 
than 2 per cent of the total number of holdings. The lands are actually cultivated 
by share-croppers who have neither the necessary motivation nor the resources needed 
for land development and modernisation of agriculture. Delay in the implementation 
of land reforms measures is, therefore, an important factor contributing to the low 
average agricultural yield in State.

Unstable agricultural production

1.13. Although Bihar is noted for the richness of its agricultural lands, the agri
cultural production in the State has remained unstable due to recurrence of floods 
and droughts. The gross area irrigated in 1977-78 is estimated a t only 35 per cent 
of the gross cropped area. Cultivation, therefore, still remains dependent very largely 
on rainfall. The crop intensity lias been more or less static around 1.30. I t  is, 
however, expected to rise to 1.38 by 1977-78. Among cereals, there has been miarked 
increase in the production of wheat, but the same cannot be said of rice. The 
output ’ of pulses has declined and commercial crops has not shown any significant 
increase:

Loii-slded industrial development

1.14. The industrial structure of the State is lop-sided. While there has been some
development of heavy industries, chiefly in the mineral belt of the State, there has 
not been any significant growth of secondary and tertiary  sectors. Although Bihar 
is the richest State in mineral wealth, it still remains an industrially Itockward 
State. As against the national average of 5.93 per cent of the working force engaged 
in manufacturing industries in 1971, the percentage for Bihar was only 2.29. The 
State’s share of mineral production in the country has declined from 41 per cent 
in 1951 to 29 per cent in 1976. '

Inadequacy of infrastructural facilities

1.16. The State’s infrastructure of roads^ irrigation and power alsp needs a good 
deal of strengthening. The length of surfaced roads per lakh of population in 1977“ 
78 was only 41 kms. in Bihar as against 90 for all-India. The per capita consump
tion of j^w er in Bihar in 1976-77 (93 KWH) is well below the national average 
(115 KWH). The irrigation potential to be harnessed through major and medium, 
schemes in Bihar by 1977-78 is likely to be only 23.02 lakh hectares and through 
minor schemes 22.74 lakh hectares as against the utilisable water resoiirces of 68.20 
lakh hectares/metres of surface water and 27.33 lakh hectares/metres of ground water. 
With the increase in irrigated area, the ground water resources may go up to 35.83 
lakh hectares/metres by the end of the perspective plan.

Inadequate growth of items of social consumption

1.16. The State is also lagging &r behind in general literacy and education, pro* 
vision of health services, rural roads and other items of social Consumption. In



1971, only 19.9 per cent of th(e population in Bihar was literate as against the 
national average of 29.6 per cenife. As regards the beds in hospitals, although the 
population in Bihar constitutes about 10.3 per cent of the to tal population of India, 
the number of beds available Ikas generally been 4 to 6 per cent of the to tal 
number of beds in India. The bed-population ratio in Bihar works out to only
1 : 3,325 as against the all-India average of 1 :1,960. Similarly, the doctor-popula- 
tion ratio in the State works out to 1 : 24,000 in rural areas and 1 : 6,000 in urban 
areas as against the all-India average of I : 17,000 and 1 : 4,000 respectively.

Poverty and imemployment

1.17. The socio-economic problems of poverty and unemployment still continue to 
be alarming. In  1973-74, it is estimated tha t about 70 per cent of the to tal 
population in Bihar were below the poverty line as against 61 per cent for the country. 
The projected percentage for 1977-78 worl^ out to 56. Unemployment and under
employment have been on the increase. Based on the data contained in the 
27th Bound Survey of the NSSO, it is estimated th a t in 1972-73| there were
4.08 lakh persons ‘chronically’ unemployed in the State, the all-India figure being 
38.60 lakhs. The volimie of unemployment in equivalent person-years was estimated 
a t 20.64 lakhs which accounted for 11 per cent of the all-India figure of 186.70 lakhs. 
The figure of unemployment in Bihar a t the end of 1977-78 is estimated a t 
22.10 lakhs.

Net domestic produet and per capita income

1.18. The overall performance of the econoioiy is ultimately reflected in the in-
eieaae of net domestic productj sund income* The annual compound rate
of growth of the State income at 1960-61 prices dicing 1950-51 to 1975-76 hae been 
lower (2.76 per cent) than  the national income (3.60 per cent). More increase of the 
State income, however, does not provide a clear indication of economic welfere. A

'p a r t  of the increase in the total State income has been eaten away by t h e , increase 
in population which grew in Bihar at the rate of 1.83 per cent per annum (com- 
poTznd) during the same period^ as against 2.05 per cent for the country. This is 
reflected in a slower growth of per capita income. The annual compound rate of 
growth of per capita income during 1960-51 to 1975-76 worked out to 1.11 per cent 
for Bihar vis-a-ms 1.62 for the country. The gap between the per capita income of 
Bihar and the country has widened. The per capita income of the State which was 
26 per cent below the national level in 1950-51 has gone farther down to 35 pef 
cent below the national level in 1975-76.

Low per capita plan outlay and Central assistance

1.19. The slow growth of State income and per capita income is atttilDuted to 
a large extent to the low level of per capita plan outlay, inadequacy of Central 
assistance, inadequate flow of institutional finance and insignificant share in the to ta l 
market borrowings for the country. The following statem ent will reveal the low 
level o iper capita plan outlay and Central assistance in Bihar vis-a-vis all States in India.

Per capita plan outlay Per capita Central 
(Rs.) assistance (Rs.)

Plan period
Bihar All-States Bihar All-States

F irst Plan 19 39 6 24
Second Plan 42 51 19 26
Third Plan 71 97 44 55
Fourth Plan 97 128 67 99
Fifth Plan ... 230* 337* 37f 58t

*E«lates to 1974—79.
fEstim ates for the first three years 1974—77.
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Insignificant share in market borrowings

1.20. In  the m atter of market borrowings during the Fourth Plan, Bihar’s share 
(Rs. 64.33 crores) in the to ta l borrowings for the country (Rs. 1277.77 crores) worked 
out to only 5 per cent, although it accounts for 10.3 per cent of the to tal population 
of the country. The per capita borrowing for Bihar was Rb. 11.4 being the lowest 
for all States. Even during 1976-77, as against the to tal all-India market borrowings 
amounting to Rs. 430 crores, the share of Bihar was only Rs. 28.7 crores, which 
worked out to only 6.7 per cent of the total.

Inadequate flow of institutional finance

1.21. Bihar has also not been able to secure its due share of funds available 
with the various institutional agencies. The increase in advances by commercial 
banks have not been commensurate with the increase in deposits. The incremental 
credit-deposit ratio during June, 1975 to June, 1976 worked out to only 47.5 per 
cent for Bihar as against the all-India ratio of 76.5 per cent. The position with 
respect to the to tal credit-deposit ratio was also more or less similar. The ratio in 
June, 1976 was only 43.5 per cent for Bihar as against 76,8 per cent for the coun
try . In 1977, the ratio for Bihar further deteriorated to 39.4 per cent as against
71.0 for the country.
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CHAPTER II
AN APPRAISAL OF PLANI^ED DEVELOPMENT (1951 -78)

Planning is a continuous process and cannot be looked a t in isolation for short 
periods. Viewed a t from this angle, the First Five-Year Plan was a projection and 
continuation of the previous plans (Post-war Reconstruction Schemes) and, a t the 
same time, a prelude to the subsequent plans. A critical appraisal of the achieve
ments and failures of the Plan just concluded is, therefore, most essential for the 
formulation of the succeeding plan. The appraisal highlights the surplus or deficit 
in the various fields, as also the various constraints limiting the growth of the 
economy. While formulating the subsequent plan, an attem pt is made to avoid 
such imbalances and to eradicate the constraints. The achievements and failures of 
the various plans executed in Bihar are given below, Planwise, as a prelude to the 
perspective Plan for the State for the period from 1978-79 to 1988-89.
The First Five-Year Plan (1951-52 to 1965-56)

2.2. Bihar ushered into an era of planning alongwith the rest of the country 
with the commencement of the First Five-Year Plan in 1951-52. The Central First 
Five-Year Plan represented Free India’s first attem pt a t national reconstruction  ̂of 
the economy impoverished by the Scacond World W ar and Partition. The First 
Five-Year Plan was, therefore, largely motivated by the need for initiating a process 
of development, which might form the basis of the larger ejBForts in the future Five- 
Year Plans. At th a t time, the need to correct the mal-adjustments in the 
eoonoiny caused by the War and Partition was the paramount need of the country. 
I t  was in this context tha t Bihar launched its F irst Five-Year Plan (1951-52 to 
1955-66). Although the First Plan of the State was a successor to the Post-W’'ar 
Reconstruction Schemes, it set a patterai, for the firsl? time, of co-ordinated develop
ment in all sectoTS of the eeonomy,

2.3. The f e s t  Five-Year Plan of Bihar was a modest plan compared to the 
needs. Due to financial limitations, the total outlay o f the First Plan was cut down 
from Ra. 140.00 crores to Rs. 57.29 crores. I t  was subsequently raised to Rs. 67.79 
crores. The performance of the First Five-Year Plan, however, -exceeded the most 
optimistic estimate. As against the to>tal revised provision of Rs. 67.79 crores, the 
actual expenditure was Rs. 73.28 crories, exceeding the Plan provision by Rs. 5.49 
crores. Table 1 shows the outlay and expenditure incurred during the First Five- 
Year Plan by main sectors.

TABLE 1
OUTLAY AND EXPENDITURE IN THE FIRST PLAN BY MAIN SECTORS

- {Rs. in lakhs)
- Expenditure as

Head of development Outlay Expenditure percentage
to outlay

1* Agricultural programme 1517.40 1441.61 99.9
(22.38) (19.68)

2. Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats 163.70 162.60 99.3
(2.41) (2.22)

3. Irrigation and Flood Control 1265.40 1294.30 102.3
(18.68) (17.66'

4. Power . .  . . 955.60 946.20 99.0
(14.09) (12.91)

6. Industry and Mining .. 136.30 103.80 76.2
(2.01) (1.42)

6. Transport and Communications .. 1000.00 1078.10 100.3
(14.75) (14.71)

7. Social Services — 1741.00 2119.00 121.7
(25.68) (28.92)

8. Miscellaneous • • . 182.00 • ^

(2.48)

TOTAL 6779.4^ 7327.61 108.1
____________ _ (100.03) (100.00)



2.4. I t  will be seen from the above table tha t the agricultural development 
programmes were given a high priority in the First Five-Year Plan. A sum of 
Rs. 15.17 crores was provided for agricultural programmes. In  addition, another 
sum of Rs. 12.05 crores was provided for irrigation and flood control and Rs. 1.64 
crores for Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats. Taken together, agricultural pro
grammes, Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats and irrigation and flood c o n t r o l 'accounted 
for 43.46 per cent of the total outlay. Social services were also given high priority.

2.5. As a result of the implementation of the various programmes added by 
favourable seasonal conditions, the production of foodgrains increased from 44.42 
lakh tonnes in 1950-51 to 56.21 lakh tonnes in 1955-56, although the area under 
foodgrains declined from 98.35 to 92.95 lakh hectares. The yield rate recorded an 
increase from 452 to 605 kg/hect.

2.6. Irrigation is one of the most important aspects of agricultural development. 
For meeting emergent needs, medium and minor irrigation schemes were largely 
undertaken. Considerable progress was made in taming the Kosi, the river of sorrow, 
in North Bihar. During the Plan-pfericd, a sum of Rs. 7.35 crores was spent on 
the schemes of minor irrigation by the Agriculture and Revenue Departments, benefit
ing an area of 6.64 lakh hectares. In addition, new irrigation potential of 1.87 lakh 
hectares was created through major and medium irrigation schemes, out of which 
the actual utilization wSiS only 1.07 lakh hectares. The pre-plan figure of irrigation 
potential as well as of utilisation stood a t 4.03 lakh hectares. The gross irrigated 
area declined from 22.64 lakh hectares in 1950-51 to 17.83 lakh hectares in 1955-56.

2.7. The First Plan made large advance in power generation and distribution. 
The Bokaro Thermal Station of the Damodar Valley Corporation, which is one of 
the largest in Asia, started woxMng from 1^53. In  l!?oTtb. Bihar, 'wb.ichi is parti
cularly deficient in electric power, 12 diesel pilot generating stations with a capacity 
of 8 MW were established. Regarding distribution of power, efforts were mainly 
concentrated on the distribution of power obtained in bulk from the generating 
imdertakings. The to tal installed capacity increased from 245.56 MW in 1950-51 to 
472^43 MW in 1955-56. During the same period, the per capita consumption of 
energy increased from 19.8 KWH to 29.7 KWH and the number of places electrified, 
from 10 to 364.

2.8. In  public works programme, the road plan for Bihar was the largest among 
all the States of India, amounting to Rs. 10.78 crores. I t  is gratifying to note 
tha t as against the revised target of 3,631 kms. of improved road, the target achieved 
was 3,649 kms. This is in addition to the considerable improvement made in 
‘Kachcha’ roads in which public participation was available on a large scale. In  
the field of education, there was rapid expansion of primary and secondary educa
tion. The percentage of school-going children in the age-group of 6—11 increased 
from 27.9 in 1950-51 to 35.7 in 1955-56, the corresponding all-India figures being
42.6 and 52.9. During the same period, the percentage of enrolement in the age- 
group of 11—14 increased from 7.3 to 10.3 the corresponding all-India figures being
12.7 and 16.5. In the public health sector, over Rs. 10 crpres were spent on the 
various State and Central Schemes. The number of Grovemment managed hospitals - 
and* dispensaries increased from 40 in the pre-plan period to  137 by the end of the 
F irs t Plan. A 250-bed well equipped surgical unit, one of the biggest o f its kind 
in Asia, was added to the Patna Medical College Hospital. Improvements were made 
in the Darbhanga Medical College also. The main objectives o f  health services |>ro- 
gramme were control of communicable diseases, extension of institutional medical 
care and increasing the number of the medical and para-medical personnel.

2.9. The First Five-Year Plan also initiated a number of institutional changes of 
far reaching character. The reform of an outdated land tenure system which was 
restricting agricultural production, setting up of an agricultural extension service as 
part of a comprehensive Community Development Programme, revitalisation of the 
co-operative movement, and establishing a number of specialised institutions for pro
viding credit to agriculture and industry and for giving special assistance to



backward sections of the population, were some of the im portant features of the F irst 
Plan.

2.10. Despite the inherent Hmitations of inadequate technical and adm inistrative 
personnel, ̂  relatively poor finance of the State and recurring natural calamities of 
floods and droughts, the physical achievements in different sectors kept pace with 
the specified targets. But the success of the First Five-Year Plan lies not so much 
in its achievement of physical or financial targets as in its contribution to building 
up solid base for future plans.

The Second Plan (1956-57 to 1960-61)

2.11. The successful completion of the First Five-Year Plan encouraged the State 
Government to formulate a bigger plan. As against an expenditure of Rs. 73.28 
crores in the First Plan, the Second Five-Year Plan (1956-57 to 1960-61) outlay 
was fixed a t Rs. 190.22 crores after making the necessary efficiency cut of 6 per 
cent suggested for all the States and taking into account the transfer of territories 
consequent on the reorganisation o f States in November, 1956. In  the Ts^ke of the 
peculiar difficulties of growth experienced by the country and the difficult balance 
of payments position leading to the pruning of the National Plan from Rs. 4,800 
crores to Rs. 4,500 crores, the outlay of the State Second Plan was reduced to  
Rs. 175.62 crores. As against this total provision, the actual expenditure was 
Rs. 177.98 crores. Table 2 gives the outlay and expenditure incurred during the 
Second Five-Year Plan by main sectors.

8

, TABLE 2

OUTLAY AND EXPENDITURE IN  TH E SECOND PLAN BY MAIN SECTORS.

{Rs. in l(M 0

Expendi-
Head of Development Outlay Expenditure tuLre as

percentage 
to outlay.

I. Agricultural programme
%

2696.63 2858.40 106.0
(14.18) (16.06)

111.72. Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats . . 2294.23 2561.85
(12.06) (14.40)

82.83. Irrigation and flood control 3258.50 2698.53
(17.13) (15.16)

116.04. Power 2685.17 3113.93
(14.12) (17.30)

72.66. Industry and mining . . . . 1166.68 847.30
(6.13) (4.76)

94.96. Transport and communications .. • • 1585.54 1519.84
(8.33) (8.54)

78.87. Social Services 5239.83 4127.76
(27.55) (23.19)

73.48. Miscellaneous , . 95.23 69.91
(0.50) (0.39)

TOTAL •• 19021.81
(100.00)

17797.52
(100.00)

93.6



2.12. DuriDg the First Plan, the first priority was given to the social services 
sector, followed by agriculture, irrigation and transport and communications and 
power. The order of priorities was slightly changed during the Second Plan. Agri
culture was given the first place, followed by social services, power, irrigation and 
transport and communications. During the Second Plan, while Agriculture and Com
m unity Development accounted for 30.5 per cent of the to ta l plan expenditure, social 
services, power irrigation and transport and communications accounted for 23.2, 17.5, 
15.2 and 8.5 per cent respectively.

2.13. The figures of financial outlaj'S given above are undoubtedly im portant as 
they show the magnitu le of investment in the public sector. But far more impor
ta n t are the achievements in the various fields of development. The most significant 
achievement of the two Five-Year Plans is the setting up of an extension agency 
to  cover ultimately all the villages in the State and also to uplift the economy 
largely through community effort. During the Second Plan, the task  of constituting 
Gram Panchayats was carried further to give shape to democratic decentralisation 
as stressed by the Balwant Rai Mehta Committee. Co-operative movement made 
further progress during the Second Plan, both in the increase in the number of 
co-operative societies and in the diversification of the functions of the societies.

2.14. During the Second Plan, agriculture took pride of place. The production 
of foodgrains increased from 66.21 lakh tonnes in 1955-56 to 74.19 lakh tonnes in 
1960-61. The actual production in the various years, however, showed wide fluctua
tions, thus exposing the dependence of agriculture on monsoon. The area under 
foodgraiaa during the plan period increased ixom ^2.^5 to  99.28 lakh hectares. The 
yield rate  increased from 603 to 747 kg./hect.

2.15. In  order to reduce the dependence of agriculture on rains minor irrrigation 
schemes were given great importance on account of their low cost of execution and 
the possibility of deriving immediate benefit frcm the potential created. During the 
Sedond Plan, 10.63 lakh hectares of land received benefit through minor irrigation 
schemes as against 6.64 lakh hectares in the First Plan. In  addition, the irrigation 
potential created during the Second Plan period by medium and major schemes \^as 
of the order of 2.46 lakh hectares, the actual utilisation also beiAg 2.46 lakh 
hectares inclusive of 0.80 lakh hectares coming on unutilised from the F irst H an  period. 
Thus duriag the Second Plan period, the irrigation potential increased from 5.90 to  8.36 
lakh hectares, while the actual utilisation iucreased from 5.11 to  7.57 lakh hectares. 
As against 7*77 million hectares of cultivated area of the reorganised S tate of BiHar, 
assured irrigation was, therefore, made available to only 8.36 lakh hectares, i.e.,
11 per cent of the to tal cultivated area. The gross irrigated area increased from 
17i83 lakh hectares in 1955-56 to  20.62 lakh hectares in 1960-61.

2.16. The flood control programme was executed with great measure of popular 
support and pratically all the major rivers in the North Bihar were controUed by 
th^ end of the Second Plan. The First and the Second Plans added on area of 
2.33 and 10.32 lakh hectares to the original area of 10.06 lakh hectares already 
protected from floods by 1951, a t a cost of Rs. 5.60 crores and 17.69 crores.

2.17. As regards the industrial sector, the State had necessarily to  depend on the 
Central Industrial Plans because of the heavy investment required to tap  the vast 
resources of the State. As part of the Central Plan, the Fertilizer Factory a t Sindri 
was established during the First Plan and preliminary work was done on the Heavy 
Machinery P lant and the Foundry Forge a t H atia and the Barauni Oil Refinery 
during the Second Plan. The State Second Plan made a modest attem pt to  sta'rt 
a Super Phosphate Factory a t Sindri and a High Tension Insulator Factory a t Banchi:;
2 Plan.—2
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Schemes for a spun silk factory at Bhagalpur, a co-operative spinning mill and a 
co-operative sugar factory were also included in the Second Plan. In  the private 
sector, an Explosive Factory was established at Gomia and the production of iron 
and steel, sugar, vehicles, electrical equipment, chemicals, paper and textiles was 
expanded. The plan also emphasised the scope for considerable expansion of the 
small scale and village industries. As against Rs. 1.04 crores spent on industry and 
mining during the F irst Plan, Rs. 8.47 crores were spent during the Second Plan.

2.18. During the Second Plan, there was a sizable increase in power generation. 
The State Electricity Board was set up in 1958 to  manage the generation and 
distribution of power on commercial lines. The installed cai>acity increased from 
472.43MW in 1955-56 to  782,84 MW in 1960-61 and the per capital consumption of 
electricity, from 29.7 KWH to 41.1 KWH. During the same period, the number of 
places electrified increased from 364 to 2,475.

2.19. In  the field of transport, the total length of surfaced road increased from 
4,800 km. in 1950-51 to  10,989 km. in 1961. Due to  paucity of funds, the level 
of development of roads remained far below the all-India average. There was, how
ever, a significant development of the railways during the decede as part of the 
Central Plan. A bridge was constructed cross the Ganga a t Mokamah, A broad 
gauge line was laid up to  Barauni and also between Chandrapura and Ranchi. A 
huge scheme of electrification to cope with the additional loads on the Railways 
was also drawn up.

2.20. Social services like health, education and welfare of backward classes received
high priority. The number of Government managed hospitals and dispensaries in
creased fiom  1S7 in, to  by the end oi the  ^ c c n d  PlSkUi. In  to
cope with the increased requirements for medical gra duates, the number of seats 
was increased in the two Medical Colleges a t Patna and Darbhanga and the th ird  
Medical College was opened at Ranchi.

2.21. In  the sphere of education, efforts were made to  provide imiversal, free and 
compulsory prim ary education. The percentage of enrolment of children of the age- 
group 6 ^ 1 1  increased from 35.7 in 1955-56 to 53.7 in 1960-61, the corresponding 
all-India figures being respectively 52.9 and 62.2. During the same period the enrol
m ent in the age-gi*oup 11—14 increased from 10.3 to  17.1, the corresponding all- 
India figures being 16.5 and 22.5. In the field of secondary education, efforts were 
concentrated on the increase in the number of institutions, diversification of courses 
a^d conversion of High Schools into Higher Secondary and Multi-purpose Schools. 
Significant changes were made in the field of University education also. The Patna 
University which was an affiliating University, was converted into a teaching-cww- 
residential University. Later, with the increase in the number of colleges and students 
it  was found essential to  establish four Universities in the State in place of two. 
In  the field of technical education, the intake capacity of the technical institutions 
was increased during the two plans. In addition, two more agricultural colleges and 
a Second Veterinary college were opened by the end of the Second Plan. Among 
the measures taken for the welfare of Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled Castes and other 
backward classes, provision of educational facilities is the most im portant. Cons- 
tm ction  of grain golas, strengthening of co-operative societies, development of cottage 
industries, construction of houses, provision of wells, etc., were the other measures 
taken.

The Third Plan (1961-62 to 1965-66)

2.22. The first two Plans of the State, no doubt, made some impact on the
economy but, a t the same time, they were too modest to make any significant
contribution to raising the standard of Living of the people. The Third Five-Year
Plan (1961-62 to 1965-66) was, therefore, drawn up as a programme of action much 
larger in size than the First or the Second, I t represented the S tate’s first effort
to  wards development and formed part of the national objective to make the
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economy self-generating and self-reliant. Table 3 gives the outlay and ex:penditure 
incurred during the Third Plan by main sectors.

TABLE 3

OUTLAY AND EXPENDITURE IN THE TH IRD  PLAN BY MAIN SECTOR

{Rs. in lakhs)

Head of development
Expen-

Outlay Expenditure diture as
percentage 
to outlay

1. Agricultural Programme

2. Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats

3. Irrigation and flood control

4. Power

5. Industry and mining ..

6. Transport and communications

7. Social services

8. Miscellaneous '

TOTAL

4138.61 3851.05 93.1
(12.28) (11.71)
4110.00 2927.56 71.2

(12.20) (8.91)
7057.10 8177.00 115.9
(20.94) (24.88)

7062.00 9405.00 133.2
(20.95) (28.61)
1403.00 1053.03 73.8
(4.16) (3.20)

2140.00 1744.39 81.5
(6.35) (6.31)

7725.24 5685.52 73.6
(22.92) (17.3)

68.42 26.80 39.2
(0.21) (0.08)

33704.38
(100.00)

32870.34
(100.00)

97.5

2.23. Considering the percentage of the to ta l expenditure incurred on various 
sectors in the Second and Third Plans, the difference in the sectoral priorities is 
negUgible except in the case of agriculture and Community Development, Irrigation 
and Power. A substantial proportion of the Second Plan expenditure on agriculture 
and Community Development was on extension, research and teaching staff th a t was 
appointed for the first time. This staff continued in the Third Plan period as com
m itted expenditure, outside the Plan. Most of the expenditure incurred in the Third 
Plan was thus on works of various kinds to increase production. There was greater 
emphasis in the Third Plan on execution of the major riv er valley  projects for 
proyiding assured irrigation and on power for industry and agriculture. In  fact, a ll 
the major projects Uke Kosi, Gandak and Sone schemes had been initiated during 
the Second Plan itself. During the Third Plan, the tempo of expenditure was 
higher.

2.24. In  the field of agriculture, the actual production of foodgrains in the te r
minal year of th e  Third Plan (72.35 lakh tonnes was a Uttle lower than in the 
base year (74.19 lakh tonnes) due to unfavourable weather conditions over large 
parts of the State, apart from non-fulfilment of irrigation target and rise in the 
cost of fertilizers with inadequate supply. The area under foodgrains declined from 
99.28 lakh hectares in 1960-61 to 96.95 lakh hectares in 1965-66. There was, how
ever, a marginal increase in the yield rate from 747 to 754 kgs./hect. during the 
Plan period.

2.26. The Plan aimed a t creating new irrigation potential of 11.26 lakh hectares 
through major and medium irrigation schemes, out of which the actual utilisation



was expected to be 8.04 lakh, hectares. The targets for irrigation potential and 
utilisation were fixed a t 19.62 and 15.60 lakh hectares respectively by the end of 
the Third Plan. The gross irrigated area during the Plan period increased from 
20.62 lakh hectares in 1960-61 to 22.51 lakh hectare in 1965-66. Among the major 
ir r i^ tio n  projects completed, mention may be made of the Kosi Project which was 
complieted by and large. The remodelling of the Sone Canals and the construction 
of the Barrage over the river Sone near Dehri were the other important projects 
completed by the end of the Third Plan. While flood control was established early, 
the utilisation of irrigation water started on a small scale only in the last year of 
the Third Plan due to reasons like want of water-courses and delay in the erection 
o f hydel power unit.

2.26. As regards power generation, the to ta l installed capacity increased from 
6M.84 MW in 1960-61 to 924.37 MW in 1965-66. The per capita consumption of 
power during the same period increased from 41.1 KWH to 57.7 KWH and the 
number of places electrified, from 2,475 to 4,070. The average per capita consump
tion of energy in Bihar thus remained below the all-India figure of 61.3 KWH. 
But as the bulk of the energy was consumed in the mineral and industrial belt of 
the State, the supply in the rest of the State was very limited. Even by the end 
of the Third Plan, only 6 per cent of the towns and villages of the State could 
be electrified.

2.27. Considerable progress was made in ^the construction of National and State
Highways and major district roads. The to ta l road length imder these categories 
increased from 4,877 km. in 1950-51 to 14,656 km. in 1965-66. The length of major 
district roads during the same period increased from a bare 164 kms. to 8,254 kms. The 
progress was very much marked in North Bihar where the length of metalled roads 
increased from 704 km. in 1951 to 5,059 kms. in 1965-66. Good progress was made 
in the widening of trunk  roads. The length of double-lane roads increased from 
92 kms. only in  1950 to  845 kms. m Although good progress m s  made in
the. opnstruc ti^  of roads by the end of the Third Plan, vest areas in the interior 
remained without proper road facilities.

2.28. Although Bihar has a very rich industrial potential, industries could not 
develop in the State to the desired level. A few mineral based large-scale industries 
were established even before the First Plan but their existence did not a ttrac t 
ancillary or subsidiary industries. The State set up two factories, viz., the Super
phosphate Factory a t Sindri and the High Tension Insulator Factory a t Ranchi. 
The work on the electrical equipment factory was started towards the end of the 
Third Plan period. The Oil Refinery set up a t Barauni by the Government of India 
went on stream a few years ago. The Machine Building Plant, the Foundry Forge 
and the Machine Tools Plant a t Ranchi on which the Central Government started 
work during the Second Plan, were partially commissioned by the end of the Third 
Plan. The work on the construction of Steel P lant a t Bokaro was also taken up 
toTR^rds the end of the Plan. The private sector industries expanded their capacities 
during Plan but the rate was rather slow. The rate of increase in the net value 
of output of factory establishments and mineral production in the State was lower 
thian in India. The index of industrial production in Bihar with 1956 as the base 
worked out to  151.3 as against 184.4 for all-India and the index of mineral pro
duction with 1955-56 as the ba.se, 151 as against 184 for all-India. In  term s of 
net value, the output of factory establishments increased from Rs. 58.48 crores in 
1960-61 to Rs. 78.07 crores in 1965-66. During the same period, the net output 
of mineral production increased from 33.12 crores to 39.29 crores.

2.29. In  the field of education, the enrolment at the Primary, Middle, Secondary
and University levels increased from 14.7, 2.2, 1.5 and 0.2 lakhs in 1950-51 to
39.6, 7.1, 4.5 and 1.1 lakhs respectively in 1965-66. The percentage of enrolment 
in the age-group 6—11, 11—14 and 14—17 rose to 54.3, 18.6 and 13.5 respectively 
by 1966-66 the all India a ' erage being 78.5, g2.2 and 17.8 respectively. The
percentage enrolment in the age-groups 6—11 and 11—14 in Bihar, therefore, 
remained fer below the all-India level by 1965-66. The percentage of students study
ing science a t the University stage in 1965-66 was only 31.5 as against 42.5 in the 
coxmtry as a whole. The technical education in the State recorded good progress. 
The enrollment increased from a bare 132 in 1950-51 to 1,376 in 1965-66. Similarly,
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the intake capacity at the diploma level during the same period increased from 100 
to  2,129. As regards health , the number of beds in the hospital increased from 
4^286 in 1950-51 to 12,755 in 1965-66. The ratio of beds to  population, however, 
■was only 1 : 3900 as against the all-India average of 1 ; 2060. The doctor-population 
ratio a t the end of the Third Plan was 1 : 6458 as against the all-India average of
1 : 5800. Since the Scheduled Castes/Tribes and other backward classes constitute 
a sizable portion of the to tal population of the State, efforts were continued to 
raise their lot by providing a large number of freeships, stipends and other con
cessions. The enrolment of the children of these castes in educational institutions 
increased from 10.17 lakhs in 1950-51 to 29.27 lakhs in 1963-64.

The Three Annual Plans (1966-67 to 1968-69)

2.30. During the Third Plan period, several difficulties seriously disturbed the 
Indian economy. The aggression of China in 1962 and* hostilities with Pakistan in 
1965 resulted in heavy commitments on defence. This was followed by the drought 
of 1965-66. Recession followed. Resources had to be diverted to fight drought and 
near famine and their aftermath. For sometime, long-term planning had to be 
v irtually  suspended. Though the nation as well as the States formulated the Fourth 
Five-Year Plan (1966—71), planning continued with limited objectives and moderate 
outlays on the basis of three Annual Plans (1966-67 to 1968-69). The outlay and 
expenditure of the Annual Plans are given in Table 4.

Table 4
Outlay and expenditure in the Annual Plans by rain sectors
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Head of development Outlay Expenditure
Expenditure 

as percentage 
to outlay.

1. Agricultural Programme .. 4778.85 4457.03 93.3
(22.87) (19.56)

2. Oo-operation, C.D. and Panchayats .. 971.46 1074.70 110.6
(4.65) (4.71)

3. Irrigation and Flood Control 4977.50 6022.77 121.0
(23.82) (26.42)

4. Power 5575,00 6684.15 119.9
(26.88) (29.32)

5. Industry  and Mining 742.63 621.89 83.7
(3.55) (2.73)

6. 1?ransport and Communication 966.65 1033.85 107.0
(4.63) (4.54)

7. Social Services 2859.21 288U S 100.8
(13.68) (12.64)

8. Miscellaneous . . 24.43 18.02 75.0
(0.12) (0.08)

TOTAL « 20895.73
(100.00)

22793.44
(lOO.OO)

109.1

2*31. I t  will be seen from the table given above th a t the expenditure on agfi-^ 
culture including irrigation and flood control during the Annual Plans accounted for 
mor^ than  half of the to ta l expenditure (50.69 percen t). During the Annual Pinna 
1966-67 and 1967-68, as against the target of 16.21 lah tonnes of additional foodt- 
grains production, the potential created was only 5.91 lakh tonnes because of the 
unprecedented drought and famine over a large part of the S tate. Flood also took its 
to ll in 1967-68. Agricultural production sought to be stepped up through a large 
num ber of short-term  measures capable of yielding quick results including the high 
yielding varieties programme, short duration cropping, multiple-crppping and promotion 
of subsidiary foodgrains. Spill-over schemes in sectors like irrigation and power were 
given priority. The to tal installed capacity increased from 924,37 MW in 196S-66 to



1270.53 MW in 1968-69. Minor irrigation works and rural electrification, particularly 
energisation of pump-sets, were intensified. As a result of these programmes, the 
production of foodgrains which dropped from 72.75 lakh tonnes in 1965-66 to 36.21 
lakh tonnes in 1966-67, increased to 73.65 lakh tonnes in the following year and 
remained more or less constant in the next year. The area under foodgrains which 
declined from 95.95 lakh hectares in 1965-66 to 81.39 lakh hectares in 1966-67, 
increased to 98.29 lakh hectares in 1968-69. The yield ra te  which dropped sharply 
from 754 kgs./hect. in 1965-66 to  444 kgs./hect. in 1966-67, almost regained its 
position in 1968-69. The gross irrigated area increased from 22.51 lakh hectares in 
1965-66 to  26.97 lakh hectares in 1968-69.

2.32. The inadequacy of financial resources during the Annual Plans slowed down 
the expansion of social services. The expenditure on social services accounted for only 
13 per cent of the to ta l expenditure. The tempo of expenditure on education and 
welfare of backward classes was, however, maintained. In 1966-67, the percentage of 
enrolment of the children o:̂  the age-groups 6—11 and 11—14 increased to 55.2 and
19.1 as against the all-India figures of 79.9 and 33.9 respectively. The percentage 
further increased to  56.3 and 19.4 in the following year. The percentage of enrolment 
in the 14—17 age-group, however, declined marginally from 13.5 in 1965-66 to  13.2 
in 1966-67 as against the all-India average of 19. But in the next year, the 
percentage rose again to  13.4.

The Fourth Plan (1969-70 to 1973-74)
2.33. The Fourth Five-Year Plan period (1969-70 to 1973-74) was marked by 

widespread drought, flood, famine and political instability. As a result, the achievement 
of physical and financial targets of the Plan was difficult. As against the approved 
outlay of Rs. 531.28 crores, Rs. 485.7<J crores were spent in the Fourth Plan period 
(Table 5). The revised expenditure of the Fourth Plan is still lower (Rs. 480.88 crores). 
The shortfall in the achievement of financial targets was mucli less marked th an  th e  
achievement of physical targets. This was so because of the high incidence of price 
durmg the Fourth Plan period.

Table 5—Outlay and expenditure in the Fourth Plan by main sectors.

{Bupeea in lakhs)
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Expenditure
Head of development. Outlay. Expenditure. as percentage 

to  outlay*

1. Agricultural programme . .  ... 9310.00 7208.00 88,0
(17.52) (14.84)

2. Co-operation, C.D. and Panchayats .. 1980.00 1763.00 100.8
(3.72) (3.63)

3. Irrigation and FlQod Control 14544.00 115.6
27100.00 (29.94)

4, Power ..  .. J . (51.04) 13577.00 105.1
(27.95)

5. Industry and mining 1752.00 1739.()0 88.9
(3.29) (3.58)

6. Transport and Communications 3804.00 3561.00 99.4
(7.16) (7.33)

7. Social services 9127.00 6171.00 80.^
(17.17) (12.70)

8. Miscellaneous . .  __ 55.00 13.00 20.6
(0.10) (0.03)

TOTAL .. 53128.00 48576.00* 99.8
(100.00) (100.00)

^Revised Fourth Plan expenditure is Rs. 480.88 crores.



2.34. The Fourth Plan laid emphasis on agricultural programme, irrigation and 
power sectors. Agricultural programmes, Community Development, Co-operation and 
PanchayatB accounted for 21.24 per cent of the to ta l Plan outlay. The production of 
fo o ^ra in s increased from 75.61 lakh tonnes in 1968-69 to 77.65 lakhs tonnes in 
1973-7’4. Although the production of foodgrains increased, the rate of increase was 
well below the national average and much lower than the rates atta ined  in many 
other States, such as the Pun jab , Haryana and Gujarat. Moreover, the agricultural 
production remained unstable due to recurrence of floods and droughts, lack of ade
quate supply of fertilizer, non-realisation of the anticipated irrigation potential, etc. 
The area under foodfiains declined from 98.29 lakh hectares in 1968-69 to  95.97 
lakh hectares in 1973-74. The yield rate, however, increased during the same period 
from 749 to  809 kgs./hectare.

2,35 Irrigation and power accounted for more than 51 per cent of the to tal Plan 
outlay. The to ta l irrigation potential created by the end of the Fourth Plan stood a t 
19.45 lakh hectares and the utilisation at 13.16 lakh hectares. The percentage utilisa
tion worked out to 67.66. As regards minor irrigation, it has been reported th a t 
the potential created by the end of the Fourth Plan stood a t 17.00 lakh hectares 
through minor irrigation schemes, both surface and ground water including State tube- 
wells. The utilisation was also exactly the same. I t  appears th a t the potential figure 
has been computed on the basis of cent per cent utilisation because of inadequacy of 
data on the potential of various minor irrigation schemes. This has since been reworked 
by the Planning Board in consultation with the Minor Irrigation Department of the 
Government of Bihar. The revised figures of irrigation potential works out to  22.38 
lakh hectares as against 17.00 lakh hectares. The utilisation has been kept a t 17.03 
lakh hectares which gives an utilisation factor for 76.09 per cent. The to ta l irriga
tion potential a t the end of the Fourth Plan thus stood a t 41 .SS U kh hectaa:e8 
the utilisation at 30.19 lakh hectares, the percentage utilisation being 72.17.

2.36. In the power sector, the to tal installed capacity increased from 1270.53 MW 
in 1968-69 to  1783.84 MW in 1973-74. The per capita consumption of power increased 
to  71 KW H by 1973-74. On the transmission side, as against the targets of 532 MW 
circuit KW ot 220 KV Lines and 1660 circuit KM of 132 KV lines, the anticipated 
achievements were respectively 664 and 1,088 circuit KM. The achieVement of elec
trifying 9,814 villages and providing connections to 96.30 thousand pumps was below 
the targets of 12,500 villages and 1.25 lakh pump connections.

2.37. In  the road sector, the length of surfaced roads increased from 12,205 kms. 
in 1968-69 to  13,323 kms. (estimated) at the end of the Fourth Plan. The length of 
such roads in 1951 was only 4,800 kms.

2.38. In  the field of industry, the Central Government have made substantial 
investments in Bihar since 1951 in the establishment of heavy engineering, fertilizer, 
oil-refining and steel capacity. One or two large private houses have also invested in 
setting up of industries based on mineral resources available in the State. But the 
establishment of heavy industries in the public and private sectors has had very 
lim ited im pact on the economy. These industries, however, provided favourable condi
tions for a rapid development of secondary and tertiaries in the State. The small-scale 
ancillaries a t Adityapur, Hatia and Bokaro recorded good progress.

2.39. Under the health sector, the programmes of control of contagious diseases, 
family planning and post-graduate medical education were trea ted  to  be programmes of 
national importance and were, therefore, included in the category of Centrally^- 
sponsored Schemes. For the rest of the programmes, the State Government made a 
provision of Bs. 15.20 crores in the State’s Fourth Plan. The actual expenditure was, 
however, only Rs. 7.2fc crores. The reasons for the shortfall in expenditure were mainly 
attributable to non-availability of funds and 'bottlenecks in building construction 
programme. As against the Fourth Plan target of increasing the number of urban 
beds to  14,864 from 9,513 in 1968-69, the actual achievement was estim ated a t
11,590. As regards the rural beds, it was estim ated th a t the Fourth Plan target of 
raising the number to  3,603 would be fully achieved. As regars education, the
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expenditure during the Fourth Plan was of the order of Rs. 28.15 crores as against the 
Plan outlay of Rs. 38.38 crores. The shortfall was mainly due to non-availability of funds 
which bad mainly affected the elementary and secondary education. As against the 
target of enrolling 15.02 lakh additional children in the age-group 6—11 during the 
Fourth Plan, the enrolment was estimated at 8.52 Jakhsonly. The enrolment was poor 
particularly in the case of girls. Similarly, the additional enrolment of children in the 
age-group of 11—14 (3 lakhs) fall short of the targeted enrolment (4.13 lakhs). The 
percentage of enrolment during the Fourth Plan, however, rose from 55.9 to  62.2 
or the 6—11 age-group and from 19.7 to 24.3 for the 11—>14 age-group.

The Fifth Five-Year Plan (1974-75 to 1977—78)

2.40. The draft F ifth  Five-Year Plan (1974— 79) subm itted by the Government of 
Bihar in July, 1973 visualised an outlay of Rs. 1520 crores. A fter scrutiny and dis
cussions, the Planning Commission decided on a tentative outlay of Rs. 1267.43 crores 
in January, 1974, which was revised to Rs. 1296 .06 crores w ith the finalisati<jn of the 
F ifth  Plan.

2.41. I t  has now been decided to  modify the existing system of fixed period Five- 
Year Plans by introducing the concept of a “Rolling Plan” . Consequently, the F ifth  Five- 
Year Plan has been terminated or the 31st March 1978 only after four years and a 
new medium-term plan for five years from 1978-79 to 1982-83 has been launched from 
Aprilj 1978. W ith the early closing of the Fifth-Plan, the outlay got reduced from
1296.06 crores to  Rs. 971.71 crores.

2.42. The broad sectoral outlay of the original as well as truncated F ifth  Plan 
arid the expenditure incurred during the four years of the F ifth  Plan are given in 
Table 6.

Table 6 
Ou^ay and expenditure in the Fifth Plan by main sectors.

(Bupees in lahJis)
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Head of development.
Original 

Fifth  Plan 
Outlay 

(1974 79).

Truncated 
Fifth  Plan 

Outlay 
(1974—78).

Actual Expenditure 
expenditure as percentage 
(1974—78) to Outlay

(1974—78)

1 2 3 4 5

1. Agricultural programmes 18,916.39^ 
(14.59) !

14,748.92 12,159.391 

1,646:51 /

93.61

2. Co-operation, C.B. and 
Panchayats.

3,692.87 " 
2.S5-*

(16.18)

3. Irrigation and Flood 33,780.00^ 
(26.06) 1 

35,896.99 | 
(27.70)-’

50,700.00 26,233.79'
Control. 

4. Power
(55.61)

22,036.99j
95.21

5. Industry  and mining .. 5,588.25
(4.31)

3,578.82
(3.92)

(8,732.53)

3,635.54 101.58

6. Transport and Commu
nications.

12,810.74
(9.88)

(9.58) 8,823.26 101.04

7. Social services 17,727.33
(13.68)

12,597.87
(13.82)

12,005.93 95.30

8. Miscellaneous 1,193.43
(0.93)

812.86
(0.89)

762.00 93.74

Total 1,29,606.00
(100.00)

91,171.00
(100.00)

87,303.41 96.76
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2.43. I t  will be seen from Table 6 th a t the F ifth  Plan laid emphasis on power 
development, irrigation and flood control. The proposed outlay iinder these two heads 
of development in the truncated F ifth  Plan accounted for about 56 per cent of the 
F ifth  Plan outlay. Agricultural programmes accounted for about 16 per cent and 
social services 14 per cent.

2.44. The production of food-grains increased from 77.65 lakh tonnes in 1973-74 
to  82.56 lakh tonnes in 1974-75 and 97.79 lakh tonnes in 1975-76 . I t ,  however, 
decreased marginally to 93.58 lakh tonnes id 1976-77. The production in 1977-78 is 
estimated a t 102 lakh tonnes in view of the favourable weather conditions.

2.45. The irrigation potential created through major and medium schemes increased 
from 19.45 lakh hectares in 1973-74 to 24.85 lakh hectares in 1977-78. The utilisation 
of the potential created, however, increased from 13.16 to  16.55 lakh hectares. The 
potential created through minor irrigation schemes increased from 22.38 lakh hectares 
in 1973-74 to 34.52 lakh hectares in 1977-78, the utilisation in the respective years 
being 17.03 and 24.85 lakh hectares.

2.46. In ,th e  power sector, the to tal installed capacity increased from 1783.84 MW 
in 1973-74 to 1935 MW in 1976-77. The installed capacity of the Bihar State Elec
tricity  Board during the same period increased from 573.45 MW to 590.21 MW a t 
the end of 1977-78. The capacity a t the end of 1977-78 is estimated to have 
increased to 740 MW. The energy generated increased from 1,884 million KWH in 
1973-74 to 2,866 million KWH in 1977-78. The per capita consumption of electricity 
increased from 71 KWH in 1973-74 to 93 KWH in 1976-77. Regarding rural elec
trification, out of 67,566 villages 18,695 have already been electrified till the end of 
1977-78, leaving a balance of 48,871 villages to be electrified.

2.47. In  the road sector, the length of surfaced road increased from 13,323 kms. 
in 1973-74 to 23,133 kms. in 1977-78. The length of xmsurfaced roads in 1977-78 was 
53,853 kms. of which almost the entire length (52,861 kms.) was due to village roads 
only. The length of surfaced roads per lakh of population increased from 31 kms. in 
1973-74 to 41 kms. in 1977-78, the respective all-India figures being 62 and 90 kms.

2.48. In  the field of industry, the manufacturing industries (factory establishments
and small enterprises) accounted for only 10.64 per cent of the State Domestic
Product in 1974-75. In  1975-76 the contribution is estimated a t 13.22 per cent. The
establishment of heavy industries in the public and private sectors thus has had, so 
far, very limited impact on the economy. However, the condition now seem to  be 
ripe for a rapid development of secondary and tertiary  sectors in the State. Minerals 
accounted for only 4.67 per cent of the SDP in 1974-75 and 7.27 per cent in 1975-76.

2.49. Under the health sector, 22 hospitals/dispensaries were established in 1974-75
in the urban areas, which exceeded the Fifth Plan target of 21. In  the rural areas, 
35 hospitals/dispensaries were established by 1977-78 as against the Fifth Plan target 
of 147. In  the field of general education, the percentage of enrolment of boys in the 
age-group 6—11 is anticipated to have increased from 85.2 in 1974-75 to 89.0 in 
1977-78 as against the F ifth  Plan target of 100. In  respect of girls of the same age-
group, the percentage of enrolment is likley to  increase from 34.1 in 1-974-75 to
40.0 in 1977-78, the Fifth Plan target being 50.

Sector-wise Aehievements (1951—78)

2.50. The above analysis of planned development in Bihftr highlights the successes 
and failures of the economy, plan-wise, for the period from 1951-52 to  1977-78. 
An attem pt is now being made to present the sector-wise achievements and &ilures 
of the economy during the same period with a view to  facilitating a quick and 
connected sectoral study of growth during the planned era in Bihar.

Agricultural Production

2.51. Production of foodgrains has increased from an average of about 41.70 lakh 
tonnes during the three years ending 1950-51 to an average of 97.79 lakh tonnes

2 Plianing—3
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during the three years ending 1977-78, which gave a growth rate 4.98 per cent 
per annum. I t  is estimated th a t the population during the same period has increased 
from 38.79 to 63.30 millions. The population, therefore, is estimated to have increased 
by 63.19 per cent over 27 years or by 2.34 per cent annuaUy.
The annual compound growth-rate of foodgrains works out to 3.5 per cent as
against 1.84 per cent for the population .Although the rate of growth of food-grains 
production has been maintained a t a level higher than the rate of population growth 
the agricultural production has remained unstable due to recurrence of floods and 
d ro u ^ ts  as mentioned earli^ . The cultivation still remains largely dependent on 
rainfall. Among the cereals, there has been a marked increase in the productipn of 
wheat but the same is not true to rice. While the production of pulses has declined 
th a t of commercial crops has not shown any significant increase. I t  is heartening to 
note th a t the foodgrains production in Bihar in 1977-78 has exceeded 100 lakh tonnes 
mark. The production is estimated at 102 lakh tonnes.

Irrigation

2.52. The gross irrigated area is estimated to have increased from 22.64 lakh 
hectares in 1950-51 to  37.16 lakh hectares in 1976-77 an increase of 13.52 lakh 
hectares over 26 years or about 2.30 percent per annum. The development of 
irrigation has not, therefore, on the whole progressed satisfactorily. The gross irrigated 
area through major and medium schemes in 1977-78 is estimated a t  16.55 lakh 
hectares and through minor irrigation scheme 24.85 lakh hectares as against the 
respective potential of 24.85 and 34.52 lakh hectares. The percentage utiUsation is 
estim ated a t 66.60 for major and medium schemes, 72.00 for minor schemes and
69.73 for all schemes.

2.53. The realisation of the irrigation benefits has not been commensurate wilh the 
investment made due largely to delays in completion and effective commissioning of 
the  projects. Various steps are being taken for accelerating the progress of schemes 
Which l^ve  already reached an advanced stage and for strengthening the organisational 
infrastructure of agricultural extension and credit in such areas. The development of 
the immense ground-water resources available in Bihar began to  receive particular 
attention only after the severe drought of 1966-67. The programme had slowed down 
to  some extent dpiring the early years of the Fourth Plan. Earnest endeavours are 
being made, however, now to  push ahead the ground -v^ter development programme 
on a massive scale. I t  is also necessary to increase the utilisation of the potential 
created.

Power

2.54. The installed generating capacity in Bihar has grown from 245.56 MW in 
1950-51 to 1,935.27 MW in 1976-77 as shown in the following statem ent:

{in M W )
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1950-51 1955-56 1960-61 1965-66 1968-69 1973-74 1976-77

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Board’s own Power 3.31 
Station*

13.34 13.37 58.45 208.51 573.45 590.23

2. B.V.C. .. Nil 176.50 331.50 571.50 751.50 871.50 871.50

3. Other public utilitie s .. 43.75 35.38 34.38 31.84 30.74 30.84 30.84

4. Self-generating plants or 198.50 
captive plants.

247.21 253.59 262.58 279.78 308.05 442.72

TOTAL ..  245.56 472.43 632.84 924.37 1,270.53 1,783.84 1,935.27



The per capita consumption of electricity in the State during the same period has 
increased from 19.80 to 93.19 K.W.H which is well below the national average of 
115 K.W H (estimated). The power generation programme has thus lagged behind and 
need to  be pushed ahead vigorously.

2.65, The number of towns and villages electrified rose from barely 10 in 1950-51 to 
18,695 by the end of 1977-78, which is only 28 percen t of the to ta l number of 
villages to be electrified, A balance of about 48,871 villages are required to be 
electrified out of a to tal of 67,566 villages. Rural electrification has also, therefore, 
lagged behind.

2.56. The transmission and distribution system which is already overstretched and 
causes heavy transmission losses and voltage fluctuations, need considerable streng
thening and reorganisation.

Transport

2.57. The length of surfaced roads increased from about 48,00 kms. in 1950-51 to 
22j328 kms. in 1976-77. At the end of the Fifth Plan (1977-78), the to ta l length of 
the surface!^ roads is estimated to have gone up to 23.133 kms. The length of 
unsuxfeced roads in 1977-78 was 53,863 kms. of which almost the entire length 
(52,861 kms.) was due to village roads only. The kilometrage of unsurfaced roads by 
the end of the Fifth Plan is also expected to remain the same. Thus even by the 
end of the Fifth Plan, only about 30 per cent the to tal length of the roads will be 
surfaced and 70 per cent will remain unsurfaced. The length of surfaced roads in 
1977-78 per lakh of population ^worked out to 41 kms. and of unsurfaced roads 
95 kms. in 1977-78 as against the national average of 90 and 132 kms. respectively. 
The position in this regard is expected to remain unchanged in the current year. 
At the end of F ifth  Plan, only about 20 per cent of the villages with a population 
of 1,500 and above are expected to be connected with all-weather roads. I t  is further 
expected th a t 10.4 per cent of the population will have direct access to  all-weather 
roads by 1977-78.

2.58. The economic growth of the State has suffered a good deal due to  poor 
development of road commimication. The development of rural roads has been neglected 
in the past and will need special attention in Sixth Plan for promoting agricultural 
development, opening up new areas, removing regional imbalances and the hards^iips 
of the people. As road development schemes are employment-intensive, th is will help, 
among other things, to maximise employment in rural areas.

• 2.59. There are extensive areas in the plateau sub-region which do not yet have 
proper railway communication. There is also need for giving urgent attention to 
developing more effective railway communication between the highly mineralised pla
teau region and the densely populated North and South Bihar plains. There are 
presently serious difficulties in moving substantial quantities of coal and other miiieral 
products by rail from the plateau districts to  the plains districts, more particularly 
N orth Bihar destinations, which is hamx>ering the industrial ^ o w th  of the State:

Industries

2.60. Although Bihar has a very rich industrial potential, industries could not 
develop in the State to the desired level. Central Government have made substafitial 
investment in Bihar since 1951 in the establishment of heavy engineering, fertilizer, 
oil refinery and steel capacity. One or two large private houses have al&o inye^ed 
in the setting up industries based on mineral resources available in the St&’fie, but 
the establishment of heavy industries in the public and private sectors has had very 
limited impact on the economy. These industries, however, provide favourable condi
tions for a rapid development of secondary and tertiary  industries in the State. The 
small-scale industies a t Adityapur, Hatia and Bokaro recorded good progress. The 
contribution of manufacturing industries (factories establishments and small-enterprises) 
in th© State domestic product increased from 8.87 per cent in 1950-51 to  13.22 per 
cent in 1975-76. The S tate’s share of mineral production in the country, however, 
decUned from 41 per cent in 1951 to 28.6 in 1976.
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Literaey and elementary^education

2.61. Bihar has lagged behind in literacy and education due largely to the low 
per capita outlay on education due to financial difficulties. In  1971, only 19.9 per 
cent of the population -was literate as against the average of 29.5 for All-India.

■
2.62. In  education, enrolment a t the primary stage is expected to rise from 14.6 

lakhs in 1950-61 to about 56 lakhs in 1977-78. The percentage of enrolment was 
89 per cent for boys and 40 per cent for girls in age-group 6—11. At the middle 
school level, enrolment is likely to increase from 2.2 lakhs in 1950-51 to about 13 
lakhs in 1977-78. The percentage enrolment will be 40 per cent for boys and 14 
per cent for girls in age-group 11—14.

Secondary and University education

2.63. The enrolment in secondary schools is likely to rise from 1.5 lakh in 1950-51 
to  4.5 lakhs in 1977-78. The peroentate enrolment of boys and girls in the age-groT^p 
14—17 will be only 15 per cent, 26 per cent for boys and 4 per cent for girls. 
At the University stage, enrolment has increased from 29 thousand in 1950-51 to 
1.93 lakhs in 1976. At both Secondary and University levels, the quality of education 
has suff(^red due to overcrowding in schools, inadequacy of teaching personnel in both 
numbers and quality and lack of library, sports and recreational facilities in many 
institutions. In  Engineering Degree courses, the yearly intake capacity has been 
increased from above 32 in 1950-51 to 1,376 by 1977-78 and in Engineering Diploma 
courses from only 110 to 2,129. In  the technical education field, the main accent will 
have to  be on improving the quality of instruction and training , introduction of new 
courses, etc.

Healtb and family welfare

2.64. The number of beds in hospitals and dispensaries increased from 4,256 in 
1950-51 to about 20,000 (including private beds) in 1977-78. About 3,500 beds are 
available in hospitals and dispensaries in rural areas which contain 90 per cent of the 
population of the State. The number of beds per lakh of population in Bihar in 
1976-77 is 27 as against 51 for the country. Tor the rural areas of Bihar, the 
number of beds per lakh of rural population in 1976-77 works out to only 6.

2.65. The family planning programme has not gathered momentum yet. One reason 
for this, no doubt, is the rather small base of hospitals and dispensaries, more 
specially in tribal areas.

2.66. The annual intake in medical colleges in Bihar was only 610 in 1968-69 
against about 11,500 for India as a whole. I t  is expected th a t the annual intake in 
Bihar will rise to about 670 by the end of the Fifth Plan. I t  will be necessary to  
expand facilities for medical education and for training of para-medical personnel on 
a considerable scale in the Perspective Plan period.

Growth of State Ineome (1951-52 to 1975-76)

2.67. A study of the economic development of Bihar from 1951-52 to  1975-76 
shows tha t the State on the whole has made progress on all fronts, though the 
rates of growth have been different for different sectors. The State income together 
with its sectoral break-downs provides the measures of development in the various 
sectors of the economy a t macro-level. These measures, however, do not throw 
light on socio-economic issues like employment, distribution of income and wealth 
and extent of poverty; yet the sectoral distribution of the State income does bring out 
the impact of development in various fields like agriculture, industry, transport and 
communications and trade .
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2.68. The State income at constant (1960-61) prices increased from 749.15 crores 
in 1950-51 to Rs. 1476.70 crores in 1975-76, i.e., by 97.12 per cent (Table 7). The 
compound annual growth rate of State-—

Table 7
Grow.^h of total income in Bihar vis-a-vis India (1950—76)

{Rs. crores at 1960-61 prices)

Year Bihar India

749.15 9,122.00
871.14 10,870.00
993.02 13,335.00

1,118.32 15,234.00
1,091.96 17,164.00
1,317.61 20,179.00
1,476.70 22,131.00

1950-51 
1955-56 
1960-61 
1965-66 
1968-69 
1973-74 
1975-76

income worked out to 2.75 per cent as against 3.60 for the national income. As the State 
economy is primarily an agricultural economy, it has greatly been influenced by the 
vagaries of nature. A measure of growth rate based on the data for only two years, 
viz., the initial and the final years, cannot , therefore, be taken as a sound one. 
A more realistic measure of growth is one which takes into account the annual 
variations in the State income. The semilog regression method which takes into account 
these variations may, therefore, be taken as a better method. The annual growth 
rate of State income on this basis as per the data given in Appendix 1 works out 
to 2.59 per cent (compound) as against 3.61 for the national income. The percentage 
share of the State income in the total incoma of the country decreased from 8.21 
in 1950-51 to 6,67 in 1975-76, the maximal and minimal percentage being 9.17 
and 6.14 in 1952-53 and 1969-70 respectively.

2.69. A part of the increase in the to tal State income has been eaten away by 
the increase in population (The population of Bihar during the decade 1951-61 
increased a t the rate of 19.17 percent and in the following decade 1961— 7̂1, a t the 
rate of 21.30 per cent as against the all-India figures of 21.62 and 24.75 respectively). 
This is reflected in a slower rate of growth of the per capita income during the 
period under review. The per capita State income a t constant (1960-61) prices in
creased from Rs. 186.98 in 1950-51 to Rs. 240.45 in 1975-76, i.e., by 28.60 per cent 
(Tabler 8). The annual compound growth rate of per , capita income worked out to

Table 8-^Growth of per capita income in Bihar vis-a-vis India (195&—76)

{Rs. at 60-61 prices)

Year Bihar India

1950-51 186.98 252.90
1955-,56 198.40 276.20
196(V61 215.38 305.60
1965-66 221.44 311.00
1968-69 204.61 328.00
1973-74 222.27 341.20
1975-76 240.45 368.05

1.1,1 per CQnt for the State as against 1.52 for the country as a whole. These 
calculations are again based on the data for the base year 1950-51 and the terminal, 
year 1975-76 and do not take into account the yearly fluctuations in the per 
capita income. The semilog regression method has, therefore, been used here also to 
compute the growth rate. The annual growth rate of per capita income in Bihar 
based on this method as per the data given in Appendix 2 works out to 1.Q6 pet 
cent (compound) as against 1.55 for the country as a whole.
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2.70. Appendix 2, inter alia, shows the gap between the per capita income of the 
State and the country as a whole at constant (1960-61) prices. I t  will be seen there
from tha t the gap has widened from Rs. 65.92 in 1950-51 to Rs. 127.60 in 1975-76, 
the maximal gap being Rs. 135.52 in 1969-70 and the minimal Rs. 45.44 in 1952-53. 
As a result of the widening of the gap the per capita income of the State which 
was 26 per cent below the national level in 1950-51 has gone further down to 35 
per cent below the national level in 1975-76.

2.71. The very slow growth of output and per capita income in Bihar after 1960-61 
would appear to be due, to a large extent, to the low level of outlay in the 
State Plan and inadequate Central assistance, resulting in delayed execution of 
projects of vitaV importance generally.* The Central sector investments in the State 
was almost entirely on long gestation projects and their contribution to net output, 
and spread effect on the economy was also not large.

2.72. With a view to facilitating a comparison of the growth rates of the State 
income during the various plan periods and also with the corresponding all-India 
figures, annual compound rates of growth of the total and per capita income of the 
State and the coxmtry as a whole at constant (1960-61) prices are presented in 
Table 9, plan wise.

Table 9->Annual compound rate of growth in Bihar vis-a-vis India during the various
plan periods.

{at 1960-61 prices)

Period
Total income Per capita income

Bihar India Bihar India

First Plan ,, 3.06 3.56 1.19 1.78

Second Plan 2.65 4.17 1.64 2.04

Third Plan 2.40 2.70 0.57 0.35

Annual Plans (—)2.24 4.05 (—)2.60 1.79

Fourth Plan 3.82 3.29 1.67 1.14

Fifth Plan ** . . 5.88 4.71 4.00 2.96
Overall (1950—76)t . . 2.59 3.61 1.06 1.55

2.73. The table given above shows that the annual rate of growth of the State 
income has improved from 3.06 per cent in the First Five-Year Plan to 3.82 in 
the Fourth Five-Year Plan. The performance of the State conomy during the Annual 
Plans (1966— 69) was poor because of drought and flood. The annual 
rate o f growth of the State income during these three years worked out to 
(—) 2.24 per cent. This brought down the over-all annual rate of growth of the 
economy during 1950-51 to 1975-76 to only 2.59 per cent as against 3.61 for the 
coimtry . A part of this increase was eaten away by the increase in population 
which grew in Bihar a t the rate of 1.83 per cent per annum compound during the 
same period as against 2.05 for the country. The per capita income of the State, 
therefore, increased a t the rate of 1.06 per cent per annum (compoiuid) as against 
1.55 for the country as a whole.

*In&a, p.4, para.1.19.
*♦ Relates to 1974—76 only, 
t  Based on semi-log regression method.



2.74. Since the overall growth rate does not speak of the complete health of the 
economy, i t  is necessary to present the sectoral growth rates of the State income. 
Table 10 gives the annual compound rates of growth in different sectors in Bihar, 
plan-wise, a t constant (1960-61) prices.
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Table 10 

Annual sectoral rate of growth (compound) during the various plan periods.

{at 1960-61 prices)

Sector 1st 2nd 3rd Annual 4th 5th Plan* Over-all
Plan. Plan Plan Plan Plan (1950 to 76)

1

I. Primary

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Agriculture and allied activities 1.25 2.36 0.71 0.33 6.64 6.56 2.35

2. Mining 0.99 2.16 0.30 0.03 6.00 6.36 2.22

5.64 5.18 6.13 3.10 1.15 8.49 3.93

n .  Bteontory
9.93 (-)4 .58 9.24 C-)2.61 10.24

3. Manufaoturing (total) ... 10.91 (~)3.07 9.81 (-)3 .8 4 0.88 3.06 3.99

4. Manufacturing (Small scale) .. 10.66 11.05 11.94 8.17 (-)8 .9 6 4.79 3.88

6. Manufacturing (Isurge scale) . . 13.75 (-)6 .38 8.97 (-)10 .23 6.44 2.46 4.01

III. Tertiary

4.01 6.67 2.80 (-)1 .88 (-)3 .48 6.01 2.23

6. Conmieroe, transport and 
communications.

2.94 6.58 3.34 1.09 (-)3 .91 7.34 2.62

7. Other services 6.31 6.77 2.28 (-)5 .1 7 (-)2 .9 9 4.60 1.91

All sectors (I-f II-l-III) 3.06 2.65 2.40 (-)2 .2 4 3.82 5.88 2.76

2.75. The rates of growth, as could be seen from Table 10, have recorded high 
variations oyer the years. The slow growth of agriculture and aUied activities during 
19ffi-52 to 19t5-76 a t  the  rate of 2.35 per cent compound i>er annum is a m atter of concern. 
OiliB sfector provides \^ge-goods and raw-materials to other sectors. I t  can, therefore, 
be suggested th a t the agricultural sector acted as a limiting factor on the growth 
o f other sectors. Mining, manufacturing and tertiary  sectors grew a t the rate of 
3.93, 3.9^ and 2.23 per cent compound per annum. The State economy as a whole 
grew a t the rate o f 2.75 per cent per annum. Planwise, the agricultiiral sector showed 
better performance in the Second and Fourth Plans, maiiufactuing sector in the 
Fiiiit and Third Plans and the te rtiary  sector in the Second Plan.

2!7B. The overall growth rate or even the sectoral growth rates do not depict 
the is t̂rucfttirstl changes in  the economy brought about by the planned efforts. These are 
reflected by the changes in  the composition of the State income over the years. 
Taible 11 gives the percentage distribution of the State income a t  constant (1960-61) 
prices from 1950-51 onwards.

♦Relates to 1974—76 only.
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Table 11

Percentage distribution of State inco^^ by industrial origin (1950—76)

{At 1960-61 pTicea)

Sector 1950-51 1955-56 1960-61 1965-66 1968-69 1973-74 1975-76

I. Prima.ry . .  . .  64.34 58.88 58.06 53.37 55.22 59.86 69.51

1. Agriculture and allied 60.82 54.90 53.57 48.26 49.48 54.83 64.30
activities.

2. Mining . .  . .  3.52 3.98 4.49 5.11 6.74 6.03 6.21

II. Secondary . .  10.98 15.20 10.64 14.58 13.79 18.62 18.90

3. SmaU Scale . .  2.18 1.80 2.67 4.17 6.41 2.81 2.75

4. Large Scale . .  6.69 11.03 6.96 9.60 7.04 7.97 7.46

6. Construction ..  . .  2.11 2.37 0.87 0.85 0.92 7.03 7.67

6. Power ..  . .  . .  0.04 0.06 0.02 0.81 1.12

m .  Tertiary . .  . .  24.68 25.92 31.40 32.05 30.99 21.62 21.69

7. Commerce, transport and 13.00 12.92 16.58 16.32 17.26 11.34 11.6^
commvinications.

8. Other services . .  11.68 13.00 16.82 15.73 30.73 10.18 9.94

TOTAL l l - v n + i n )  100.00 100.00 ~  100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100»00

2.77. I t  can be seen from the table given above th a t there has been a relative 
increase in  the share of non-agrioultural income in the State income. The contribuMon 
of primary sector to  the State income decreased from the 64.34 per cent in lOSO-filto 
59.51 per cent in  1975-76. During the same period, the contribution of secondary sector 
correspondingly increased from 10.98 to 18.90 per cent and tertiary  sector declined 
from 24.68 to 21.69 per cent. The contribution of tertiary  sector has, however, been 
recording a gradual decline since 1965-66 when i t  was 32.05 per cent.

Basic weakness o! the economy

2.78. The review of planned development in Bihar during the past tw enty seven 
years of planning {1951—78) brings out the achievements in certain areas as well 
as the shortfeUs and basic deficiencies in other areas. For the purpose of perspe
ctive planning the gaps and shortfells merit special attention.

2.79. Among the major deficiencies obstructing the economic development of the 
State, mention may be made of the vicissitudes of floods and droughts to which 
the economy is badly emposed. I t  is necessary for the government to insulte m ax
imum possible areas from the ravages of floods. The inadequacy of water supplied 
to  agriculture calls for special efforts to assess the potentiality of ground water 
resources in the State and to utilise the available resources to the maximum extent. 
As re ^ rd s  agricultural output, future progress depends largely on commercialisation 
of agriculture, dry farming and better k n d  utilisation. The industrial structure is 
lop sided, while there has been some development of heavy industries, chiefly in 
the mineral belt, there has not been any significant growth of secondary and 
tertiary  sectors. Another serious problem th a t confronts Bihar is of power shortage. 
This calls for creating adequate generating capacity on a war-footing to meet the 
increasing load-demand. I t  is also necessary to improve, quantitatively as well as 
quahtatively, other infrastructural facilities, such as transport. The State is lagging 
behind in general literacy and education, in provision of health services and other 
basic social amenities.
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GROWTH OF TOTAL INCOME IN BIHAR VIS-A-VIS INDIA (1950— 76).

{Rupees in crores at 1960-61 prices.)

Y ear.

•

Bihar. India.
Bihar as 

percentage 
to India.

1 2 3 4

1950-51 749.15 9122.00 8.21

1951-52 800.02 9306.00 8.59

1952-53 881.16 9612.00 9.17

1953-54 913.65 10219.00 8.91

1954-55 806.09 10511.00 7.67

1955-56 871.14 10870.00 8.01

1956-57 874.73 11477.00 7.62

1957-58 821.68 11279.00 7.28

1958-59 1069.62 12179.00 8.77

1959-60 1016.98 12459.00 8.10

1960-61 993.02 13335.00 7.45

1961-62 1041.96 13825.00 7.54

1962-63 1060.59 14103.00 7.52

1963-64 1081.41 14882.00 7.27

1964-65 V 1087.14 16028.00 6.78

1965-66 1118.32 15234.00 7.34

1966-67 965.93 15388.00 6.28

1967-68 1059.65 16675.00

1968-69 1091.96 17164.00 6.36

1969-70 1122.50 18278.00 6.14

1970-71 1308.96 19219.00 6.81

1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76

1346.08
1340.58
1317.61
1385.02
1476.70

19555.00
19270.00
20179.00
303.60.00
22131.00

6.88
6.96
6.53

........... .6.80
6.67

2 Plan.—5
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GROWTH OF PE R  CAPITA INCOME IN  BIHAR VIS-A-VIS INDIA 1950

(J?5. in crores at 1960-61 prices)\

Year Bihar India Gap between 
Bihar & 
India

Column 4 
as percen
tage to 
column 3.

1 2 3 4 5

1950-51 .. 186.98 252.90 —65.92 —26.06

1961-52 196.61 254.20 —57.59 —22.65

1952-53 212.36 257.80 45.44 —17.63

1953-54 215.99 269.20 —53.21 —19.76

19i4-55 187.01 271.60 —84.59 —31.14

1955-56 198.40 276.20 —77.80 —28.16

1956-57 202.90 285.80 —82.90 —2S9.01

11^57-58 187.22 275.20 —87.98 —31.97

1958-59 239.48 291.00 —51.52 —17.70

1958-60 .. 223.80 291.10 —67.30 —23.12

19«0-61 215.80 305.60 —90.22 —2^.52

1961-62 221.93 309.20 —87.27 —28.22

1962-63 221.83 308.20 —86.37 —28.02

1^3-64 222.10 31-8.30 —96.20 —30.22

I964^€5 219.24 335.10 —115.86 —34.57

1965-66 221.44 311.00 —89.56 —28.79

1966^7 187.79 307.90 —120.11 —39.01

1967-68 202.25 326.00 —123.75 —37.96
m

1968-69 •• 204.61 328.00 —123.39 —37.61

1969-70 206.48 342.00 —135.52 —39.63
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Year Bihar
India Gap between Column 4 

Bihar & as percen- 
India tage to 

column 3.

1 2 3 4 5

1970-71 .. ,. 234.30 351.80 —117.50 —33.40

1971-72 236.34 350.20 —113.86 —32.51

1972-73 230.30 337.60 —107.30 —31.78

1973-74 222.27 347.20 —124.93 —35.98

1974-75 229.89 345.14 —115.25 —33.39

1975-76 240.45 368.05 —127.60 —34.67



APPROACH TO THE PERSPECTIVE PLAN (1978-79)

I. Need for a Perspective Plan

The ideology of planning for economic development of India and for this State 
emerged after the country became independent and formulated its  First Five-Year 
Plan in 1951-52. The basic principle in the ideology of economic planning is tha t 
‘development’shouldnot be left to  evolve under the influence of ‘national forces* Instead, 
its  evolution should be under State control, so th a t the economic system could be moved 
in the desired direction. I t  is based on the belief th ^ t the State shall take active 
and decisive role in the economy by its own acts of investment and enterprise and 
by its various controls indupements and restrictions on the private sectors. Planning 
connotes th a t State shall initiate, spur and steer economic development.

3.2. Economic development is a long term  process. Growth involves ^introducing 
changes in the social structure, acquisition of new skill and abilities by the people and 
creation of social, economic and institutional infrastructure, which are time-consuming 
in nature perspective plan portrays the direction in wHch the economy is to  move 
and helps to  avoid bottlenecks in the economy by taking anticipatory action well in 
advance. The perspective plan, therefore, provides a background to the successive 
Five-Year Plans and Annual Plans. The problem th a t can be solved over a very 
long period can be taken into account now itself. Indeed, once the perspective for 
10-16 years is outlined, it  is easier to prepare short term  and medium term  plans. 
By now, planners have realised that I'ive-Year Plans and Annual Plans suffer from 
‘adhfecism’ in the absence of a Perspective Plan.

3.3. There is really no hard and fast rule regarding the choice of a time-horizn 
for the perspective plan. I t  could be 10,15, 20 or 26 years. There are several projects 
which take long time to  mature. A perspective of 10-15 years is usually the period 
adopted by planners for formulating plans dealing w ith roads, communications, major 
irrigation works, education, etc. This gives the decision makers an opportunity to 
take immediate action in line with the long-term perspective. Indeed, there are 
numerous factors in development which merit long-term consideration, such as .acqui
sition of certain types of skill, prospecting of natural resources, creation of new 
institutions, etc. Keeping the various facts into consideration, a period of 16 years 
from 1974-75 to  1988-89, covering three Fiver-Year Plan periods, viz., the F ifth , Sixth 
and Seventh Plans was intially chosen for the Perspective Plan for Bihar, But now 
th a t the F ifth  Five-Year Plan has been term inated on the 31st March 1978, the 
Perspective Plan has been prepared for a period of eleven years only from 1978-79 
to  1988-89. Subsequently, it  will be extended to  1992-93 so th a t the Perspective Plan 
may cover a period of fifteen years.

II. Objectives of the Perspective Plan
3.4. In formulating the approach to the Perspective Plan for the State (197P—-89), 

the three ills, viz., poverty, mounting unemployment and widening disparities in wealth 
and incomes, which afflict our economy, have been taken into accoimt. In  addition, 
the special needs and circumstances of the State discussed in Ohapter-I have also 
beer taken ir to  consideration. Further, the new strategy of “growth for social justice” 
instead of “growth with social justice” has beer kept in view. After a careful study 
of all aspects of the problems, the Perspective Plan has been designed to achieve the 
following objectives :

(i) to  catch up w ith the all-India per capita real income level by 1988-89 ;

(n) to a tta in  full employment ;

(in) to  eradicate poverty ;

CHAPTER III



{iv) to  atta in  self-sufficiency in foodgrains ;

(v) to promote industrialisation ;

{vi) to  provide the minimum needs such as elementary education, drinking water, 
health care, house-sites or houses for the weaker sections of the society, 
etc. ;

{vii) to attain self-sufficiency in power and to strengthen the infrastructure of 
irrigation and roads for ensuring the achievement of the above objectives ; 
and

[viii) to remove social, economic and regional disparities.

Catching up with all-India per capita real income

3.5. The Perspective Plan model (Chapter IV) is based on the assumption of catching 
up with the projected all-India per capita income level of Rs. 1,320 by 1988-89 a t 
1973-74 prices. The annual rate of growth of the to tal S tate income in the Plan 
model works out to 8.90 per cent per annum (compound)' during the Five-Year Plan 
period (1978—83), 9.10 during Medium-term Plan (1988-89) and 902 during the 
Perspective Plan period as a whole (1978—-89).

Attaining full employment

3.6. The magnitude of unemployment and under-employment by 1977-78 in the 
State is estimated a t about 60 lakhs and the addition to  the labour force during the 
Perspective Plan period aboTit feS lakto (Chapter Y). The volume of unemployment in 
terms of equivalent person-years by 1977-78 is estim ated a t 22.10 lakhs. The Plan, 
has, therefore, selected an investment pattern which will generate large number of 
jobs ir  agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry and small industries, in addition 
to  promoting self-employment. Special steps such as rural works programme and 
provision of subsidiary employment, have been suggested to tackle the problem of 
seasonal unemployment and under-employment in agriculture. The problem of educated 
unemployment is proposed to be tackled by gearing the educational system to  meet 
the changing pattern of demand. The existence of large-scale unemployment among 
the educated is a reflection of the over-production of matriculates and under-graduates 
in the State. With the industrialisation of the Indian economy, a new type of trained 
personnel are needed in new industries like iron and steel, chemicals, petroleum, machine 
tools, electrical equipment, etc. The traditional industries like cotton textiles, jute and 
tea hardly afibrd scope for additional employment. Since full employment is likely to 
be attained by 1988-89, the Perspective Plan proposes special employment schemes 
involving an outlay ot E-s. 1163 crores at 1973-74= prices or Rs. 1572 crores a t 1976-77 
prices as an interim measure to provide jobs to the unemployed till full employment 
is achieved. I'his additional outlay, however, forms part of tne to ta l investment.

Eradication of poverty

3.7. I t  is estim ated tha t about "0 per cent of the population of the State in 
1973-74 was below the poverty line as against 61 per cent for the country as a whole. 
Their capita consumption per month was below Rs. 61,s a n i 71.3 in ' the rural 
and urban areas respectively a t 1976-77 prices. The Perspective Plan proposes to 
eradicate this worst form of poverty through programmes for nutrition, health, educa
tional grants, economic uplift, housing and protected water. I t  also recognises th a t 
‘‘employment is the surest way to  enable the vast numbers living below the poverty 
level to  rise above i t ” . The strategic measures to enlarge employment include step
ping up irrigation works, adoption of improved agricultural practices, extension of 
i^igS-yielding varieties of crops, extension of multiple cropping in irrigated areas and 
adoption of mixed and farming dry land farming techniques in  areas not covered by 
irrigation. In  addition, they also include redistribution of land acquired after the impo
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sition of ceiling among the small and marginal farmers, provision of security of tenure 
to  share croppers and temporary tenants, rural works programme, encouragement of new 
growth centres in small towns and rural areas, development of rural industries, self- 
employment scheme, etc. I t  is expected tha t the percentage of the persons below the 
poverty line will reduce to 66 per cent by 1977-78 and 35 per cent by 1982-^83. 
Poverty is expected to be eradicated by 1988 - 8 9 .

Achieving surplus in foodgrains

3.8. As a vast m ajority of the people in Bihar are dependent on agriculture, the 
Perspective Plan proposes to  give high priority to agricultural production by placing 
main emphasis on well-co-ordinated area development programmes for optimum use 
of the irrigation w ater available, introduction of multi-cropping and high yielding 
varieties with related inputs and development of roads, markets and storage facilities. 
I t  is estimated th a t the Five-Year Plan (1978—83) of Bihar may end up with 

, self-sufficiency in foodgrains. The Medium-term Plan (1983—89) is expected to  show 
a surplus of 46 lakh tonnes, depending on the success of the contemplated irrigation 
strategy.

Promotion of industrialisation

 ̂ 3.9. Although Bihar has almost one-third of the to ta l mineral deposits of the coun
try , abundance of agricultaral raw-materials, a big m arket for a large number of 
consumer goods, location of some of the biggest industries of the country, it is still 
an industrially backward State. As mentioned earlier, 2.29 per cent of its working 
force was engaged in manufacturing industries in 1971 as against the national average 
of 5.93. Although th^re are a few large scale industries in the State such as 
TISGO, TELCO, HBC, Bokaro Steel, Btirauni Oil Refinery and Sindri Fertiliser Complex, 
tfe© de^lopmeTxt oi a» ciliary and aaxillaty isdxistries in the  State lemaiaas 
fewjtory. Again, in spite of immense potential for small scale and cottage industides, 
their growth has been unsatisfactory. As a result, almost the entire burden of a 
growing population has fallen on its already overcrowded agriculture. On^ of the 
objectives of economic development is to bring about desired structural c t^nges. in 
the economy as th a t heavy burden on agriculture is gradually shifted to  secondary 
aad tetrtia^ry activities. In order to achieve thfe objective the Perspective Plan has 
been so designed as to  reduce the burden on agriculture from 80.45 per cent in 
1970-71 ;to 70.30 per cent in 1988-89. This is proposed to be achieved by a corres
ponding increase in employment in the secondary and te rtiary  sectors through invest
ment pattern  envisaged in Chapter IV.

Bifengthening the infrastructure of irrigation, power and reads

3.10. The Irrigation potential created in Bihar till 1977-78 through major and 
medium schemes is only 24.85 lakh hectares as against the utilisable surface water 
resources of 68.20 lakh hectare metres. The Perspective Plan, therefore, proposes to 
take necessary steps for facilitatuig optimum utilisation of the irrigation potential 
already created and to  take up a number of major and medium schemes. In  addition, 
high priority will be given to the development of the immense groimd-water resources 
available in the S tate through minor irrigation schemes. The potential created 
through these schemes by 1977-78 stood a t 34.52 lakh hectares as against the 
utilisable ground water resources of 35-83 lakh hectares metres.

3.11. The per capita power consumption in Bihar 1976-77 (93 KHW) is well below 
the average for the country (115 KWH). Id the North Bihar plains, the average per 
capita consumption is only around 15 KWH and the position in the rural areas of the 
South Bihar plains and plateau sub-regions is also not better. The transmission 
and distribution system is already over-stretched which causes heavy transmission 
losses and voltage fluctuations. The Perspective Plan, therefore, proposes to expand 
and strengthen the generating capacity and the transmission and distribution system 
for carrying out the vast agricultural and industrial development envisaged in the 
Perspective Plan.
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3.12. The economic growth of the State has suffered considerably due to poor 
development of roads. The length of both surfaced and unsurfaced roads per lakh of 
population in Bihar is much lower than the average for all-India. As against 90 kms. 
of surfaced roads per lakh of population in India in 1977-78, Bihar has only 41 kms. 
The Perspective Plan, therefore, gives high priority to road development. The le n g th  
of surfaced roads in Bihar is expected to increase from 22,496 kms. in 1977-78 to 
70,902 kms. by 1988-89. The length of unsurfaced roads in 1988-89 is projected at 
35,392 kms. The length of surfaced roads is thus likely to  constitute only 56.7 per 
cent of the to ta l road length even by the end of the Perspective Plan (1978—89). 
The length of surfaced roads per lakh of population is expected to increase from 
the current level of 41 kms. to 90 kms. As regards the access to  all-weather roads, 
it is estimated th a t by March 1978, only 19.5 per cent of the villages with a popu
lation of 1,500 and above in the plains and 1,000 and above in the plateau and 
sub-plateau areas have been connected by roads. I t  is expected th a t over 50 per cent 
of such villages would be connected by roads by 1982-83 and all by 1988-89.

Removal of economic, social and regional disparities

3.13. Since the advent of the planned era in the State, many steps have been 
taken to  redace economic inequality, mainly in the field of agriculture. The State 
Government have already enacted a law imposing ceilings on holdings. Necessary 
steps are being taken to protect and secure the tenrre of ‘bataidars’ and under-raiyats. 
House-sites are also allotted to the landless people. The mirimum agricultural wag6 
has also been fixed. Urban property regulations have also been enacted for im portant 
cities. The various measures proposed in the Perspective Plan to a tta in  fu ll employment 
and to enable the vast numbers living below the poverty level to rise above it, will 
minimise economic and social inequalities.

3.14. The economic development of the State does not mean th a t the fruits of 
development would be evenly shared by all its regions. Some of the basic indicators 
of aevelopm ert show th a t development of this State has been very uneven. There 
is a great deal of disparity in the basic infrastructure of irrigation facility among the 
three natu ra l regions of Bihar. In 1975-76, while the gross area irrigated constituted 
57 per cent of the gross cropped area in South Bihar plains, the percentage was 
only 23 in the North Bihar plains and 9 in the plateau area. Similarly, there is a 
great deal of disparity in the distribution of power. Per capita consumption of the 
power is only 15 KWH in North Bihar as compared to 41.6 KW H in South Bihar 
arid 174,69 KW H in Chotanagpur, the State average being 93 KWH in 1976-77. 
Rural electrification has covered only 10 per cent of the vSlages in. N orth Bihar as 
against 27 per cent in South Bihar and only 5 per cent in Chotanagpur. Again, the 
road and rail lengths in most of the districts of North Bihar were lower than the 
S tate average of 29 a rd  9 kms. per lakh of population in 1968 and the relative 
positior. contintie to be more or less the same. The Perspective Plan aims a t removing 
such gloring regional imbalances.
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The se^tmg up of a regional authority known as Chotanagpur and Santhal 
Parganas Autonomous Development Authority for closer attention to  the development 
problems of the area where the most majority of the Scheduled Tribe population and 
substantial numbers of other backward classes reside, is a pointer in t l ^  directior of 
re m o ^ l ©f regional disparity.

Si*c Of the P^&pectlve Plan (1978—89)
3,15. According to a macro-economic exercise conducted l>y the Perspective Planjoing 

Division of the State Planning Board/ the Perspective Plan objective of catching up 
with the projected all-India per capita income level of Rs. 1,350 a t 1973-74 prices 
requires a to tal investment of Rs. 18,710 crores at 1973-74 prices or Rs. 23,619 crores 
at 1976-77 prices. The estimated total investment includes the investment to be made 
by the three investing agencies, viz., the State Government, the Central Government 
(direct Central investment) and the private sector.

Sil^. The Perspective Plan size of Rs. 23,819 crores by n: w needs ise'fisien upwards 
to about Rs. 36,000 crores at 1976-'77 prices in the light of the late■’t  facts and



figures contained in the two plan documents, viz., Draft Annual Plan ( 1 9 7 8 - 7 9 ) ,  Govern
ment of Bihar and Draft Five-Year Plan ( 1 9 7 8 — 8 3 )  , Planning Commission, Govern
ment of India n o a v a i l a b l e .  According to the Draft Annual Plan of Bihar ( 1 9 7 8 - 7 9 )  

the per capita income of Bihar in 1 9 7 3 - 7 4  at current prices is only Rs. 5 3 5  as against 
Rs. 6 0 4  provisionally calculated earlier by the State Directorate of Statistics and Evalua
tion. Again, according to  para. 1 . 7  of the Planning Commission document (Volume 
II), the capital output ratio in the Indian economy (exceeding 4 over the period 
1 9 6 0 - 6 1  to 1 9 7 5 - 7 6 )  has also been higher than the ratio assumed in the previous 
Plans (about 3  in the F ifth  Plan) partly because of inefficiency, but mainly because 
the capital costs of agricultural development were under estimated. In the coming 
years, the big irrigation and power programmes are likely to raise the ratio signi
ficantly. Again, in cement and fertiliser industries where the capacity has to be 
e'xpanded project costs have increased enormously. The average capitr.l-outputi ratio in 
the State Plan h is , therefore, now been assumed to be 3 . 5  for the Perspective Plan 
period ( 1 9 7 8 — 8 9 ) ,

3 . 1 7 .  T h ) Planning Commission document referred to in the foregoing para, also 
shows changes in the projected rates of growth in the Indian economy and the popula
tion of the country. The economy is now expected to giow during 1 9 7 7 - 7 8  to 
1 9 8 2 - 8 3  at the rate of 4 . 7 0  per cent per annum (compound) and during 1 9 8 2 - 8 3  to
1 9 8 7 - 8 8  at the rate of 5 . 5 0  per cent as against 6 . 0 0  per cent assumed earlier, for the 
period 1 9 8 3 - 8 4  to 1 9 8 8 - 8 9 .  The population projections have also now been revised 
upwards. India’s population is now expected to grow from the present level of 6 3 4  

millions to 7 6 0  millions in 1 9 8 8 ,  i.e., 1 9 8 7 - 8 8  which gives an annual compoimd growth 
rate of 1 . 8 3  per cent. In  the light of these new facts, the per capita income of 
India in 1 9 8 8 - 8 9  is now estimated at Rs. 1 , 3 2 0  at 1 9 7 3 - 7 4  prices instead of Rs^ 1 , 3 5 0  

calculated earlier by the Perspective Planning Division of the State Planning Board. 
In  this connection, it has been assumed that the population in the country in 1 9 8 8 - 8 9  

will grow at the rate of 1 . 8 3  per cent applicable to the period 1 9 7 7 - 7 8  to  1 9 8 7 - 8 8  

and Indian economy a t the rate of 6 . 0 0  per cent per annum (compound).
3 . 1 8 .  In  the light of the facts of the case discussed above it is now esthnated 

th a t the Perspective plan size may be of the order of Rs. 3 6 , 0 0 0  crores 1 9 7 6 - 7 7  

prices instead of Rs. 2 3 , 6 1 9  crores calculated earlier. I t  is further envisaged tha t 
the s i z e  of the Five-Year Plan ( 1 9 7 8 — 8 3 )  may be of the order of Rs. 1 1 , 3 2 5  crores 
and the Medium-term Plan ( 1 9 8 3 — 8\>) Rs. 2 3 , 9 5 5  crores*. This includes the investment 
by the State Government, direct Central investment and the investment by the private 
sector. The exact size of the Five-Year Plan of the Stat« ( 1 9 7 8 — 8 3 )  could be decided 
o n ly > fte r the points raised a t para. 5 . 6  of the Central Plan document (Volume I )  

pertaining to the allocation of the public sector outlay between the Central Plan and 
those of the States and Union Territories are fully gone into by the Planning Commis
sion and they complete the review of the existing principles for the allocation of 
Central assistance to States for their plan outlays. However, according to the Draft Five- 
Year Plan ( 1 9 7 8 —8 3 )  of the Government of Bihar, the size cf the P k n  has been 
tentatively fixed a t Rs. 6 , 0 5 9 . 9 6  crores. The sectoral distribution of the proposed outlay 
will be asunder—

{Bs. in crores)
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Sector

1. Agriculture and allied services
2 .  Co-operati9n
3 .  Irrigation and flood control
4 .  Power
5 .  Industries and minerals
6. Transport and commimications
7. Social and community services
8. Miscellaneous

Total

Proposed out
Percentage 
to to tal

lay ( 1 9 7 8 — 8 3 ) outlay

6 7 6 . 2 5 1 1 . 1 6

3 0 . 2 1 0 . 5 0

1 , 0 8 6 . 2 5 1 7 . 9 3

1 , 0 6 5 . 0 0 1 7 . 5 7

7 9 1 . 7 5 1 3 . 0 6

... 1 , 1 9 0 . 5 0 1 9 . 6 5

1 , 0 3 5 . 5 0 1 7 . 0 9

mm 1 8 4 . 5 0 3 . 0 4

6 , 0 5 9 . 9 6 1 0 0 . 0 0

investment, see p. 7 6 ,  Table 5 .



IV. Perspective Plan Strategy

3.19. The strategy consists in determining the type of results to  be achieved in 
each im portant sector of the economy and in co-ordinating individual programmes to 
achieve the desired results into a coherent and mutually supportive action framework.

Agriculture and Allied Activities 

Modernisation and diversification of agriculture

3.20. The crux of the problem of agricultural development consists in intensive use 
of land to  increase per acre productivity. The prime factor leading to  intensification 
o f land use is creation of irrigation facility. I t  is, therefore, proposed to give high 
priority  to  agricultural production and development programmes in area where assured 
irrigation is already available or will become available shortly with the completion of 
various major and medium irrigation projects which are in an advanced stage, and by 
rap id  development of irrigation by pushing ahead a massive ground water development 
and  rural electrification programme. The main emphasis will be on well co-ordi
nated  area development programmes for promoting the optimum use of the irri
gation water available, introduction ol multi-cropping and high-yielding varieties with 
the  other inputs required and development of roads, markets and storage facilities. 
The infrastructure of agricultural extension and co-operative credit will also be streng
thened suitably. Advantage will be taken of the undulating terrain in the plateau 
region to  introduce high-yielding varieties of paddy as far as possible in the Don lands 
situated a t lower elevations where sufl&cient water is generally available during the 
monsoon. In higher terraces in the plateau region and elsewhere in the State, con
centrated  attention will be given to  the introduction of improved dry farming practices.

3.21. Schemes will be taken up for further improvement and extension of agricul
tu ra l education and research. Special attention will be paid to  applied researches, 
trials and experiments for promoting the development of t i e  cultivation of pulses and 
commercial crops. Waile the Certral focus of agricultural development programme 
will be on increasing the production of cereals, pulses, oil-seeds, vegetable and fruits, 
efforts will be made to introduce the cultivation of high value cash crops like soyabean, 
sun-flower, groundnut, besides other traditional cash crops like chillies, potato, sugar
cane and jute for each of which detailed programmes have been chalked out.

3.22. Necessary steps will be takeli to  enforce the land cejling law and to provide 
Security of tenure to  share-croppers and temporary tenants. Programmes of consoli
dation of holdings will be carried further with vigour and determ ination and steps will 
be taken to  prevent further subdivision and fragmentation.

Improvement of Extension Organisation

3.23. A proper extension organisation has great role in agrioultUral development*
Much of the ideas, knowledge and programmes initiated for cigricultural development 
do not reach the villages, as the extension machinery tha t exists today is too inadequate 
and too incapable of serving the changing needs of the farmers. The Perspective Plan 
therefore, proposes an extension organisation of a high quality. *

Promotion of “Functional Literacy**

3.24. Tlxe process of economic growth entails introduction of a number of devices* 
such as uses of fertilisers, pesticideB, improved seeds, new implements, etc. The 
benefits of new technology can accrue only when farmers and agricidtural labourers are 
fully conversant with the logistics of their uses. The problem in th is State is urgent 
because most of the farmers and agricultural labourers, on whose efficiency agricultural 
programmes depend, are illiterate. W hat is of consequence to  these illiterate persons is 
not their reading and writing ability but their understanding of th e  modem merthods of 
production, i.e., ‘fim ctionalliteracy’. I t  is heartening to note th a t  one such p ro ^ m m e  
has recently been announced by the Rajendra Agricidtural University. The Perspective 
Plan proposes a comprehensive programme for providing :^unotionftl Jiiteraoy.
2 PlaU|—4A
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Animal husbandry, dairying and milk supply

3.25. The availability of milk by the end of the Perspective Plan period is planned 
to  be increased by about three times, eggs by about five times and meat (excluding 
fish, beef and buffalo meat) by about two times. In 1988-89, i t  is expected th a t the 
per capita per day consumption of milk will increase to  201 gms. and per capita per day 
consumption of m eat (excluding fish, beef and buffalo meat) is likely to increase to 
10 gms. for the nor-vegetarian section of the population. For this section of the 
population, the per capita consumption of eggs will be around 50 per annum by 
1988-89. The strategic measures include on poultry, piggery, sheep and goat develop
ment programmes which mainly benefit the weaker sections of the society, particularly 
in the tribal and adjoining areas. More attention will be given to  animal health, 
nutrition , breeding and disease control programmes.

Fisheries

. 3.26. Bihar, particularly North Bihar, has a very high potential for tile development 
of inland fisheries. The annual production of fish is proposed to be raised from ^ o u t  
66,400 tonnes to  2.5 lakh tonnes by the end of the Perspective Plan. S tra l^ io  
measures include renovation of tanks, ponds and water reservoirs and reclamation of 
deep areas of chaurs and marginal areas of mans, for intensive fish production. 
Storage, transport and credit facilities will also be provided.

Forestry

3.27. Bihar has approximately 30,000 sq. kms. or 17 per cent of the to ta l area 
under forests. Of this^ an ef §,000 sq. kms. consists of degraded forests needing 
soil conservation and afforestation. Forest development measures in. the Perspective 
Plan include economic plantation of teak, bamboo and match-wood, plantation and 
rehabil tation of sal forests, plantation of quick growing species, plantation on farm 
lands, Public Works Department roads and canal embankments, plantation of S abai^ass, 
Cashew, Sigal and Baulfia and exploitation of minor forest produce. I t  is proposed 
to  raise commercial plantations in a t least 4 to  5 la iii hectares and roaxi side, 
canaJ side and rail side plantations in about 26,000 kms. I t  is also proposed to set up 
a Minor Forest Produce Corporation for collection, processing and marketing of minor 
forest products. Collection of minor forest products is expected to  generate a consi
derably increased employment in tribal areas and also earn sizeable revenue for the 
S tate exchequer.

Soil amendment and conservation

3.28. About 60 per cent of the dry la rd  soils in the State is acidic and some soft 
of soil amendment is necessary. I t is proposed to reclaim a t lea;&t 7 lakh hectares, 
preferably 10 lakh hectares, out of 20 lakh hectares of acid soils in the Perspective 
plan period in a phased manner. Saline and alkaline soils cover much less area in 
Comparison to  acid soil. I t  is proposed to  reclaim 3 lakh hectares of such lands out 
of a to tal of 4 lakh hectares found mostly in North Bihar. The problem of drainage 
congestion and consequential flooding from which the entire North Bihar region 
suffers, is proposed to  be tackled through exploitation of ground water which would 
help in lowering the seasonal ground water table. New major surface water schemes 
in this region would generally be undertaken only after the ground w ater is harnessed 
for irrigation in a substantial measure.

3.29. Soil conservation programmes are both employment intensive and of considera- 
able importance for building up agricultural productivity. These programmes will 
receive particular attention, specially in the plateau area.

3.30. T?he envisaged strategy for the development of agriculture and allied activities 
will lead to  diversification of rural occupations and is expected to swing the terms 
of trade between agricultural and manufacturing seciors in favour of agriciilture.
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Co-operation and Community Development 

Co-operation

3.31. In  the co-operative sector, strengthening and expansion of Agricultural Credit 
Societies for providing short-term and medium, term  credit to cultfV^ators, artisans and 
self-employed workers and strengthening the capital base of the Land Development 
Bank for advancing loDg-term credit to farmers are envisaged. Due emphasis will be 
given to  the linking of credit with marketing and processing to  bring about an 
integrated development of co-operatives.

Community Development and Public participation

3.32. The success of democratic planning depends to  a large extent on public 
participation. I t  provides the principal force and sanction to^iemocratic planning. 
Unless, there is people’s participation in the formulation and execution of the plan, 
contemplated results cannot be achieved. While the programmes of Community 
Development and National Extension could not achieve the desired level of public 
participation, it is felt th a t the Community Development Blocks still continue to  
remain the grass-root agency for catalysing development activities. Since the success 
of the Community Development depends on the participation of the people, it is neces
sary to strengthen the institution of Panchayati Eaj. I t  is proposed to provide 
intdi^sive training to the members of Panchayats, Panchayat Samities and Zila 
Parlshads.

Rural Integriited development

3»^3. Since the Central focus of the Perspectiv© Plan is to  ttausfonsi the t\u;M 
economy of the State, a comprehensive integrated rural development programme o f : 
action has to be initiated. Creation of physical infrastructure and provision o l 
supporting services and facilities through institutional arrangei|ientB is the basic 
requisite for integrated rural development. Physical infrastructure consists of roaidB, 
bridges, dam», irrigation-<5anals, drainage, warehouses, power, etc. and is capital'-int^^ve 
in Bature. Supporting services and facilities consist of extension fabililie^, educat^onif 
soil conservation, cr-edit,pest control# input supplies, marketing, etc,-and.are capital'll 
extensive to natures.

3.34. Agriculture will continue to be the niai^ rsource of Iiveliho<)d and iQop.^Q.-of
the  rural population in t^e next decade also. But t t e  c uestion is wottld, it ^  aI Îq 
to  generate needed ©mfdoyment opportunity-for the ;entif« rural pop^ftbtion ♦?/The 
answer is Thi^refore, what is needed is to broaden the bftse of the < r ttra l, ecpndiiciy', 
by modernising agriculture a»d building infrastructure for rural industries. The gm^w^h 
of rural industries is  considered to  be sta!(iiMsing lac tc^ /fo r rural society- 
industries woiild.provide em ployi^nt opportunity to the ru ra l people and; d-isjau^^^ 
them from leaving the villages. T^hese workers will create additional markets for fari^ 
production arid will tend to give higher income to the farmers. This would be the firBt'step 
in  itransfprmin^ sujbsistance farming into onarket-Qriented fam ing . Most-appropriate xiiral 
industries will be processing indiistry, carpentry, blaoksmithy, handicrafts^ etc. l ^ s e  
industries are simple and (^eap m terms of investment and could be c a r r i^  on ei'the# 
as individual enterprise or on co-operative basis. .•

Institutional involvement in Planning

3.35. One of the factors responsible for unsatisfactory planning iiJ thls^StfAiie
the institutions have not participated in the development process in a vatiifa^ory  
manner. Indeed, for the furtherance of agricultural and small-scale indvlstfi^, fnstitu# 
tions have a big role to play. In several States, there has been large scale ’ devefopmeiii 
due to  institutional involvemert. The record of co-operative sugar factories in. Maha
rashtra anG milk co-operatives in  Gujrat are cases in pptot Tiidbiere'beb|«|Se of. 
pation of these institutions in rural development, it  has attained a h i^ h /ra te  df ^ d ^ h  , 
In  the situation of our State, Co-operative institutions cduid- ]pl«̂ y A JNwe in
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|»romoting development. Commercial banks and other agencies also could play substantial 
role in promoting rural development. One of our strategies^ therefore, is to involve the 
various institutions and other organisations to initiate development programme of some 
type iu different areas of the State.

A m  Approach to Plannhig

3.36. The read issue in development is to  raise the living condition of the people 
inhabitating different areas of the State. In fact, development effort need to be directed 
to the area where there is concentration of population. In this connection, district/ 
block approach to planning. This approach has the advantage in utilising locally 
available resources and special endowments of the people of the area in plan effort. 
Area, approach to planning has also the advantage in identifying the weaknesses and 
deficiencies of the area. This will spur the development of the area by focussing 
attention on Only a few aspects of development, e.g., while construction of roads naay 
create the conditions of development in one block, irrigation may be of high priority 
in another block, electricity in yet another block and so on. Area approach to 
planping has the further advantage in enlisting people's participation in the planning 
process. It ialso conforms to the criteria of democratic decentralisation. The 
perspective plan, therefore, lays special stress on the need for area planning.

Irrigation and Flood Control

3.37. Necessaiy steps will be taken for facilitating optimum utilisation of the 
irrigation potential already created through major and medium irrigation projects and 
for completing all projects which have already reached an advanced stage of oons- 
truotion. A number of new major and medium schemes, chiefly in the plateliu and 
South Bihar plains sub-regions will also be taken up. In so far as the minor irjci- 
gfttion schemes are concemed, high priority will "be given to the development of tb.6 
immense ground-water resources available in the State. These measures for rapid 
extension of irrigation facilities will not only help to raise agricultural production and 
.^oductivity but also afford necessary protection against recu^ent drou^ts.

3.38. According to the %ares worked out by th^ Irrigation Division of the Planning 
Board, it is expected that the total irrigation potential will increase from 69’.37 lakh 
hj^ctares in 1977-78 to 166.11 lakh hectares by 1988-89. The utilisation during the same 
period is expected to go up from 41.40 lakh hectares to 135.16 lakh hectares. The perben- 
tage utUisation will, therefore, increase from 70 in 1977-78 to  82 in 1988-89. The ^oss airea 
irrigated during the period 1977-78 to 1988-89 will increase at the rate of U  .4 J>er cent per 
ani^i;m compatmd as against 4.2 per cent during the i>eriod 1060-61. to 1977-78. The 
^pjec^ion of gross area irrigated at 135.16 lakh hectares by 1988-89 is i^aainly based on 
the strategy to develop the ground water resoiirces in the Five-Year Plan (1978—33) in 
a big ,way and to attain the optimum utilisation of the potential created durirg the 
Medium-term Plan (1983—89). It has been visualised that one lakh borings and tube- 
welU will be sunk in the private sector and 500 deep tube-wells in the public î ector 
©vei^ year.

3.39. As mentioned earlier, agricultural production in Bihar has remained unstable 
due to recurrence of droughts and floods. Flood control measures during the Perspective 
Plan include construction of flood embankments and flood detection reservoirs, soil 
conservflition, increasing the water-ways in the rail and road embankments, training of 
rivers and raising of villages.

Indn&try and Mining

3.4Q. The pattern of industrialisation aimed at during the Pers;^ctive Plan will 
Kave the following priority :—

. (i) development of agro, village, cottage and small-scale industries ; 
î ii) development of selected consumer goods industries ;

(tn*) develppnient o f auxiliary and ancillary industries ; and 
(iv) development of mineral-based industries.
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Village and eottage industries

3.41. Revitalisation and expansion of village, cottage and small-sicale industries cons
titu te  another dimension of the strategy for agro-mral uplift. The strategy for village 
and cottage industries will involve improving the techniques of production to  enable 
these industries to  produce goods of standard quality and make them economioally 
more viable, strengthening arrangements for supply of raw materials, credit and mar
keting and affording adequate protection to these industries against competition by 
the mill-sec tor. Provision will be made for further development of handloom and power 
loom industries, handi crafts, sericulture and Khadi.

Small-seale industries

3.42. The strategy envisaged include promoting rapid growth of small-scale inudstries 
as complementary to the large industrial complexes, reservation ot items for exclusive 
development in^the small-scale setor, developing consultancy services for serving the needs 
of small entrepreneurs and streamlining the organisations for the supply of raw materials 
and credit, developing market centres in different parts of the State as growth centre* 
for small-scale and agro industries, setting up of d istrict industries centres, setting up 
of the bonded industrial estates for promoting naanufacture of items such as forging 
dies, plastic moulds, fabricated mica, processing of fruits and vegetables, etc., and 
creation of a focal point in the district headquarters for development of small and 
cottage industries. The growth centres by linking rural and urban sfectors will generate 
strong forces of rural industrialisation. This will also halt the trend  towards 
indiscriminate migration from the rural to the urban areas.

Large and medium industries

3.43. The Perspective Plan "attaches significance to  the development of secondary 
and te rtia ry  sectors and consumer goods industries in particular, to  correct the present 
deficiencies and imbalances in the structure of Industrie's in the  State and places 
emphasis on the fuller utilisation of existing capacities.

3.44. The more im portant minerals produced in the State are coal, iron ore, lime
stone, mica, copper, bauxite, fire-clay and other clays used in the manu&cture of 
refrs^ctories and ceramic products. I t  is expected th a t the Contral Government will 
im k e  further investments in Bihar for the development of heavy industries based on 
these and a large variety of other minerals. There is good scope for major expansion 
of copper mauufacturing capacity in the State and development of large alummium 
complex in the Palamau district and a large hard-coke complex in the Jibiarm field 
for meeting industrial demand. There is elso good scope for the development o f 
coal-chemicals and petro-chemidsils, refractory and ceramic industries, mica-Iwised indus
tries and palletisation plants, minist-eel plants and sponge iron pfents.
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3.45. Among the agro-industries, it  is proposed to  set up afiother tractor maim- 
faoturing plant. Steps will be taken to  promote the development of obnsumer good* 
industries, e.g., pharmaceuticals, detergents, automobile tyres,etc. I n d ^ r i a l  areas and  
industrial estates, including functional units, will be develpjped further for promoting 
the growth of medium/small scale industries of various kinds.

Mineral development

3.46. A Mineral Development Corporation has been e s ta b lii^ d  recently for promoting
the development of minerals, particularly minerals which hav« not received sufficient 
attention so fer. There is scope for development of coal-mining in the district o f 
S a^ h a l Parganas. This will-help to promote the development of a ^ c k i^ r d  a^ea and 
alw) facilitate better coal supplies to North B il»r for power geneia^ori. will
be concentrated on the development of infi»struoti]i« in the inaooewBble m ini%  a m t  
to open up communication and other faciliMes for the development of imnei.



Choice of technique

3.47. Peveloping societies have to  choose technicue of production suited to their 
requirements. Obviously, wi'tl|L a large number o f labour force existing in our society, 
labbur-intensive technology would be appropriate till the procfess of industriarlisation gets 
such a powetfiil momen^tui th a t the new entrants to labour force can be absorbed. 
At.tho same tilne, the need for capital intensive technology for eflfecting rationalisation 

■ and'm odernisation o f  the existing large scfJe industries aannot be ignored. The Pers
pective Plan^ th e r ^ r e ,  recommends th e  adoption of JabotBr-intefisive technique in agro, 
village, cottage and small-^cale iiidtistries and auxiliary arid ancillary industries, and 
capital-intensive technology in large-scale and heavy iitdustries which are necessary 
to  provide infra-structural facilities for further economic development.

Full and efScient utilisation of capacity created

,31.48. Economac gfowth does n©t depend merely on making investliients but also 
on the fuller utilisation of the capacity .created. A substantial proportion of the 
capacity created in irrigation, electric* generation and industrial undertakings remains 
under-utilised, which is, highly undesirable, particularly in a capital scatce economy.

is, therefore, necessary to evolve a stdtable policy ,-frame in the Perspective Plan 
period to ensure maMtnum, utilisation the capacity already created. This will 
increase supplies and reduce per unit cost of output.

|mp?0¥e^ent i?r the Manageni^nt of Public

3.49. Over the years, a vast sum of money has been "invested in public entej^rises 
of various types. I t  is estiinated th a t roughly the State Government has invesbed a 
sum of Bs. 250 ciores in  about 25 public sector m dextakings and co-opera^tive 
enterprises. Barring a few, most of these are running a t a loss. I t  is, therefore, of 
utm ost importance tha t management of public undertakings nittst fmpfove. I t  is 
i|(^^rative tha t all pulplic undertak ing  are managed eflftciently on the liues of modern

. bi^si,ness management pra^ices and. bp viable .an d  remmuneisative.

0eveiopment of private eilterĵ tiise '

3.50. In  a society whore ,a predominant part of economic activities, have their 
basis on private, effort in agriculture, industries, trade, t i^ s p o r t ,  services,^tc., economic 
development will be speeded, if  r#^uisitfe type of entreipreneurbhip emerges to  seize 
economic opportunities. "?ifforded by planning in .  t]he State. The Pergpecti^  Plan 
will'also initiate a niiiriber of Measures fdr entrepreneural development in the Stiate, 
such as training in skills and mariagQinent. In  addition neces^ry  fjacilities': and 
encour^em ent will be provided by ensuring the development of transport, power and 
other serviceB and by appropriate fistjal and othey measures. Th^ State should continue 
to foster instittrtion to provide financial aid io  these industries. Special apistance 
would be given to enterprises brgaiiised oA co-operative basis for agricultural and 
industrial purposes. In  suitable c^ses, tfie Stote might a lso  g ran t financial assistance 
to the private .sector. These industries will also be rendered help in getting their 
licensirig ahd ^ l e s  ’tax  pi-obleius re^^

3.61. As a result of the various,measures contemplated during the Pexspective' Plan 
period, ib is expedted tha^ there -vdll be a s in t^ u ra l change in the' economy and the 
dependence on agriculture will reduce froiri 80.45 per cent it) 1970-71 to  70.30^"per 
cent in 1988-89. Correspondingly, there will b e a n  increase in employment in the 
secondary sector from 8.02 to 13.05 per cent and in the tertiary  sector from 12.50 
to 16.64 per.cent. ,

I^wer ’  ̂ ^

3.62. The l^erspectiVe Plan gives.high priprity to th e  expsmsion and strengthening 
o f  the generatirg capa.city and the trajisMfission and distribution system, to carrj^ 
throiigh the prcgrarcmes of agriculttwal and industrial development. The demand for
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power in the State exolnding the D.V.C. area has been projeoted a t 2,824 MW by
1988-89. The installed capacity by th a t time will increase to 4,722 MW in the State 
excluding D.V.C. and the peak capability will be around a,290 MW. In order to  meet 
the increasing demand for power d\M:ing the Perspective Plan period and thereafter, 
the super generating schemes tha t are under consideration are :
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Koel Karo Hydro-electric Project. 
Colgong Super Thermal Power Station 
Tenughat Thermal Power Station 
Ray d e rm a l Power Station 
Sanldi Hydel Power Station

950 MW.
3.000 MW
1.000 MW 

2,000 MW
700 MW

The transmission and distribution system as mentioned earlier is already over
stretched and results both in heavy transmispion losses and voltage fluctuations, etc. 
Top priority will have, therefore, to be given to further expansion and strengthtning 
of the transmission and distribution system. I t  is proposed to electrify 80 per ctnt 
of the villages by 1988-89 and all the 67,566 villages by 1992-93.

3.53. In the DVC area in Bihar, current demand is estimated a t 640 MW and the 
supply a t 400 MW. There is thus a shortage of 240 MW. The power demand is 
expected to rise to 1,220 MW by 1988-89. In  order to meet the power requirement, 
the DVC has to  build an adequate generating c a j^ ity . Important proposals of the 
DVC which are imder consideration are New Bokaro Thermal Power Stp.tion (600 MW) 
and Maithon Thermal Power Station (1,000 MW). Besides, the Ray Power Station 
(2,000 MW) which is within the DVC area should be built by the DVC itself. The 
DVC Act also will have to be suitably amended to ensure fair distribution of bene
fits to  Bihar and to enable the State Grovernment to exercixe control over DVC 
a&hiTB

Transport and eomn&Unieations /

3-64. The economic growth of the S tate has sa ff i^ d  considerably due to  poor 
development o f road communication. High priority will be given to the completion of 
the. road bridge over the Ganga at Patna and the construiction o f roads in s^gar 
factory and mining areas. Among the new projects, high priority will be given to 
the construction of missing road and bridge links in the existing road net-works so 
as to im|ttx)ve their efficiency and utilisation. In this connection, priority tsilT be given 
to the construiotion of two road-ettm-rail bridges across the Gsmga a t Colgong and 
RaJxQiahal. The road connecting district and subdivisional headquarters, and other 
im portant growth centres, on wlaeh there has been a heavy increase of traffic m il 
fee widened: and strengthenedi R e^ rd in g  rural road#, the P fer^c tiv e  Plan proposes 
to connect by all weather roads a;ll villages with population of 1,500 and above in 
the pkiins area and all villages with population of 1,000 and above in the plateau 
an4!sujbr^lat(6au a«K!iwi and to  connect the reiEtainiiTg Block headquarters-with metalled 
Eoadfe,, . . .........  , ,

?.55, Thwe are e x t^ iv e ia re a s  in Ahe platefru siifb:»r®gion» which do not ye t . have 
proper railway communication. There is also need for giving urgent attention to 
developing more efifective railway communication between the highly mineralised plateau 
region and the densely populated North and South Bihar plains, to  &oiIitate , 
of coal and other mineral products, which is essential for the industrial growth of the  
State. $he Perspfeotive Plan sholiiid be abie to. fiH in  thw w id  in rail eomiaaisication.

Soeial Serviees 

EdocatioD

3.56. The strategy is to  enrol jd l children in theTa|^-g®«iqf> 1 ^ 1 4  a n d  to  pK)?8ide 
opt of Bc^^ol ediwaf^io^ to  all eM l#en wh® lea^w «slipol*1^ & re  olsua? V . d m  . to
tiiek  poverty The aim
to all c h il^ n  in Bihar. Organisatioz) of kielaey eenice9 >aII



illiterate adults upto 35 years of age is also planned. Secondary edueation will be 
‘rocatibnalised’ with empliasis on self-employment. There will be rapid expansion of 
middte-grade techiiioal and workers education. Universities will be developed as 
Gentries of excellence in post-graduate teaching and research. Technical, medical and 
managerial education will be based on (appropriate) man-power planning.

3.57. The programme-struct ure will consist of expending and enriching the staffing 
of the primary schools and equipping them  for providing out of school and adult 
education, preventing indiscriminate expansion of secondary education and converting 
as many, u n its  as possible to vocationalized institutions, reducing expenditure on 
mainstream degree college and expanding polytechnic and industrial training centres 
and instituting thorough man-power planning at university level education.

3.58. Education upto class X has already been made free. The same- benefit 
will be extended to ©ut-of-school education so th a t the children dropping out of school 
could receive the minimum of schooling atid illiterate adults upto 36 years of age 
could become literate.

Health, nutrition and family planning

3.d9. The Perspective Plan provides for expanding health services to all areas in 
the direction of preventive medicine and community health programmes, i:toprovement
ol nutrition with particular attention to the weaker sections of the population and 
imparting of dietio education and iutensifieation of family planning and welfare pro
grammes, chiefly directed towards weaker sections of the society.

3.60. The efiorts to  raise the per capita income of the State may get neutralised 
in p art if the trend towards population growth is not arrested. I t  is, therefore, 
necessary to give high priority to the further strengthening of family planning measures. 
The strategic aim is to reach to minimum population figure of 7.54 crores by 1988-89 
through family limitation strategy, mainly directed towards weaker Swtions of the 
societyj This strategy will have two-fold effects : firstly, it will limit popidatidh growth 
and seoondiy, i t  will contribute to the welfare of the  poor house-hold and ŵ  ̂
therefore, reduce the nuiaiber of persons below the poverty line.

3.61. The programme structure will consist of intensive propaganda of small family
norm and setting up of a large number of family welfare centres. In  this connection, it
IS necessary to  secur^Ithe services of volimtary organisations and local comniunity 
head in favour of adoption of small family norms and enforcement of legislation 
relating to  child marriage. Special stress will be laid on child-care and female edu
cation. ;

3.62. I t  is necessary to aim a t integration of health, family planning and family 
welfare services. These objectives can be achieved only if the organisational infm-struc- 
ture of the public health services is further strengthened and necessary steps are 
taken for training of the medical and para-inedical personnel required.-^

Water-supply and sanitation

3.63. Urban water-su^ly.—Over 75 per cent of the to tal urban population have 
already been provided with piped and protected water-supply. I t  is projx)sed to coyer 
the remainnxg population during the Perspective Plan.

3.64. Bural water-supply.—I t is estimated th a t about one-third of the to tal number 
of villages in the State do not have adequate provision of drinking water facilities 
a t |>resent. I t  is proposed to provide drinking water facilities to all villages of the 
State IJefore the end of the Perspective Plan. The miassive ground-water development 

•pm^istoUBe" taken up for purposes of irrigation will also ensure fresh drinking water 
to  V  laige percentage of rural population.
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3.65. Sanitation—Adequate attention will be given to  the provision of sewerage 
and drainage facilities in urban areas. Service laterines will be converted into septic 
ones. Priority w'iU be given to providing all towns above one lakh of population 
with underground sewerage. Emphasis will be given to providing sanitation facilities 
in rural areas including provision of public laterines.

Housing and urban development

3. 66. TJrban Housing.—Jsi urban areas, cheap housing has to be provided for the 
weaker sections of the society which constitute about 70 per cent of the to tal urban 
population. Houses will also be constituted for low and middle income groups. There 
will also be adequate expansion of commercial accommodation and marketing centras. 
In addition, land will be acquired and housing-sites developed for setting them to 
individuals. This will promote housing development and prevent the growth of new 
slums. As for the existing slum areas which constitue a substantial part of the major 
towns/cities in Bihar, schemes for slum clearance and imj^rovement will be taken up 
in a phased way during the Perspective Plan.

3.67. Rural housing.— I t  is proposed to take up an enlarged programme for pro
viding house-sites to  landless rural workers and to  render them help in the cons
truction of houses. I t  is also proposed to improve rural sanitation by undertaking 
accellerated environmental improvement programmes in the villages, particularly in 
N orth Bihar.

Welfare of backward classes, labour welfare and social welfare

3.68. Welfare of backward classes.—It is estimated th a t about 40 per cent of the 
to ta l population oi Bihar Toelongs to  Scheduled Tribes, Scheduled Castes and other 
socially and economically backward classes. I t  is necessary to protect them from social 
injustice and exploitation and bring them at par with the rest of the population. 
Every effort will be made to ensure th a t the backward classes share the full benefit 
arising from economic growth in the State. Special programmes in the tribal areas 
will be taken up and these will be improved and further expanded. Area based 
programmes, where there is concentration of Scheduled Caste population, w illasobe 
taken up. Programmes of educational grants, economic uplift, health, housing etc. 
will be continued and strengthened.

3.69. Labour welfare.—Special attention will be given to promoting industrial peace 
by encouraging the growth of healthy labour unions and promoting the welfare of 
labour. Due attention will be given to  provide training facilities to the workers.

3.70. Social Welfare.—^Due attention will be given to  special welfare programmes for
women, children, aged and the handicapped. An old age pension schemes has been 
introduced. Welfare and rehabilitation measures for handicapped children and adults
will be intensified. The administration machinery for carrying out of social welfare and
social defence measures will be suitably strengthened.

3.71. To sum up.—The main strategies for achieving the objectives of the Perspective 
Plan will be :—

(i) strengthening and revitalising area development programmes in the major
irrigation commands for promoting optimum utilisation of the irrigation
potential available and introduction of multi-cropi.ing and high-yielding
varieties with related inputs ;

(ii) Accelerating the progress of irrigation projects which have already reached an
advanced stage of execution ;

rapid development of irrigation from ground-water resources and rural electr - 
fication ;
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(if;) enforcement of land ceiling law and other land reforms measures ;

(v) promoting development of ancillary and small-scale industries in the large
industrial complexes and agro-industries eleewhere ;

(vi) promoting the development of secondary and tertiary sectors on a large scale
and .utilising idle capacity to the full ;

(vii) giving higher priority to  road development for opening up h^w areas for deve
lopment and reducing regional imbalances ; and

(tnii) providing necessary facilities for various items of social consumption like 
elementary education, non-formal adult education, drinking lyater-Bupp]^, 
health care, house-sites for landless labourers, etc.

V. Resoarees for the Peispeetive Plan

3.72. The size of the investment indicated a t paras. 30 and 31 will be met from 
four sources, namely. S tate’s own resources, direct central investment, private 
sector and institutional finance. The Perspective Plarjiing Division have already 
prepared a preliminary paper on the resource appraisal for the perspective plan, which 
is b e i n g  examdbed in depth. From the preliminary exercise already conductea^ it 
appears th a t the size of the investment proposed would materialise, provide|| adequate 
direct central investment comes through and there is fair and adequate flow of Central 
a l l ia n c e  and, institutional finance. ,
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TRl]  PERSPECTIVE PLAN MODEL

The Persp(ictive Plan M3del was originally prepared for a period of 15 yrrars from 
1974-75 jO 1988-89, encomj passing the Fifth, Si cth and Sf.venth Five-Year PL ms But 
as the Fifth Five-Year Pla i (1974—79) has b( en termini .ted m the S lit Mf.rch 1978 
and a new Mrdium-teim Plan for a five-yea ’ period (1978—83) has been launched 
from the 1st April, 1978, ii. has been considered necessary to modify th?orignal Per;3- 
peoiive Plan Model The modified model now rovers a period of 11 years fro ii 1978-79 
to 1988-89. For the sake of analysis, the Perspective Plan period of 11 ^ears has 
been divided into two sub-periods— t̂he Five-Year Plan period from 1978-79 to 1982-83 
and the Medium-term Plan period from 1983-84 to 1988-89. This exercise will be 
subsequently extended to 1992-93 so that the Perspective Plan could cover a period 
of 15 years from 1978-79.

4.2. The Perspective Plan Model is based on the assumption of catching up with 
the estimated all-lEdia per capita income of Rs. 1,320* by 1988-89 a t 1973-74 prices. 
In  order to achieve this basic objective, it is necessary to step up the rate of invest
ment during the Perspective Plan period (1978—89). The population of the State in 
1988-89 multiplied by the desired per capita income in that y< ar (Rs. 1,320 at 1973-74 
prices) gives tho total incom required in the target ye£ r. This brings in the question 
of popu^tion projection.

Population projection
4.3. Tho population of the State has been projected up to 1988-89 according to the 

‘ng’ formula-t. The proje )ted population isg  venin Table 1 . The growth ( f  popula
tion during t h ) decade 1971—81 works out to 20.40 per cent as against 21.30 during 
the previous d( cade 1961— 71. The annual coDipound rate of growth during the decade 
1971—81 woi'ks out to 1.90 per cent as against 1.95 in the previous- decide. The 
annual growth rate is expected to fall to 1.57 per cent during the peilod 1981-82 to 
1988-89. The population ] rojections take into account the impact of family planning 
programme in reducing the general fertility rate. This has been achieved by gradually

* The per capita income of Rs. 1,320 has beon estimated on the basis of the projected 
population of 77.4 crores in 1988-89 and the annual compound growth in G.D.P. 
a t 4.37 percen t during 1973-74 to 1977-78, 4.70per <5ent (luring’1977-78to 1982-83. 
5.50 per cent during 1982-83 to 1987-88 ind 6.00 p e rcen t during 1988-89. The 
populat.on projection and the growth rates are based on the  D /aft Five-Year 
Plan (1978—83) of tho Planning Commiss.on, Goveinmeiit of India and economic 
judgment.

t  The population relationship for future years accordii.g to  this formula is given by :

CHAPTER IV

p _200Q+nyg: p ^i,ere 
^  “ 2000—n. g.
Pn =  Estim ated popula bion in the nth  year after 1971;
P j  =PoT?ulation a t th? last Census (1971) and
g =D ecennial rate of growth of population on the mid-Censual pojiulatiDn. 

P l - P o
(P ,+ P o  )'2 

P l - P o

XDO,

— — To—  X 200, where■t i-r-to
Po =PopuIation in 19 »1 .

2 Plan .—0
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reducing the value of ‘g ’ in the formula from 19.22 in 1971-72 to 19.14 in 1978-79 
and 17.00 in 1988-89.
TABLE 1—PROJECTED POPULATION OF BIHAR (1978-79 TO 1988-89)

1978-79
1979-80
1980-81 
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-38
1988-89

Year Population 
(in crores) 

i-."-: ■
6.45
6.54 
6.66 
6.79 
6.92 
7.02 
7.15 
7.24 
7.34
7.45
7.54

4.4. The projected population of 7.54 crores in 1988-89 and the postulated all- 
India per capita income of Bs. 1,320 give the total income of Rs. 9,953 crores in the 
target year (1988'89). The State income during the Perspective Plan period (1978—89) 
is, therefore, expected to grow at the rate of 9.02 per cfnt per annum (compom:d)r. 
However, instead of assuming a uniform rate of growth throughout the Perspective 
Plan period, it has been assumed that the growth of income would be steady and 
gradual. This has been considered necessary to make the programme of development 
realistic and feasible. I t  has been postulated tha t the rate of growt.h of income would 
increase geadually from 8.93 per cent in 1978-79 to 9.59 per cent in 1988-89, The rate 
o f growth is expected to  increase as many of the investments made in the past would 
s ta rt yielding fruits in subsequent years. The annual rate of growth works out to 
B.90 per cent per annum (compound) for the Five-Year Plan period (1978—83), 9.10 
for the Medium-term Plan (1983—89) and 9.02 for the Perspective Plan period (1978—89). 
The envisaged annual rate of growth of State income (9.02 per cent compound) 
m ay appear to be on the higher side as compared to the gro-v^h rate during 1950-51 
to 1975-76 (2.92 per cent compound). But if the objective is to break the economic 
stagnation from which the State economy has been suffering, this is the only way. 
Incidentally, it may be mentioned that the average annual growth rate during 1974—76 
was of the order of 8.15 per cent which suggests the attainability of the envisaged 
rate of growth.

Estimated investment
4.5. Investment requirements have been worked out on the basis of the postulated 

incremental income over tho various years of the Perspective Plan and the over-all 
capital-output ratios applicable to the Five-Year Plan (1978—83) and the Medium- 
term  Plan (1983—89). In  this regard, it is necessary to mention tha t the income 
growth could be projected on the basis of either Cobb-Douglas production function* 
or Harrod-Domar growth model t- The former model assumes that the output is brought 
about by both capital and labour, while the latter model assumes tha t the output 
flows from the increment in capital stock alone. The latter assumption is a realistic 
one in a labour surplus economy like ours where the supply of labour does not operate 
as a constraint and where the marginal product of labour tends to be zero. In other 
words it is being held th a t income generation is largely a function of capital.

4.6. The marginal capital-output ratios during the Fourth and Fifth Plan periods 
worked out respectively to  3.22 and 3.53. Ths ratio in the Perspective Plan is expected

*Y=AK« L^ , where Y—total income, K = cap ital, L=Labour, A is a constant 
and oc and ^ are elasticities.

t  Y t—Yt—1= A Y t =  K t—1 where implies incremental change in
income,oc , the incremental capital-output ratio, Yt the output in the y e a r ‘t ’ and 
K t—1, the capital investment in the year ‘t —1 ’. Here, a lag of the one year 
between the investment and income generation has been assumed.
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to be still higher mainly be cause of big irrigation and power programmes envisaged 
in th(' Ploiii. AgPuin in cement fertiliser industries, where the capacity has to be 
expanded, project ccst,*̂ ’ have ii cri ased enormously. Further, agricultural development 
is also becoming more and more capita.1 intensive. The capital-output ratio of over 
4 in the Indian economy during the period 1960-61 to 1975-76 as against the lower 
ratios assumed in the earlier Plans (about 3 in the Fifth  Plan) also suggests the possi
bility of higher c^jpital-output ratio in the Perspective Plan for the State I t  is postula
ted that the capital-output ratio will increase to 4.0 in the Five-Year Plan (1978—83) 
p̂ nd 4.2 in the Medium-term Plan (1983—89). The overall ratio in the Perspective 
Plan is likely to be o^ the order of 4.1.

4.7. Given the postulated incremental income and the capital-output ratios, the 
capital required for the Five-Year Plan (1978—83) and the medium-term plan (1983—89) 
could be worked out. A time-lag of one year has been allowed, on an average, between 
tile investment and income generation. Thus, the investment made in the last year 
of the F ifth  Plan has been related to the income to be generated i t  the first year ot

' the Five-Year Plan (1978 — 83) and the investment to  be made during the Five-Year 
Plan to the income to be generated during the five-year period beginnirg from the 
second year of the Five-Year Plan and ending with the first year of the Medium-term 
plan and so on. The model worked out in this manner is presented in Table 2.

4.8. I t  could be seen from Table 2 tha t the to ta l investment required in the Five- 
Year and Medium-term Plans will be of the order of Rs. 9,000 and Rs. 19,000 crores 
at 1973-74 prices or Rs. 12,000 and Rs. 24,000 crores a t 1976-77 prices respectively 
as under :—■

[Rupees in crores.)

At 1973-74 At 1976-77 
prices prices

Five-Year Plan (197P—83) .. ... . .  9,340 11,769

Medium-term Plan (1983—89) .. . .  . .  19,012 23,965

Perspective Plan (1978—89) .. . .  . .  28,352 35,724

4.9. The envisaged investment of Rs. 35,724 crores a t 1976-77 prices includes
Rs. 1,572 crores proposed to be spent on Special Employment Schemes during the Pers
pective Plan period to provide casual work during the interim period to those who will 
remain unemployed till full employment is reached. ,

TABLE 2 -PROJECTED INCOME AND INVESTMENT IN THE PERSPECTIVE PLAN PERIOD (1978-89)

Five-Year Plan (1978—83) Medium-term Plan (1983—89)

1981- 1982- 1983- 1984- 1985- 1986- 1987- 1988-
82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

5,360 5,850 6,385 6,972 7,615

450 490 535 587 643

1,960 2>140 2,465 2,7(jO 2,944

36.60 36.62 38.60 33.70 33.70

6.79 6.92 7.02 7.15 7.24

788 845 , 908 976 1,051

7.13 7.23 7.45 7.48 7.68

9.12 9.14 9.14 9.19 9,20

4.0:1 ..  . .  4.2:1

1978- 1979- 1980-
79 80 81

1 2 3 4

1. Income at the end 4,140 4,510 4,912
point (Rs. crores). .

2. Income increase (Rs. 340 370 • 402
crores).

3. Investment require 1,480 1,638 1,800
ment (Rs. crores).

4. Investment as per 35.70 35.70 36.60
centage of in CO me.

5. Population (crores) 6.45 6.54 6.66

6. Per capita incomo (Rs.) 642 687 736

7. Rate of growth o f per 6.82 7.00 7.13
capita income.

8. Rate of growth of 8.93 8.93 8.93
mcome.

9. Capital-outpvit ratio ..

8,316 9 082 9,953

701 765 873

3,217 3,666 4,020

38.70 40.37 40.40

7.34 7.45 7.54

1,132 1,220 1,320

7.70 7.78 8.19

9.20 9.21 9.59



Break-up of investment by investing agancies

4.10. The projected investment of Rs. 11,769 and 23,955 crores a t 1976-77 
prices in the Five-Year and Medium-term Plans have been allocated a t the macro- 
level among the three investing agencies on the basis of trends of allocation during the 
Third, Fourth and F ifth  Five-Year Plans. The share of the three investing agencies 
in the to tal investment during the Third, Fourth and F ifth  Five-Year Plans are given 
in Table 3. Data on the investment in the State sector have been taken from the 
plan documents of the Government of Bihar. Estim ates of direct Central investment 
are based on the various Plan documents of the Government of India and those for 
the private sector have been,obtained by multiplying the all-India investment in the 
private sectors in the different Plans by the ratio of the average State income to 
average national income during the respective quinqvennium.

TABLE 3

INVESTMENT DURING THE THIRD, FOURTH AND FIFTH  FIVE- 
YEAR PLANS BY INVESTING AGENCIES

(Rupees in crores.)
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Plan State
sector

Direct
Central

investment
Private

sector
Total

T hiid  Plan 325 443 296 1,064
(100)(30) (42) (28)

Fourth Plan ..  481 
(24)

831
(42)

650
(34)

1,962
(100)

F ifth  Plan .. 1,296
(38)

1,106
(32)

1,045
(30)

3,447
(100)

4.11. The State Government has to play a major role in building up the core sec
tors of the economy. The social infra-structure has also to be strengthened and the 
minimum needs fulfilled. Steps towards eradication of poverty and attainm ent of full 
employment have also to be continued. All these obje.ctives taken together would 
mean an increase in the investment b y ,th e  State Government. Although there are 
various difficulties on the part of State (Government in mobilising additional resources 
from the existing sources, there is ample scope for raising institutional finance hitherto  
inadequately tapped. I t  has been assumed th a t the investment by the State Govern
ment would increase from 38 per cent of the to ta l investment in the Fifth Five-Year 
Plan to  about 50 per cent both during the Five-Year Plan (1978—83) and the Medium- 
term  Plan (1983—89).

4.12. Since the Perspective Plan visualises an increasing role of the State Govern
ment in the to tal investment, the share of the Central Government in the to ta l invest
ment has been marginally reduced from the fifth Plan level of 32 per cent of the  t  o ta l 
investment to about 30 per cent both during the Five-Year Plan and the Medium-term 
Plan.

4.13. Private sector will continue to play a major role in the economy. However, 
there may be a marginal decline in its percentage share in the total investment. The 
average share of the private sector in the to ta l  investment during the Third, Fourth , 
and Fifth Five-Year Plans works out to 31 per cent. I t  has been assumed th a t the 
share would be around 20 per cent of the to ta l investment both during the Five-Yeai 
and Medium-term Plans.
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4.14. On the basis of the percentage shares in the to tal investment of the three 
investing agencies as discussed above, the to tal investment during the Five-Year and 
Medium-term Plans by the three investing agencies is likely to be as in Table 4.
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*TABLE 4

PROJECTED INVESTMENT DURING THE SIXTH AND MEDIUM- 
TERM PLANS BY INVESTING AGENCIES AT 1976-77 PRICES.

[Rupees in crores.)

Five-Year Plan (1978—83)

Medium-term Plan (1983—89)

Direct
S tate Central Private Total
sector investment sector

6,060 3,413 2,296 11,769
(51) (29) (20) (100)

11,977 7,187 4,791 23,955
(50) (30) (20) (100)

Sectoral allocation of investment

4.16. Inter-sectoral alloc&tion of investment on a rational basis is constrained by 
se ere data limitations. In order to work out such allocation it is necessary to have 
reliable sectoral estimates of incremental capital output reitics for which the economy 
has to be disaggregated into sectors with a fairly homogeneous commodity composi
tion. Otherwise, a change in the relative weights of different commodities in the sec
toral output might vitiate the postulated capital-cutput ratio o ftha t sector. Secondly, 
time-series data on output and investment fer such disagreegattd sectors she uld also 
be available. In the absence of such irformr/Jon, it is not possible to work out 
meaningful sectoral capital-output ratios. Thirdly, different rates of utilisation of 
capacity in different sectors a id  even in the same sector at different times furt.her 
complicate the estimates. For these reasons, it has not been possible to work cut 
the sectoral allocation of investment endogenecusly from the model on the basis of 
sectoral incremental capital-output ratios.

4.16. In  view of the above limitations the intcr-sectoral allocation of investment 
has been done on the basis of the outlays suggested for different sectors by the various 
Divisions of Planning Board. The suggestions of the Divisions are based on the 
reports of the various Task Forces constituted for the purpose. The inter-sectoral 
distribution also takes into account the need to provide for various items of public 
consumption cn a much bigger scale, such as free educf.tion upto Matriculation, 
fresh drinking water facilities to all the villages in the State, health care, house-sites/ 
houses for Wia^er sections of the society, etc.

4.17. The inter-sectors 1 allocation of investment in the Five-Year and medium-term 
Plans worked out as above is given in Table 5. The provisions shown in the table 
are higher than in the Draft Approach to the Five-Year Plan brought out by the 
Planning Board by Rs. 6,321 crores—Rs. .698 crorcs in the Five-Year Plan (1983—89) 
and Rs. 6,623 crores in the Medium-term Plan. This is to provide for new items not

*Infra, p. 46, pwra 3.18.



eoncievcd of a t the time when the Drafs Appror^oh was piepa.red r.nd also to cover 
inert 8,sed outb^ys on some of the existii’g items.

TABLE 5—SECTORAL ALLOCATION OF INVESTMENT DURING THE FIVE-
YEAR AND MEDIUM-TERM PLANS .

Sector

{Es. in crores at 1976-77 prii es )

Five-Year Plan Medium-term 
(1978—83) Plan (1983—89)

1 . Agriculture and allied activities .. 716 2,000

2. C. D., Co-operation and Panchayats .. 100 300

3. Irrigation and flood control . . 1,603 3,500

4. Power .. . . 2,050 4,000

5. Industries and Mining .. 2,509 5,500

6. Transport and Communications . . 1,921 3,500

7, Social services .. 1,621 3,200
iy-'

8. Miscellaneous .. 86 1,547|

9. Special employment schemes .. . . 1,164 4DS

TOTA L .. .  . 11,769 23,955

one
Table 6 compares the sectoral distribution of investment so arrived at 
> given in the Draft Approach.

with the

TABLE 6--C0MPARATIVE STATEMENT OF SECTORAL ALLOCATION 
VESTMENT AS IN  THE DRAFT APPROACH AND TABLE 5.

OF IN-

{Rs.in  crores at 1976-77 prices.)

Sector

Five-Year Plan Medium-term Plaa 
(1978 83) (1983—89)

Draft Table 5 Draft 
Approach Approach

Table 6

1 . Agriculture and allied services 715 715 1,405 2,000

2. C.D., Co-operation and Panchayats 100 100 200 300

3. Irrigation and flood control 1,603 1,603 2,708 3,500

4. Power 2,050 2,050 2,950 4,000

5. Industry and Mining 2,509 2,509 5,457 5,500

6. Transport and Communications 1,616 1,921 2,633 3,500

7.
\

Social Services . . 1,407 1,621 1,841 3,200

8. Miscellaneous . 86 1,300 1,647

9. Special emplojnnent schemes . 1,071 1,164 536
- ■

408

TOTAL 11,071 11,769 19,030 23,955



4.18 Even t.Iiough, the 8(?ctor?il incremental capital-output ratios have not been 
used explicitly to proj( ct sectoral investmt n t, the implied incremental capital-output 
ratios for the major sectors for the Five-Year a rd  Medium-term Plans are given in' 
Table 7. The table also, gives similar ratios for the  Fourth and Fifth Plans for 
comparison.

TABLE 7 -IM PL IE D  SECTORAL CAPITAL-OUTPUT RATIOS.
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Sectors Fourth F ifth Five-Year Medium- 
Plan Plan Plan term Plan

(1978—83) (1983-89)

1 . Agriculture and allied activities 1.04 1.87 1.89 1. 7

2. Mining and Manufacturing 6.58 5.92 3.81 4.46

3. Transport and C mmunications 2.78 4.42 11.38 9.59

4. Social services .. 2.08 3.78 2.51

5. ]\Iiscellaneous 20.04 15.51 20.55 19.61

All sectors 3.22 3.53 4.00 4.20

4.19. Sictoral distribution of the estimated investment by investing agencies, viz., 
the State Govcrnm nt, direct Central investment and the private sector, will be pre
sented after the deliberations of the various Divisjeus of the Planning Board cn the 
reports of the ask Forces are completed.



a t t a in in g  f u l l  e m p l o y m e n t

One of the main objectives of the Perspective Plan is to create adequate employ- 
ment opportunities so th a t the backlog of unemployment is cleared a^d the addition 
to  the labour force made each year is also taken care of. The present chapter makes 
an attem pt to  estimate the backlog of unemployment inclusive of under-employment by 
1977-78 and the addition to  the labour force vis-a-vis the creation of job opportunities 
during the Perspective Plan period (1978—89).

Magnitude of unemployment in 1970-71

6.2. The volume of unemployment at any point of time can be taken as the 
difference between the labour force available and thg number of persons actually 
employed. The available labour force includes the number of persons employed in 
gainful occupations as well as the persons who are willing to work at the prevailirg 
rates of wages but do not get work. The present convention or standard is to 
consider 40 per cent of the total population to constitute the labour force. Taking 
into account this norm and the population of Bihar in 1971 (563.53 lakhs), the
employable labour force works o it to 225.41 lakhs. But as this norm is only a
rough approximation and does not take ii.to account the factors likley to influence 
the parti-ipation rates of diflerent segments of population according to sex, age and 
other characteristics, i t  has not been adopted for estimating the employable labour 
force. The labour force here has been estimated on the basis of the all-India
participation rates woiked oxit by t\\e Expert CJommitte© appointed by the Planning
Commission for working out labour force participation rates. The participation rates in 
1971 as worked out by the Expert Committee for the age-group 15—34 and 35— 59 
according to sex and rural-urban residence are given in Table 1 .

CHAPTER V

Table 1 

Labour force participation rates (1971)

Per cer.l

Age-group
Rural Urban

Male Female Male Female

1 2 3 4 5

15—34 , * 89.6 49.3 75.4 18.8

35 59 97.0 51.8 93.3 24.9

5.3 The participation rates given in Table 1 excludes the participation rates of the 
working children below 15 and the working population of 60 and above. The policy 
objective should evidently be to provide employment to tbe labour force between 
the ages 15 and 59. This js based on the assumption tha t child labour will be 
abolished at the earliest. ,



5.4 Table 2 given below reveals that the population of Bihar between the age
16 and 59 in 1971 was 290.29 lakhs consisting of 146.84 lakh males and 143.45 
lg.kh females.

Table 2 

Population of Bihar between the ages 15 and 59 (1971)

(In Idkha)
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Age-group
Rural Urban Total

FemaleMale Female Male Female Male

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

16—34 72.64 76.95 10.63 8.36 83.27 85.31

35—59 56.43 53.37 7.14 4.77 63.57 5 i.l4

TOTAL 129.07 130.32 17.77 13.13 146.84 143.45

5.5 Applying the participation rates given ii? Table 1 to the popidation given in 
Table 2, the emplyable labour force in 1971 works out to  202.85 lakhs as shoym 
in Table 3.

Table 3 

Estimated labour force (1971)

(In  lakhs)

Age-group
Rural Urban Total

Male Female Male Female Male Female Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

11—34 .. 66.04# 37.94 8.01 1.67 73.10 39.51 112.61

35—59 .. 54.74 27.65 6.66 1.19 61.40 28.84 90.24

TOTAL 119.83 65.59 14.67 2.76 134.50 68.35 202.85 J

6.6. According to  the Census of 1971, th e  number of workers in Bihar was 174.89 
lakhs. But this number does not represent jobs reckoned in adult units. I t  includes 
working children below the age of 15 and agriculttiral workers who donot get employment 
all the year round due to  seasonal factors in agriculture. The number of working children 
below 16 in  1971 was 10.60 lakhs and the agricultural workers 143.86 lakhs. Assuming 
two children’s jobs to  be equivalent to one adult’s job, the number of jobs held by 
this class comes to 5.30 lakhs in adult units. Regarding the agricultitml workei:^, it ie
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SQen th a t they are employed for about 200 days in a year{ '=). Assuming the  normal 
employment period of agricultural workers to involve nine months or 273 days (of 
eight hours) per year t  about 73 per cent of 143.86 lakhs, i.e., 105.02 lakhs, cap be 
taker as employed. Thus the number of jobs reckoned in adult units available in 
1971 after making due allowance for seasonality in agriculture works out to 174.89 
[5.30+(143.86—105.02)] i.e., 130.75 lakhs.

5.7 Subtracting the n im ber of jobs available in 1971 (130.75 lakhs) from the 
employable labour force (202.85 lakhs), the number of additioral jobs required to 
provide full employment comes to 72.10 lakhs. This represents the magnitude of 
tmemployment and mider-employment in 1970-71.(*♦) lo works out to 12.79 per ccnt of 
the to ta l population or 35.52 percent of the labour force. In other words, the 
number of full time jobs available in 1970-71 was 64.48 or 64 per cent of the to tal 
job requirements.

5.8 The estimated volume of unemployment (inclusive of under-employment) 
discussed in the foregoing para, is based on the data conl^ined in the Census Report 
and, therefore, suffers from the limitations generally applicable to all Census data, 
attem pt has, therefore, been made to cross-check the volume of unemployijBent on the 
l^ s |s  of a comprehensive survey on employment—^unemployment conducted by the 
National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) during the 27th Round (October, 1972— 
Sej)tember, 1973) both in the rural and urban areas of B ij^r. The estimates p i ernploy- 
ment—unemployment presented in the 27th Round Survey cover the population of 
age 5 and above.

,5.9 The survey results reveal that of the to tal estimated 502.38 lakh persons of 
age 5 and above for March, 1973, 290.68 lakh persons reportedly neither do any   ̂
gatinful work nor do they offer themselves for work, 211.70 l&kh
persons constitute the labour force, their proportioi^s being 4?s^8 pel cent (o^ 19,2J^1 
lakhs) and 36.83 per cent (or 19.59 lakhs) of the respective rural and
population.

5.10 The magnitude of those who had pra^jotically no work contirually over a long
period and were seeking work or were available for work throughout, was extremely 
small. They were only 0.66 per cent (or 3.03 lakhs) *99 per cent (or 1.05 lakhs) 
of the respective rural and urban population. They may be called ‘chronically’
unemployed. 9Hie to tal number of ‘chronically’ unemployed persons, therefore, worked 
out to 4,&8 lakhs foi Bihar as against 3.86 millions for the country as a whale.

5.11 Table 4 gives the cross classification of ‘chronically’ tmemployed persons by
educational standard with a view to providing an idea of the quality of those peri^n^ 
for deciding the nature of Jobs to be created for them, i t  could be seen from the 
table th a t the most affected persons are the persons having lower educational a tta in 
ments. The percentage of ‘chronically’ unemployed of the general education group
‘above primary and upto secondary’ in the rural and urban areas to the respective
total, worked out to  55,45 and 53.90 as against the corresponding all-India figures 
of 53.70 and 53.54. Those belonging to general education group ‘literate and upto 
prim ary’ accounted for 10.89 and 17.43 per cent of the respective -total of ‘chroiiicaliy’ 
unemployed in the rural and urban areas. The all-India percentage, in this case, 
worked out to 18.09 and 24.25 respectively. ‘Graduate and above’ constituted only 
6.60 and 15.72 per cent of the respective total in the rural and urban areas, the 
corresponding all-India figures being 8.04 and 11.72 per cent. The number of job- 
seeking registrants in the different Employment Exchanges in Bihar according to their 
educational standard also revealed the same feature. Of the to tal number of persons 
currently on the live register, the number of registrants with educational qualification 
‘graduate and above’ constituted only 9.26 per cent of the total number of unemplo'yed

♦According to the Second Agriculture Labour Enquiry published in 1960, an agricultural labourer, on 
an a arage, gets employment for a little less than 200 days in a year.

•j-PHnning Commission, Draft Five-Year Plan (1978—83), Volume II, page 117.
••The number of unemployed and under-employed in 1953 in Bihar worked out to 87.61 lakhs, 

accounting for 20 per cent of the total population or 50 per cent of the employable labour force 
Report of the Bihar Unemployment Committee, 1960, Volume I#pa .'e 125).
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persons (7.15 lakhs) on live register of the Employment Exchanges as on 31st 
December 1972 as against 8.95 per cent estimated the NSSO (27th Round Survey).

TabIe-4 

BliitributiofB of ‘chronically’ unemployed by sex, education and residence

{In lakhs)

Educational Standard
Rural Urban

Male Female Total Male Female Total

1 . Illiterate 0.490 0.330 0.820 0.110 0.026 0.136
(18.29) (94.29) (27.06) (11.29) (34.67) (12.95)

2. Literate and up to 0.330 , . 0.330 0.181 0.002 0.183
Primary. (12.31) . . (10.89) (18.56) (2.67) (17.43)

3. Above primary and 1.660 0.020 1.680 0.530 0.036 0.566
upto secondary. (61.94) (5.71) (55.45) (54.36) (48.00) (53.90)

4. Graduate and above 0.200 . . 0.200 0.154 0.011 0.165
(7.46) (6.60) (15.79) (14.66) (15.72)

TOTAL 2.680 0.350 3.030 0.975 0.075 1.050
(lOO’Oi) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0) (100.0)

6.12 The estimated figure of 4.08 lakhs ‘chronically' unemployed in Bihar, howet^et, 
does not reflect the basic malady of the unemployment problem. A large p a rt of the 
popul4tltin who repoHedly e n g a ^  themselves in gainful activity do suffer from sdnie 
kind of under-employment or under-utilisation of their available labour time. The to ta l 
num b^r'df persons who did not* have stable and adequate employment worked out to
53.74 lakhs as against 63.34 millions for the country as a whole. The break-up of
63.74 lakiis of the efe^mated under-employed Into various categories is given beloW. In  
the present study, however, the higher figure of unemployment (inclusive of under- 
empl6 9̂̂ e n t )  of fi-.W  lakhs in 1970-71, discussed a t para. 7, has been adoJ)tea for 
planning purposes:—

(In lakhs)

Rural Urban Total

1 . Working as regular wage/salary earner in 
farm or non-farm enterprise and also 
seeking work or available for additional 
work.

2 Working in own-farm or non-farm enterprise
and also seeking or available for
additional work.

3 Casual wage labc^iK'in^rmittentf^ unemploy-
e and seeking work or available for work.

4. Helper (*)

TOTAii

3.72

14.41

2̂ 5.86

6.03

50.02

1.22

0.89

1.41

0.20

4.94

15.30

27.27

6.23

3.72 53.74

♦As, : ti»^]Tel6va^it da/ba about helpers in own farm or non-farm activities, -who-constitute 3^C6 lakhs 
have hot bean tabulated, their work content is not known. But following. the NSSO, it can be 

. assumed' that their work content will not be more than tha,t foi* the persons cat^-
613 Working in own f»rm or non-farm activities'in the capaQity o f self-employed. Ba^d on 

this assumption, the number of helpers is estimated at 6.23 lakhs.



Bstimated labour force (1971—89)

5.13 Since the use of participation rates for estimating labour force requires pro
jection of population by ag^ and sex, the projections made by the Demographic 
Research Centre, Patna University have been adopted for the study. They have given 
5-yearly population projections for Bihar by age and sex from 1976 to 1991. The 
to ta l population of the State, according to their report, is expected to increase from
663.5 lakhs in 1971 to  617.5 lakhs in 1976, 669.7 lakhs in 1981, 749.6 lakhs in 1986 
and 828,7 lakhs in 1991. An attem pt has been made to project the population of the 
S ta te  between the ages 16 and 59 for the years 1973-74, 1977-78, 1982-83 and 
1988-89. The population for 1973-74 has been projected on the basis of the calculated 
growth ra te  (compound) during the quinquennium 1971 to 1976. Similarly, the popu
lation projections for 1977-78, 1982-83 and 1988-89 are based on the growth rates 
(compound) applicable to  the quinquennia 1976 to 1981, 1981 to 1986 and 1986 to 
1991 respectively. Table 6 gives the projected population of Bihar between the ages 
15 and 59 by sex.

Table 5 

Population projeetion for Bihar between the ages 15 and 59 (1973—89)

{In lakha)
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Year
Male Female

1 5-34  35—59 1 5 -3 4 35-59

1 2 3 4 5

1973-74 94.89 66.46 92,81 64.11

1977-78 106.67 70.57 101.96 67.68

1982-83 . . 121.45 75.95 114.35 72.91

1988-89 140.61 S4.10 129.CI8 81 41

5.14 Since the population projections for Bihar are not available for rural and 
urban acreas seperately, for projecting labour force, the combined participation rates 

(ru ral+ urban) have been worked out by age and sex on the basis of the data  con
tained in Tables 2 and 3. The combined rates are shown in Table 6.

Table 6

Labour force combined (Rural-f- Urban) participation rates (1971)

Age-group
{Per cent)

Male Female

15—34 « 87.78 46.31

35—59 96.58 49.60

5.15 Applying the participation rates given in Table 6 to the projected population 
given in Table 5, the likely additions to the labour force are as shown in Table 7. 
I t  has been assumed here th a t the participation rates will not change substantially 
during th e  perspective Plan period. This is based on the projection of participation
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rates worked out by the Expert Committee appointed by the Planning Commission for 
working out the labour force participation rates TAnnexure 1).

TABLE 7

ESTIMATED ADDITION TO LABOUR FORCE (1971—89)
[In lakhs)

Period
Male Femnle

15—34 35—59 15—34
Total

35—59

1971—74

1974—78

1978—83

1983—89

5.70 3.00 2.18 1.23 12.41

9.46 3.97 4.23 1.77 19.43

13.85 5.20 5.73 2.59 27.37

16.82 7.87 6.77 4.22 35.68

Estimated volume of unemployment in 1973-74 and 1977-78

5.16 I t  could be seen from Table 7 tha t the addition to the labour force during 
1971—74 is estim ated at 12.41 lakhs. Assuming tha t the number of jobs during 
1971—74 is of the same percentage fo the labour force as in 1970-71, the number 
of additional jobs during 1971—74 will be 64 per cent of 12.41 lakhs, i.e., 7.94 lakhs. 
Thft b&cklog of \memployment (inclusive of under-employment) by  1973-74, i.e., 
by the end of the Fourth Five-Year Plan, may, threrefore, be taken as 72.10 
(12.41—7.94), i.e., 76.57 lakhs.

5.17 As an alternative, another method to estimate the number of additional 
jobs during 1971—74 has been tried. This is based on the emplojTinent-output norms 
which have been calculated for different sectors a t 1973-74 prices cn the basis of the 
occupational distribution of population in 1971 and the State income in tha t year. 
F tr  this purpose, the number of agriculturoJ workers in 1970-71 has been taken as 
105.02 lakhs instead of 143.86 lakhs for the reasons already explained a t para. 6. 
The norms are as in Table 8.

TABLE 8

EMPLOYMENT-OUTPUT NORMS (1971)

Sector

Number o f workers 
per Rs. one 
crore worth of 

output- 
(in thousands).

1. Agriculture and allied activities

2. Small-scale Industries

3. Mining and manufacturing

4. Transport and communications 

6, OthdT services

5.90

6.35

1.45

1.62

2.50



5.18. As tiae agricultural operations r̂ re likely to become more and more capital 
intensive in nature during the Persjx-ctive Plan period (1978—89), the productivity 
of labour in agriculture and allied activities will gradually increase. Further, the 
number of agricultural workers is likely to reduce during te same period due to 
expansion of non-agricultural activities. As a result of the operation of these two 
factors the employment-output norm in agriculture and allied activities is likely to 
register gradual decline. It has been assumed tha t for Rs. one crore worth of output 
a t 1973-74 prices in agriculture and allied activities, the number of workers will 
reduce from 5.90 thousands in 1970-71 to 5.60 thousands by 1977-78, 4.90 thousands 
by 1982-83 and 4.20 thousands by 1988-89.

5.19. The above norms have been applied to the State income data for 1973-74 
to obtain the estimates of employment in different sectors. I t is estimated tha t the 
volume of employment in 1973-74 was of the order of 136.94 lakhs (Table 9). 
Since uhe employable labour force by 1973-74 is estimated at 202.85 -j-12.41 lakhs, 
i.e., 215.26 Mkhs, the volume of unemployment inclusive of under-employinent a t  
the end of 1973-74 work out to 78.32 lakhs which is almost the same as the first 
estiUiate of 76.57 lakhs discussed a t para. 16. For planning purposes, the iiigh61' 
figure of 78.32 lakhs has been adopted

TABLE 9

ESTIMATES OF EMPLOYMENT BY SECTORS IN 1973-74 AM)^ 1977-7S.
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Sectors Volume of employment
{In lakhs)

1973-74 1977-78

1. Agriculture and allied activities . . 112.31 119.39
{
2, Small S ^ le  industries 3:10 3.87

3. Mining and manufacturing .. 8.70 10.08

4. Transport and communications 2.07 3.20

5. Other services 10.76 17.46

TOTAL 136.94 154.00

5.20 The employable labour force by 1977-78 is estimated a t 215.26-f 19.43 lakhs.
i.e., 234.69 lakhs. Based on the projected State income for 1977-78 (Annexure II), 
the employment-output norms give the total employment a+ 154.00 lakhs in 1977-78 
(Table 8). The volume of unemployment inclusive of under-employment a t the end 
of 1977-78 is, therefore, estimated at 80.69 lakhs.

Employment outlook for 1982-83 and 1988-89

5.21 The backlog of unemployment (inclusive of under-'employment) at the end of
1977 78, as discussed in the foregoing para, stood a t 80.69 lakhs. I t  is estimated 
tha t the addition to the labour force during the Five-year Plan (1978—83) will be 27.37 
lakhs. On the other hand, the projected State income for 1982-83 (Annexure 2) and 
the employment output norms (Table 8) give the to tal employment a t 210.62 lakhs 
in 1982-83 (Table 10) which implies creation of 56.62 lakhs additional job oppor
tunities during the Sixth Plan. The backlog of unemployment (inclusive of under



employment) by 1982-83, therefore, is expected to reduce to 80.69-|- 27.37—56.62 lakhs,
i.e., 51.44 lakhs.

TABLE 10

ESTIMATED VOLUME OF EMPLOYMENT IN 1982-83 AND 1988-89.

{In lakhs)

Sector 1982-83 1988-89
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1. Agriculture and allied activities 157.44 223.35
2. Small-scale Industries 6.32 12.00
3. Mining and manufacturing 16.71 29.45
4. Transport and communications 5.02 8.55
5. Other services 25.13 . 44.35

TOTAL 210.62 317.70

5.22 The addition to the labour force during the Medium-term Plan (1983—89)
is estimated at 35.68 lakhs. The volume of employment at the end of 1988-89 on the 
basis of the projected State income for 1988-89 and the employment-outpurt norms 
works out to 317.70 lakhs (Table 10), showing creation of additional job opportuni
ties to the tune of 107.08 lakhs during the Medium-teTm Pk.i\. The b^iCklog of 
unemployment (inclusive of under-employment) by the end of the Perspective Plan, 
therefore, works out to 51.44 -f 35.68—107.08 lakhs, i.e., (—) 19.96 lakhs, which 
implies more vacant jobs by the end of the Perspective Plan th a r the number of 
unemployed. Full employment is actually expected to be reached in 1987-88 when 
the voluwie of unemployment inclusive of under-employment is estimated a t only
0.40 lakjx, which is well within the tolerable limit.

5.23 Table 11 gives at a glance the addition to  the labour force, additional job 
opportunities likely to be generated and the volume of unemployment (inclusive of 
underemployment) by the end of 1982-83 and 19!88-89.

TABLE 11

E M PL O M E N T  OtTTLOOK FOR 1982-83 AND 1988-89.

(In Idkhs)

Plan period Labour force Additional jobs Volume of un
likely to be employment at
generated. the end point.

Fifth Plan (1974—78) . .  . .  ..  80.69

Five Year PJ»n (1978—83) . .  27.37 56.62 51.44^

Medium te;rm Plan (1983—89) . .  35.68 107.08 . (—)19.96



5.24. As a cross-check, another method has been tried to estimate the employ
ment opportunities likely to be generated during the perspective plan period on the 
basis of investment targets. Estimates of capital requirement for employing one 
labourer, however, vary enormously from industry to industry and from place to 
place. According to the employment norms discussed in the Appendix to the Third 
rive-Y ear Plan of the Government of India, Rs.^ 1 crore invested in irrigation 
generate 7,000 jobs, power 1,600, and Railways 1,900. For small-scale industries, 
employment of one person has been estimated to mean an investment of Rs. 5,000 
on the average, for handicrafts, the estimate is Rs. 1,500, for coir and sericulture it 
is roughly Rs. 1,000. Prof. Mahalanobis in his paper on “Approach of Operational 
Research to Planning in India” published in Sankhya (Vol. XVI, Parts I  and II) 
in 1955, gave the values of capital requirement per engaged person for different 
sectors as in Table 12.

TABLE 12

CAPITAL REQUIREMENT PER ENGAGED PERSON.
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Sector Capital require
ment per engaged 
person (Rs.).

1. Large-scale industries producing invest 20,000
ment goods.

2. Iiarge-scale industries producing consumer 8,760
goods.

3. Agriculture and small and household [2,600
industries. '

4. Services (Health, Education, etc.) 3,750

] The National Council of Applied Economic Research, New Delhi in their Draft 
R ^ o r t  on the Perspective Plan of Industrial Development of Bihar (1978-7S to  
L988-89) have also worked out the investment required to employ an additional 
person a t  1973-74 jiprices on the basis of limited and fragmentary information 
available from different sources. The results are given in Table 13.

TABLE 13

INVESTMENT REQUIRED TO EMPLOY AN ADDITIONAL PERSON.

Sector Rs. ’000 at 1973-
74 prices.

1. Agriculture and allied pursuits .. 12
2. Households and small-scale industries 5
3. M ining'and large industries ..  40
4. Power generation and distribution .. 1,80
5. Transport and communications .. 30
6. Others including services ..  9

5.25. Obviously, the first two sets of norms given above cannot be accepted now 
as the wages and prices of various inputs have gone up considerably since the norms 
were fixed. The NCAER’s norms are the latest and as such they have been adopted 
for cross-checking the results arrived at on the basis of employment, output norms, 
with only a minor variation in the norm pertaining to agriculture and allied 
pursuits in which case the norm has been taken as Rs. 10,000 for employing an 
additional person instead of Rs. 12,000 worked out by the NCAER as the agri
culture in Bihar is not expected to become capital intensive to this extent.



5.26. After deciding upon the sectoral investment-employinent norms, the next 
question is to  relate these norms to the sectoral investment in the Five-Year Plan 
(1978—83) and the Medium-term Plan (1983— 8̂9) arrived at on the basis of micro 
studies as discussed in Chapter I I I  (Table 6). The volume of investment includes 
the investm ent in the State sector, direct Central investment and investment in the 
private sector. The results are presented in Table 14.

TABLE 14

ESTIMATED ADMTIONAL JOB OPPORTUNITIES (1978—89)

{In lakhs)

Sector Five-Year Plan Medium-term
(1978—83) Plan (1983—89)
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1. Agriculture and allied activities
2. Power
3. Small industries
4. IVjiniDg and manufacturing
6. Transport and communication .
6. Others including social services

16.00 28.62
0.90 1.30

14.38 22.16
3.28 8.44

4.27 6.96
12.40 27.70

TOTAL . .. 61.13 95.08

5.27. Thua at the end of 1982-83, the backlog of unemployment will get reduced
to 80.69-H27.37—61.13 lakhs, i.e., 56.93 lakhs. The backlog of unemployment a t 
the end of the Perspective Plan period will stand at 66.93-f35.68—95.08 lakhs,"
i.e. (—)2.47 lakhs. Both the methods, thus, drive s.t the conclusion th a t there will 
be more vacant jobs than the number of unemployed by 1988-89 .̂ In  ihe present 
study, the figures arrived at by the first method have been adopted. The structural 
pattern of employment that would emerge by the end of the Perspective Plati is 
.presented in Anncxure 3. - ^

Volume of unemployment in Person-years

5.28. The above analysis of unemployment does not take into account the. ex ten t
of under-employment. Similarly, the job opportunities do not refer to  full-time 
jobs. 'An attem pt is made in this section to resolve the figures of unemployin^ut 
and under-employment to  a common denominator of unemployment in term s of person^ 
years on the basis of the 27th Round Survey data of the NSSO. The same ^Hll 
apply to  the conversion of job opportunities into full time jobs. . _ _

5.29. Chronic unemployment is a very small part of the unemployment problpm 
in the S tate as in the whole country, because very few workers remain unempjfey^d 
throughout the year. Tn 1972-73, the volume of Chronic ui|,^mployment in B ih ^  
was 4.08 lakhs.) Many of them find some work for some weeks or months but 
remain unemployed for the rest of the year. Therefore, it is necessary to have sbmfe 
measure of irregular unemployment by weekly-status of employment. One of them  is 
■‘Weekly unemployment” , i.e. the number of persons who did not find even an hour 
of work during the survey week and are seeking or availalble fo t work. In  1972-73; 
the unemployed person-weeks in Bihar aggregated to 9.60 lakhs in the rural areas 
and 1.30 lakhs in the urban areas, the to tal being 10.90 lakhs. But eyen: this 
estim ate of weekly unemployment is not satisfactory, because many, workers 'do not 
get work even for a whole week. They get some work on some Slays arid ard 
looking for work on other days even during the same w eek.. The ra te  of , unem- 
plojrment obtained by using weekly status classification procedure, therefore^' Titlder^ 
estimated the incidence of unemployment as the priority assigned to employment o t’er̂  
unemployment was in built in the data collection procedure. To overcome th is con

2 Plan—8



constraiat unemployed days, rather than unemployed persons should be counted. 
In  1972-73, the unemployed persoD-days in Bihar amounted to 20.54 lakhs, 18,77 

in. rural areas and 1.77 lakhs in urban areas. The unemployment rate in 
I9^2i-73, measured as the ratio of person-years unemployed to  person-years available 
works out to  9.8 per cent in the rural areas and 9.0 per cent in the urban areas 
^is-a-vis 8.0 and 9.0 respectively i'or the country as a whole. Table 15 gives the 
estim ated volume of nnemploymont in equivalent person-years for 1973-74, 1977-78, 
1982-83 and 1988-89. These estimates, are based on the ratio of the number of 
unemployed person-years (20.54 lakhs) to the number of unemployed/underemployed 
(75.00 lakhs) nn  1972-73. The ratio works out to  0.274:1*

TABLE 15

ESTIMATED VOLUME OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN EQUIVALENT PERSON-
YEARS (1973—89).
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{In lakhs)

Year Volume of un- Volume of un
employed/ “ employment in 
underemployed person-years.

1973-74 .. ..  78.32 21.46
1977-78 .. ..  80.69 72.10
1982-83 .. . .  51.44 14,10
1988-89 .. .. (—)19.96 (—)6.47

^oUey preseription

S.30̂ . Prom the foragoing discussions, it is obvious tha t the problem ‘over’ or 
‘open’ unemployment is not th a t serious as the problem of under employment. 
The figure of open unemployment in Bihar in 1972-73 according to  the 27th Round 
Survey of the NSSO worked out to only i.08 lakhs as against 53.74 lakhs estinmted 
for the under-employed. As mentioned earlier, the nature of jobs to be created for 
tlie ‘chroBically’ unemployed persons depend on the quality of those fi6r^ni( by 
tHeir educational standards Although the problem of unempioymeat is ^ i t e  serious 
among the educated {Graduate and above), it could be seen from the Table 4 
presented^ earlier th a t the problem of those having less educational attain^bemts is 
more acute awsd calls for urgent action.

5.31. As for the underemployed who suffer from different kinds and degrees of 
underemployment (para. 12), the policy prescription will be different for 
di5ffei*ent categories. iPor some, provision may have to be made to create an 
additional work in farm  or non-farm enterprises, while for others,, additional jobs may 
have to be created. Ih e  creation of either work or jobs for some, particularly the 
women in the rural areas, may need creation of work a t home,

5 .̂32. I t  is im portant to note tha t emphasis should be placed on creating enough 
work in the rural areas. This would curb under-employment there and also prevent 
t'lie regular exodus of job-seekers to the urban areas. Further, the creation oi ads^ioMal 
work in the country-side would increase the effective demand of the rural population, 
wHch in, tu rn , would induce creation of additional work in the urban areas and 
consequently reduce unemployment there.

5.33. While creating jobs, it should be borne in mind th a t the schemes d i o i ^  
are productive and fit into the over-all area development plans. The first step should

*Arrived a t by interpolation



be to explore the possibility of expanding a nd. accelerating such on-going plan projects 
which have got sizeable employment potential. Next step should be to open such 
special works which are productive and self-generating like minor and medium irri
gation works, soil and water conservation, grass-land and pasture development, affore
station, fish-culture, development of irrigation commands, development of cottage and 
small-scale industries, self-employment schemes, etc. In case, the construction of 
village roads is chosen,the road constructed should be of a certain specified standard.

5.34. The long-range soluticwi of rural and urban unemployment and under-employ
ment, therefore, lies in intensification of agriculture and allied activities, cottage and 
small-scale industries and self-employment schemes. Till th a t state of rural deve
lopment is reached, a separate employment programme for the residual or spfll- 
over labour force, with additional funding and focus o®, employment, is, therefore, 
necessary for quite some time to come. But these programmes shot*Id be conceived 
within the frame-work of the over-all development process and properly integrated 
with the  area development programmes already in operation.

5.35. An attem pt has been made to estim ate the amoiiint of money required for 
wage employment works till full employment is achieved a t  the rate of Rs. 6 per day (Rs.
3 towards minimum wage and Rs. 2 material componant) and 273 working days in 
a year. For this exercise, the number of unemployed person-years shown in Table 
14: has been used. Figures for the intermediate years have been interpolated. The 
estimated sum of money, as could be seen from Table 16, comes to 1572.13 crores, 
of which Rs. 1163.87 crores would be required in the i  ive-year Plan (1978—83) 
and Rs. 409.26 crores in the Medium-term Plan (1983—89).

TABLE 16

AMOUNT OF MONEY REQUIRED FOR WAGE EMPLOYMENT WORKS
(1978—89).
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Year Unemployment Amount o i i!aoney 
(person-years in (Rs.crores at 

lakhs). 1976-77 prices)

1978-7.9 19.90 ^ 271.63
1979-80 18.50 252.52
198^-81 16.92 230.95
1981-82 15.65 213.62
1982-83 14.37 196.15
19^3^84 11.52 157
1984-^ 9.02 123.12
198 5 86 6.30 85.99
19S6-87 2.96 40,40 .
i m m 0.11 1.50
1988-89 • • • 0.00 0.00



ANNEXURE 1 

Projected participation rates (1971—81)
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(Per cent)

Year Age-group
Riiral

Male Female

Urban

Male Female

1971

1976

15-^34
35—59

15—34
35—59

89.6
97.0

89.1 
96.5

49.3
51.8

18.8
51.3

75.4
93.3

74.9
93.3

18.8
24.9

20.8
25.9

1981 . .  15—34 88.6
35—59 96.5

48.3
50.8

74.4
93.3

22.8
26.9

ANNEXURE 2

J*ROJEGTED PATTERN OF DISTRIBUTION O f SDP

(JSs. in crores at 1978-74 'prices)

1977-78 1982-83 1988-89

1. Agriculture and allied activities .. 2131.80 3199.95 5364.67
(56.1) (54.7) (53.9)

2. Small scale, industries 60.80 99.45 189.11
(1 .6) (1.7) (1.9)

3. Mining and m anufacturing . .  .. 695.40 1152.45 2030.41
. (18.3) (19.7) (20.4)

4. Transport & commuDications 197.60 310.05 527.51
(5.2) (5.3) (5.3)

5, Social Services 676.40 971.10 1552.67
(17.8) (16.6) (15.6)

6. Miscellaneous 38.00 117.00 288.63
(1 .0) (2.0) (2.9)

TOTAL 3800.00 5850.00 9953.00
(100.00) (100.00) (100.00)
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ANNEXURE 3

ACTUAL/ENVISAGED STRUCTURAL PATTERN OF EMPLOYMENT IN  BIHAR
(1970-89)

{Per cent)
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Sectors. 1970-71 1973-74 1977-78 1982-83 1988-89

1. Agriculture and allied acti
vities.

80.45 82.01 77.53 74.75 70.30

2. Small scale industries 2.94 2.26 2.51 3.00 3.78

3. Mining and manufacturing . . 5.08 6.35 6.54 7.93 9.27

4. Transport and communications 2.20 1.52 2.08 2.38 2.69

5. Other services 10.30 7.86 11.33 11.94 13.^5

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00



chapter VI

ERADICATION OF POVERTY

Poverty in retrospect

of Jbb:© caain objectives of the Perspective Plan of Bihar is to  catch up 
tritli ̂ h.e estilaated all-India per capita income level of Rs. 1,320 a t 1^73-74 prices 
by 1988-89. B ut it is not enough to  raise the per capita income; it is also necessary 
to  bring about a more equitable distribution of income and wealth. The State 
sj^o^ld pl^jP in such a .way th a t the people in the lower straj}a of iijcome gpt 
STit5CBssive!y higher and higher share in the State income. The present chapter makes 
an attem pt to  examine how far the level and pattern  of investment contemplM/ed in 
tb§ Persp^cjjive Plaa. will succeed in bringing about a reduction in the n u m b ^  pf 
|>©6’ple belotsr the poverty line.

6.2 . A]qi examination of the N.S.S. data relating to  income distribution repeals 
iii'St the distribution of income has been highly unequal in 'tbe State, ssuming a 

qonsumptiQi^ Ipvel of Rs. 20 per capita per month a t 1960-61 prices §s 
ttte poverty line based on the  Planning Cammission’s earlier norm, the percentage of 
people below the poverty line in Bihar for the year 1964-65 to  1969-70 works out 
ijMnoyfilly to  over 50 per o^nt as shown in Table 1 . I t  could be s^^n, .therefrom tha t 
tn e te  has been a wiaening of mass poverty.

TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE BELOW POVERTY LINE

Year Percentage of Percentage of acutely 
people below destitute persons, 
poverty line.

1964-65 49.80 7.41

1965-66 ... 48.80 6.64

1966-67 55,38 7.65

1967-68 ... 51.11 7.06

1968-69 •• 56.89 12.77

1969-70 52.60 8.23



The deepauing aspect of mass poverty is all the more a d is q ^ t in g  featjsre. The 
percentage of acutely destitute persons defined ’thps^ having, per capita  perj ’iiaoiitb 
consumption of Rs. 10 or less a t 1960-61 prices, has also gone on increasing as 
could be seen from the table.
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Prospect for the eiadioaWQ»oC fpofCTty»

6.3. The usual method for projecting the percentage of people below the poverty 
line is the income distribution method. In this method, it requires to  be examined 
if the income (expenditure) distribution follows the well-known log-normal pattern . 
The next step consists in shifting the mean of the base year log-normal 
distribution in the year under consideration, keeping the skewness 
pf the base year distribution constant. The shifting of the mean of the 
distribution means an upward revision of the expenditure classes by th e  ratio  of the 
ayprage per capita consumption in the base year to  those projected for fu ture 
years. But th is method could no t be applied in this case as the 28th Round NSSO 
data  for Bihar on consumer expenditure do no t follow log-normal pa tte rn . Had the 
corresponding State samples da ta  been pooled together w ith the Central Samples 
data, ^ e  problem could have been overcome. But this could not be tried as the 
S tate samples data for 1973-74 are yet to be processed by the S tate D irectorate of 
statistics and Evaluation. As an alternative, the regression method discussed below 
has been used.

. 6.4. The to ta l ircome of the  people below the poverty line (Y*,)has been assumed 
to be linearly dependent on four variables, viz, income from  th^  agxicultuxal 8̂ 1̂  

value of food production (Ft), Government expenditure on the  social services 
(« i)  a id S tite  incom3 (Y t). The above four variables have considerable im pact 
on the income of the people below the poverty line. A m ajor portion of their 
income is spent on food consumption. Also the Government expenditure on social 
services activities such as family planning, child-carep education, community organi
sation and health, directed especially a t poor communities has a direct impact in 
lifting the pesople above the povea^ty line. Similarly, tite agEic«ltural kuK>me antd the 
^iifte iftcoHfie; are the other two im portant variables for l<he study* ‘

6.5. The N.S.S.O. data on the consumer expenditure in Bihar gives the number 
of persons in thirteen total expenditure classes for the year 1964-65, 1965-66, 1968-69 
and 1969-70. For estimating the  ̂ total income of the people below the poverty ^|ne, 
the minfirttum leyM of consumptib4 f<or eagh year from I9'64-65 to 19;69-!76 (exclu^jbag. 
Ir96#i^7 «nd ,^'96f-68 for whidh t&e JT.S.S*, dat^ afe not available), corresponding 
Rs. 20 per capita per mcmth at 1^60-61 pn<j ŝ ^g,s , bfeers worked out by su^WjT' 
attWiiig ioi* the increase in prices iit ihe intertenirg,ye^rs. Thereafter, the percejjt^^, 
of people be3ow -this specified Ĥ vel jtias been calculated. In the. abseri.ce of 
ate income, total eXienditUr& di the pei:g?ns below the^pqverty line haft 
asBSumeid to e ^ a l  to  Ifee ^com^. In fact, ttie/expenditure 6f th^se persons

the income^ du^ to feigh indebtedness in thp rower stra ta  of iiicome eja^n^r^. 
Cftice the ipercenta^ • of people beloW iihe poverty line is j ^ o i ^  ^he nî inUQer of 
people below the poverty line could also be known. The ' next consists in computmg 
the average per capita monthly income of the people below the poverty line, which 
when multiplied by the population gives the to tal income of the peopl# l)6|c)W 4̂̂ his 
llfie a t Current prices. These have t ^ h  been converted into 1973-74 nriice^ by iss^^ 
s filt^ le  price indices. Far the yearlg 1966-67 and t9 ^ -6 9  for which 
are not avaifal^ , the percentage of people below the poverty lirie has been estim&t



on tlie basis of comparison of the per capita income of the S ta te  with the previous 
year. The |03ult& Are presented in Table 2.
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TABLE 2

INCOME OF TH E PEOPLE BELOW POVERTY LINE (1964—70)

(Bs. in lakhs).

\  Y bvc : Minimuni 
Level o f 

Qonsumption 
per month 

(Rs.)

V -

Peroentage 
of people 

below 
poverty 
line.

Total 
population 
(in lakhs)

Population
below

I^verty
line(in
lakhs)

Average 
per capita 
montMy 

income of 
people 
below 

poverty 
line 
(Rs.)

Total 
income of 

people 
below po- , 
verty line ' 

(Rs. in 
lakhs).

Total 
income of  
' people 

below 
poverty 
line at 

1973-74 i 
prices

2 3 4 5 6 ■7 8

ld6i-65 23.92 49.89 501.96 250.43 16.92 5,08,47 10,84,43

19^-66 26.38 48.08 511.77 ?46.06 18.80 5,55,11 10,72,26

80.05 55.38 521.77 288.92 17.86 6,19,21 10,50,06

.i  »».54 Bl.U m.%%

19d8-69 33.15 56.89 542.37 308.55 22.20 8,21,95 12,63,?^

1969-70 . . .  84.38 52,50 552.97 290.31 24.41 8,5b,38 12,59,71

«.’8* I t  coold be seen from Table 2 that the percentage of people below th« povortjr 
line has vajied frcnii year to  year, the highest reaching in the year 1^8-69, Th© 
average monthly per capita income of nearly 50 per cent or more of the populatk>n 
has varied from a bare minimum of Rs. 16.92 to  Rs, 24.41 a t  the respective year’s
p r ic ^ .

6.7. For calculating the value of foodgrains production for the year under re
ference, the  following m e^o d  has been adopted in the absence of stdtable data.

<3at& on the quantity  and wholesale prices per quintal of major foodgrains have 
been, collected for the year 1974-75. The average wholesale price per quintal for 
foo^ra ins. was then calculated. The average price comes to Bs. 171.87 per quintal, 
T h is .h ^  l)een mnltipllQd by suitable conversion factors for prices to  obtain average 
price for eadh yearm ider reference. The quantity of foodgrains produced in the 
various years under reference has been multiplied by the respective average price 
to  compute the values of the foodgrains a t the current prices. These have been 
converted into 1973-74 prices.

6.8. ^ e  data  on agricultural income, Goverrment expenditure on social services 
ahd.StaW  mcomehave also been converted into 1973-74 prices. All the relevant dtttsi, 
disQiisied ctbove are presentei in Table 3 in units of hundred crores of rupw s,



TABLE 3
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VALUES OF IH E  VARIABLES USED FOR PROJECTING INCOME OE THE 
PEOPLE BELOW POVERTY LINE.

{Bs. ’00 crores at 1973-74 prices)

Year
In^o^e of 

the people Agricultural Value of 
below incom 3 foodgraius
poverty 
line Y \

production

Government State 
expenditure income 
on social Ŷ

services 
G \

1 2 3 4 5 6

1964-65 ,. 10.84 16.49 9.55 0.25 31.02

19»fi-«6 10.72 17.62 9.10 0.26 32.37

1966-67 10.50 1^.74 4.59 0.12 27.38

1967-68 11.03 17.93 9.34 0.16. 31,15

1968-69 - 12.63 16.45 9.34 . . 0.19 3a80

l9C^-70 12.59 15.90 8.61 0.12

6.9. By relating the past data  on the income of the people below the poverty 
lit|0 l|o foodgitaiis production, agricultUSf&l Income, aggregate income and exp^aflJMitt 
on social services, a line has been fitted on the basis of the data contained in Tabje 3. 
mwK^quatioa to  the fitted liili! is: * :

-Y P t= 1 3 .7 2 7 2 1 — 0 ,4 9 5 6 3  + ^ .8 0 5 7 5  F t -  1 2 ,5 4 M 7  G \+ 0 .1 1 2 6 4  . Y ,* ....................................
R8=0.85.

The co-efficient vector of the regressors has been obtained on the basis of the

TjS3|,al ,CIiS -esi;im ator^^=(X 'X )-i X'Y. The inverse being a
l^en obtaini&ii by inverting X 'X  with the help of comppter. The ‘i ’ t ^ t  ,'WS 

Q ^ieft out for testing the hypothesis H :.pi=*0, no porrMation Ibfetween the r^^res* 
â yjrs the regre’ssiand the hypoth^«is was r^ecteii a t cent le'̂ ^̂ l o f: aigiw-

flcistnce. ^ h e  o‘bservetl values coWespondmg tb  the dffier(^t ffl : ®M:0^
—0.45190, 0.65703, —0.83001 and 0.01330 which are significant a t ^ percen t !ev^f.

*8 1̂:0. Ohedk foir the esistetsce or non-existence df m^fltlfcdltiBea^^^ the
^:^I)lfitoato^y v^riaciftes is-also esgentia,̂ ^̂  ̂ the above exercise afe It is ' ^Hrk&foWt ^lk,t 
^ e  ^fe^ence BQitilti-coiUineaTity m^ the s a i l i n g  variiaiice ,'of'^’thfe edti^^slt^

©ia^ffi^ritslat^. Afe so'hil^B vector j^=^(X'X)-"  ̂ X'C %as^'^btainM it is 
tM t ^ r fe c t  %ittlM%dllitije not exist. An rftteM; t̂ T̂ists ialfed
Jo df mul#iic611ifflM4?ity. For thfe, co-effici^^s of ^!i^ti^6
fle€elW&Hll!i€iGn,li*'S between ' eaeh Explanatory viariable  ̂ in teifto. and the 
IHiye viEW^bles were c^lciClated land fjest^f '̂fe carried o i l
€6e iF-vsLl ês have been foiin(3 to -be statistically‘si^ifieant ¥ t  6 ^ r  %ei#t

6 .1 1 . I t  could be seen from the equation ^iven a t paragraph 10 th a t the Gpveminent 
^ l^ to d ftu te  oil social services has a significsent coHtribhitIbn to  the *tb,(̂

% i^e^ithe p o in ty  Ime. In as Gov^ifttie^t
•gn ŝ̂6€ ia ^ ^ r^ e e s  inoteases the to ta l •Income df |ieo|>le bSl<^ the 
reduces. Smoe the income of each person below the fwverty li^e bp-s been assume^

2 Plan — 9



to  be equal to  the average income of the group, this would mean a corresponding 
decline in the number of people below the poverty line. The income from the agri
cult aral sector also indicates result Id the same direction.

6.12 . The value of the  variables Y \ ,  F*,, and Y,. are known for the terminal 
years of the Fourth, F ifth , J'ixth and Medium-term (1983-89). plans as p art of the 
Perspective Plan exercise. The actual/ projected values of the variables F^,
and Y^for the years 1973-74, 1977-78 and 1982-83 and 1988-89 are given in Table 4.
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Table 4 

Projected values of Y\, F̂ , G\ and Yt up to 1988-89.

{Bs. ’00 crores at 1973-74 prices)

Year Income from Value of 
agricultural foodgrains 
sector(Y%). production

(Ft)

Government State 
expenditure incoiue. 

on social (Y )̂ 
services (G®t)

1973-74 •• ' •• 20.28* 10.84 0.20* 35.78*

1977-78 21.31 14.65 0.40 38.00

1982-83 31.96 17.44 • 0.60 58.50

1988-89 53.65 22.33 1.30 99 6^

*Actual.

6.13, Since the relation among the different variables are known as per the equation 
to  the fitted line (para 10), the values of Y^t, i. e., the to ta l income of the people 
below the poverty line, can be projected for the relevant years. Similarly once the 
to ta l income of the people below this line is known, their number can be obtained 
by dividing the to ta l income by the average monthly income (expenditure) of the 
people below the poverty line.

6.14. Since the minimum level of consumption is the upper limit of consump
tion of the persons below the poverty line, Rs. 20 per capita per month a t 19^0-61 
prices, i.e. Rs. 51 per ca{.ita per month a t 1973-74 prices, sets the upper limit to 
the poverty line. The average expenditure (or income) of the people ^  this class, 
which is below the minimum consumption level worta out to  Rs. 35 per mensem 
in 1973-74 ourrent prices. As the planned economic development gains momentum, 
the people in the lower expenditure classes gradually move to  higher and higher 
expenditure classes which means a gradual increase in the average expenditure 
{income) of the people below the poverty line. I t  has been assumed here th a t 
the.average monthly expenditure (income) a t 1973-74 prices will increase from 
Rs. 35 in 1973-74 to Rs. 40 in 1977-78, Rs. 45 in 1982-83 and Rs. 50 in 1988-89.

6.16# As discussed a t para 14, the total income of the persons below the poverty 
line Y»t d iv id e  by the average annual income gives the number of persons below 
the poverty Ime. The to ta l income and the percentage of people below the poverty



line a t the end of the Fourth, Fifth, Fi’̂ e year plan (1978-83) and Medinm-tenn plan 
(1983-89) are given in Table 5.

Table 5

Estimated number of people below poverty line (1973-89)
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Year

Total 
income of 
people 
below 

poverty line 
(Rs. crores).

No. of peo
ple below 
poverty 

line 
(crores)

Projected
population

(crores).

Percentage 
of people 

below 
poverty 

line.

1 2 3 4 5

1973-74 1437.14 3.40 5.86 58.00

1977-78 1422.92 2.96 6.33 46.76

1982-83 1099.76 2.03 6.92 29.33

1988-89 Nil. Nil. 7.54 Nil.

6.16- As could be seen from Table 5, the percentage of people below the poverty 
line is expected to  register considerable fall from 58 per cent in 1973-74 to nil by 
the  end of the Perspective, Plan. This can be possible if the independent variables 
behjEtve in the observed way. The conclusion, can, therefore, be drawn th a t the 
targets of investment, the investment pattern and the targets set out in the 
Perspective Plan are consistent with the objective of eradication of poverty.

6.17. An attem pt has been made to  estimate the percentage of people below the 
poverty line for rural and urban areas separately. This has l^en done on the b^sis 
of the ratio of rural to urban population below the poverty line in 1973-74 calculated 
on the basis of the projected population for 1973-74 and the consumer e x j^ d itu re  
data given in the 28th Round Survey Report of the N.S.S.O. The results are presented 
in Table 6.

Table 6

Estimated percentage of people below poverty line by residence (1978-74 to

Year Rural Urban Total

1973-74 69.01 50.98 58.00

1977-78 47.01 44.44 46.76

1982-83  ̂• 29.45 27.94 29.33

1988-89 •• Nil. Nil. Nil,



^ 4 '^  of ttes pcr«Ln ,̂:.ge of people be low the povert>y line gi^eni in
Table 6 are based on t>he assumption of a minimum consumption level of R si ptir* 
capita per month at 1960-61 prices as the poverty line. The equivalent of 1960-61 
mininxuBk'consumption Lvtjl for subsequent years during which the prices have risen, 
has baen datermined on the basis of the index number of wholesale prices published 
in the Monthly of t t e  Reserve Bank of India.

J5Jl9-~̂ Ch£L e&timatos. of the percjntago of people bolow the povt rty^ line vary-a-
great deal due to the divergence in the norm fixed for the povtjrty line and the
price indê T̂, chppen for detemiihing the equivalent of th e ‘norm for subsequent years 
during which^ tiva. prices ri^an. In order to facilMate intcr-State comparison of
poverty percent«^gQ , an attem pt has been made to recasts th®. estimates given in Table 
& on the the latest norm of poverty line worked out by the Planning
Oommission ^  vi?;. a  ̂ minimum con«twBaf»̂ ion , level o£j Rs. 61.8 and Rs. 71.3 
per capita per month at 1976-77 prices for rural.aod tirfean areas respectively. The 
equivalent of 1976-77 minimum consumptipn level for 1973-74 during which the prices 
weioJoJKeiLhaa b^en. jdot&rmined on the basis of the consum er price iadex nctflabei^ for 
agricultural labourers (CPIAJj) for rural aruas and consumer price ind ix  number for 
induatrial- WoikBra--(CEIIW^ ibr. urban areas. Both these^ officifiA kwiex n«m be»-haw  
been taken from the Indian Labour Journal, a monthly publication of the Labour 
Bureau, ;S|gij^ry of lajbour. Tho CFIIW is nciti directly available f®B State. 
The Labour Bureau constructs this index for 50 Centres in diflFerent States, of which 
there are ll'ro^^iitres in In order to computfeitbfe Siate CPIIW fop BibM- from
the 6 C3ntres index numbers, a weighting diagram* obtained from the N. S. S. O., 
has been The dbi>i#e of the official index-nuBQsbfers, viz., CPIAL^ aii^t-CPIIW ,
is based on the methodology adopted by Prof. Raj Krishna in the Report of the 
Finance (|d>i3£imission, 1873* ■

The-estimates of percentage of people below the poverty line in 1^98-74 
have been reworked out on the lines indicated above on the basis of the consumer 

;datn> cobtaipcdr in> the 28th Raimdi o£ the ^  S. i^ ib h
avfiilifcl^; The poverty percenta^ works 05tii> to 69i4» (geiOO fdf 

fan OJfbsiP'. anDa*®). The respective a l l - I i i^  p^rdentttge esfeiiiiatfeft'
6dfft6 i^u4a48^'?^.. ;Thfi; puQj^cte^ figures for 1977^78^
hfl^# l»eaimrEi9«d>at !byf uskig the linear rel£fti«xaalri{>-eatifeting betw^<^f®*^ 
poverty ,p| f̂oe*¥^g!e» for 1973^-74 in Table 6 :(58j0®) and thfe p®verly perce»i4gfe'* 
out for tlie same year on the basis of N. S. S. 0 . data (69.49). The rural-urban 
bfsimkvA^yJias, b[ae|i %©rte&d. out on the basis of t ^  r^ tio n s te ip  e '3 ^ t^ g  '1)ef#fefeii 
tk«^o|fitoted'figwasfts of. poivnerty percentage for m ral, uriMn and t# ta l as itt
Ti»iAiSij&A. Tbe adjusteid ei^imates of poverty, which ha’̂  ̂ been - adopted for p l|r»iing 

aiBe pBesesnjbed in Table 7.

Table 7

Adjusted estimates of percentage of p e o ^  below poverty line by residence
(1973-74 to 1988-89).
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Year. Rural. Urban. Total.

1973-74 . . 76.00 51.26 69.49

1977-78 56.32 53.24 56.02
P  .

1982-83 . . . 35.29 33.48 35.13

1988-89 . . Nil Nil Nil

©Planning Commiasion, Draft Five Year Plan 1978—83, Vol. II, page 36.
Report of the Finance Commission, 1978, Appendix IV-9, Annexure VI, page 221,



6.21, The conclusions drawn in the foregoing paras are possible only when the 
variablj behave in the observed way. It should be noted here that poverty can
not be eradicated and the living standaM of the people raised by some magic wand. 
The problem of eradication of poverty is one of providing employment and raising 
th© pradiicrtivi^’ o l Idw Ifepel empJojment. “ EmploymeoQt’ is the sMtes*: to<
enable the vast numbers living below the poverty level to raise above it”.* But it 
is necessary to ensure that employment provision does not become an end in itself.
The fdUb^^g meaafare6 can help enlarging productive employment and eriidic^licmiof
pavefty

(*) Besdistribution of land acquired after the imposition of ceiling among the.
landless lai)ourers and: small and marginal farmers.

Working out an investment programmi© to generate.lajgei number of- Jobs, 
in minor irrigation, dairying and animal husbandry, p«mltry, fisheries, focest 
try and small-scale and tiny industries.

(in) Provision of security of tenure to shaurercroppers and temporary tenaoafs.

{iv) Launching of special programmes like rural works progmmmes. Village 
roads constructed in the process must be of a specified stai^axd.

(«?) Creation of opportunities of self-employment by providing credafe t© the 
weaker sections of the society in rural and url»an areas.

•' '
(vi) Improvements in the methods of public distribution system at subsidised 

prigQS fot weaker sections.
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of sooial seimoQi;directed particukdy towaards po€arrc< 
su< î0 f̂lftl&il$' e!^d-Gam» education and heftltj^ ilNtaMiifn
ftbtempts improve drinking water, sanitation and hoti#ing p»m

{vUi) Setting up of special Development Councils at l^moh&y&tj "Bhehhvfimm 
which majority representation is given to the small and margm^ farmesfs, 

^r>|is«|i^! a^d j ll^dtessf l&y>ui^, to 
development directed to help the poor. It is, therefore, neeefiu|a9ff>̂  t«K 
revolutionise the Development Councils for effective im{ilementation of 
the schemes.

(to;) Implementation of the present law about debit

(a?) Enforcement of Minimum Wages Act to all categories of wetlfefii ^ lu4in g  
women and agricultural labour^sv

6.22. yp SMJW rc^ anawer tp^^^, eradication of poverty is €mploym;^t.
People ar  ̂ poor becaws© they fEr̂  ii£teta^]^ed| under employed* The main th w t  
of the stra,tegy for eradication of poverty is, therefore, provision, of f\iyil̂ 3|mLo^<^]^ 
Besides, there are a number of policy measures, pointed ottt* aiidvev 
hasten th© p^ce of eradication, of poverty. . , , .

•' V  ̂ ■' . ^
*Pl«iming Gommiasioa Approaoh to the £*iftli Ploa (1974-^79), p. 3.



AN INTEB-SECTORAL BALANCE OF THE STATE ECONOMY FOR 1982-83 * AND 
. 1988-89.

Econoimc development causes an increase in the supply of goods and ^erdces in 
the economy. At the same time, it raises the level of demand through an inorease in 
money incomes. One of the objectives of planning is to ensure a balance between the 
aggregate supply of and demand for various goods and seivices and to secilre internal 
consistency of the plan model. In  the context of a State economy, however, it  is 
difficult to attem pt such an exercise due to limitation of data on the exports from 
and imports to the State. Despite these difficulties, an .attempt has been made to 
estim&te roughly the balance of the State economy between supply and demand for 
1982-83 and 1988-89.

7.2. The aggjpegate demand for any particular year consists of the following

inter-industry demand;
(ii) private consumption ;

(Hi) public consumption;
(iv) gross fixed capital formation;
(v) changes in stocks; aiid

{vi) net exports.

Ui© demand of various sectors has been worked out in value terms. The aggregate 
supply of goods and of sectors has been t&ken to  be equivalent to
th e  likely to  be generated as a result of the implementation of vfLrious schemes
o^ tem plated  in the Perspective Plan of Bihar (1978—83). Due to  limitation: of data as 
n ^ iit io n ^  in the foregoing para, net exports could not be estimated in the present 
exercise. An excess of supply over demand in any sector in the present exercise will, 
therefore, indicate in a very rough way an outflow of goods and services and vice- 
versi^i--' 'i ^

7.3. For the present analysis, the economy has been divided into seven broad 
sectors

{%) agriculture and allied activities;
(n) mining;

(iii) large-scale industries;
{iv) small-scale industries;
(«?) power;.

(vi) transport and communications; and .
{vii) others including services.

‘ ESTIMATE OF DEMAND . ' .

Inter^ndQsily demand

7.4. The original 38x38 transaction demand matrix* has been consolidated into a
7 x 7  transaction demand niatrix. Input-output-co-efficients have then been worked out 
from the matrix. The co-efficient matrix is given in Table 1 . ,

7.5. In  the present exercise, it has been assumed that the input-output co-effidents 
will remain constant over the Perspective Plan period (1978—89). The original inter
industry transaction m atrix was constructed a t 1969-70 prices. Since the input-output 
00-efficients are pure number they can be used for future years also without any 
adjustm ent for prices.
*Ghoah, P.P., *A regional plsm ing model for Bihar in an input-output Framework’ (mimeographed), A.N.S.
Inrtitute o f Social Stu(Ue8, Patna (1976).
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.6. The inter-industry demand can be expressed as :

Y =AX, where
Y is the inter-industry demand vector; X, the output vector; and A, the input- 

output matrix.

TABLE 1 

Input-output matrix

Sector
Agriculture 
and allied 
activities

Mining
Large
scale

industries

Small-
scale

industries
Power

Transport Othera 
and including 

comrau- services 
nications

1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8

1. Agriculture ewid allied aotiv 
ties.

0.17474 •• 0.09666 0.34590 •• 0.07651 0.00757

2. Mining 0.03194 0.11197 0.09548 0.04647 0.00386

3. Large-scale industries 0.02127 0.07641 0.27776 0.03967 0.01364 0.09038 0.07726

4. Small-soale industries 0.00682 0.00003 0.01681 0.00002 ..

6. Power 0.00056 0.03040 0.01924 0.0C678 0.17651 0.00813 0.00813

6. Transport and Communica 
tions.

1
0.00130 0.03086 0.05178 0.01962 0.03691 0.02382 0.02284

7. Others including services 0.01217 0.01482 0.11436 0.07516 0.01616 0.05456 0.02131

■7.7. The output vector (X) in 1982-83 and 1988-89 has been exogeneouBly deter- 
ioined (Chaptex IV) and is presented in Table 2.

TABLEJ2 

|Projectea pattern of State Domestic Product

(Rs. crores a t 1973-^74 pticcss)

Sector 1982-83 1988-89

1 . Agriculture and allied activities 3199.95 6364.67

2. Mining , ..  « 334.04 588.82

3. Large-scale industries « . .  818.41 1441.59

4. Small-scale industries 99.45 189.11

5. Power ^ 117.00 288.63

6. Transport and communi(»ti6ns . .  310.05 527.51

7. Others including [services . . 971.10 1552.67

TOTAL . . 5850.00 9953.00

. Giv^ii .X  and A, the intermediate demand (Y) required ta  support this levtel of 
output can be foimd out. Since X is a t 1973-74 prices and A is a m atrix of pure 
numbers, Y will be at 1973-74 prices.



7.8. The sectoral inter-industry demand for 1982-83 and 1988-89 are shown in 
P?ftble 3.

TABLE 3 

laler-industry demand in 1982-83 and 1988-89 by sectors

(Rs. crores at 1973-74 priced)

Sector

'l .  iA griou ltu re^d  allied activities 

12. Mining . .

3. Large-scale industries 

4.Snaall-scale industries

5. Power . .  «

B. Tisansport and communications,

7. Others including services . .

TOTAL . .
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1982-83 1988-89

688.97 1194.28

131.64 238.29

429.49 738.61

23.51 39 81

54.57 110.02

92.67 162.17

166.81 319.46

1586.66 2802.64

eesitiBipttoii

7.9. In  the original inter-seotoral transaction nlodel*, the to tal private consum ^ion
was ef^iomted 2,181 crores d t 3dun»i|tu^ri©#s .(or ^

a t 19*73-74 prices). The jper capita private constlirtpti€)n w o t l^  b t i t ^  
the capita income of the S tate during the period 1969-70 to  1976-76 a t coiiitaiit 
(1 9 ^ 7 0 )  prices has fallen and is not ^ 3|^ « te d  to  grow a t a significaaqtt ratjfe till 
19T7-78, the same cannot be assumed of the per capita consuiliption. I t  wottld be 
QQTeasonable to a ^ w p i :^|t^i|giiial a m u ^  i m ^ ^ e  M  cent in per
o a ^ ta  private consumption a t  1969-70 prices during the period 1969-70 to 1077-78 
f i r c e n t  dipping period over 1969-70 level a t 1969-70 prices. I t  has 
been further assumed th a t the  per capita private consumption would grow a t thfe ra te  
of ab©ut6.6Q ?jter '^ tM m u » %  a t  constant (1969-70) iprie^ during the pericd 1078-79 
to  1982-83 because of the measures to  remove inequality and other measures to  
in c rea^  scwftl MBQrsuBiEpt»G>n. Durjag the s a ;^  period, dt has laeen ^p®dtulated thlit the 
per capita State income would grow at the rate of 7 per cent per annum (comj^und) 
(Chapter I^ ) . the basis t>f the aforesaid assumptions, the per daftta. qprivatd con
sumption level works out to  Rs. 412 at 1969-70 prices in 1982-83. This when m ulti
plied by the gpuq^qtedftopulation of the State in 1982*83 (6.92 crores) .^ v i^  the to ta l 
private consumption a t Rs. 2.85o crorep a t 1969-70 prices, or Rs. 4,226 crofes a t 
1973-74 pric©«, w hichisiiow s an  in c rease ,of abou^ Rs. 10,00 crores in p r iv a te  
consum ption a t 1973-74 prices during the  period 1969—83.

7.10. The Sardar P a te l In s titu te  of Economic Development, Ahmedabad has cal
culated the  in<®PBment dn p rivate  consumption for selected commodities fdr Bihar with 
respect to  un it increment in to ta l private consumption based on the 19th Round data  
af t ^  N.%8.0. The oonimodit;;pri8e classification given by them was resBrranged into 
broad sectors to m e e t the -requirements of the present exercise and the corresponding

were itjbiwft msed 4® ffiipject the incremental dhange in private consumption for 
differ^at seekors over 1969-70 level a t 1973-74 prices on the assumption of constancy 
of the  ratios over time. The private consumption expenditure for different sectors for 

y iiir »  kaoim  from ithe original inter-sectoral transadtion matrk:. T b e ^ ta l



private  consumption expenditure for different sectors for 1982-83 and 1988-89 a |
74 prices have been obtained by adding the incremental change to the base year 
figures. These are presented in Table 4.

TABLE 4 

Estimated/projected values of private consumption in 1969-70, 1982-83 and 1988-89

(Rs. crores a t 1973-74 prices)

Sector

1 . Agriculture and allied activities
2 . Mining
3. Large-scale industries
4. SmaU-scale industries
5. Power
6. Transport and communications
7. Others including services

TOTAL ..

Public consumption

7.11. I t  is estim ated th a t the valae of public consumption in Bihar in thfe year 
1973-74 was Rs. 21.12  crores a t 1969-70 prices*. This works out to Rs. 31.26 crorefl 
a t 1973-74 prices. The to tal revenie expenditure of the Government of Bihar in 1973-74 
was of the order of Rs. 299.94 crores a t current prices. The public consumption iE 
1973-74, therefore, constituted 10.42 percen t of the to ta l expenditure. This proportion 
has been applied to the projected figures of revenue expenditure in 1982-83 and 1988- 
89 to estim ate the aggregate public experaiture for these years. On the basis of the 
elasticity of revenue expenditure to  income, the revenue expenditua*e8 for 1982-8$ and 
1988-^89 has been projected a t Rs. 408 and Rs. 630 crores a t 1973-74 prices respec
tively® . Using the estimated proportion for 1973-74 (10.42 per cent), the figures of 
aggregate public consumption work out respectively to Rs. 42.61 and Rs. 66.23 eroi^s. 
I*or determining the sectoral break down, the all India proportion, as worked out t y  
the Planning Commission**, has been used. The sectoral estimates of public consumption 
are given in Table 6. .

TABLES 

Sectoral distribution of public consumption in 1982-83 and 1988-89*

(Rs. crores a t 1973-74 prices) ,

73

1969-70 1982-83 1988-89

19,36 24,11 34,68

2,86 4,16 7,0*8
2,30 3,25 6,38

6 33 91
2,12 2,87 4,63
3.57 7.o4 11,92

32.26 42,26 64,60

Sector 1982*83 1988-8^

1. Agriculture atid* allied activities i^:f2 26.63
2. Mining * * . . O.Oo 0.24
3. Latge-scale industries 10.18 1312^
4. Small-scale industries W *•
6. Power 0.62 fo.77
6. ^fanHport and oommunieations ' . . 'i'‘;94 10.40
7. Others includmg services . . 4.00 4.96

TOTAL .. 42.51 66.23
*Ibid.
@ “An apprisal o f reaouroe availability ’’(mimeographed)PerspeotivePlanning Division, BiharState Plamiing 
Board, Patna (1977).

♦*An input-output table for the Indian Economy for 19^9, Planning Commission, Government oftndii^  
New Delhi.

2 Pla-D.—40
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Gapllal formation

7.12 . Though there are  some estinuates of capital formation prepared by the Central 
s ta tis tic a l Organisation and  some otther institutions available for the country as a 
whole, the- regional estim ates of thiis im portant economic variable are almost com
pletely lacking. Henee, th e  ta sk  of |projecting the to ta l gross capital formation for 
fu tw e  yeam  becomes a difficult porpo)sition, Shri Ghosh’s estimates of the value of 
gross capital formation in Bihar to  thro tune of Es. 173.29 and 210.81 crores in 1973-74 
and 1978-70 a t  1969-70 prices* couM be used as the^i^base for projection purposes. 
In  th e  absence of any knowledge abomt capital co-efficient matrics the value of gross 
capital formation in the  term inal years 1982-83 and 1988-89 has been projected on 
the  basis of assimied ra te  of growth. Though it has not been possible to find out the 
average annual grow th ra te  of capitial formation, a crude estimate indicates th a t it 
has been under 3 per cent.** F o r p>rojectiOn purposes, the annual growth ra te  has 
been taken as 4 per cent (compoumd) for the period 1978—83 and 6 per cent 
(compound) for th e  period 1 9 8 3 -^ 9 . Having estimated the aggregate figures the sectoral 
distribution of the  aggregates hasi b>een found out on the basis of the distribution 
p a tte rn  obtaining in 1969-70®. The projected sectoral values are given in_Table 6 a t 
1973-74 prices* '

Table 6 

Sectoral distribution of projected value of capital formation In  1982->89

(i?5. crorea ai 1973-74 prices)

Sector 1969-70 1982-83 1988-89

.1 2 8 4

1 . Agi:ioulture and allied activities . 1.72
(1 .06)

4.22 5.39

, A- .

‘ %i Minmg ^ . .  0*00 
(0.00)

0.00
w

0.00

3* Large-scale industries «. 82.96
(51.38)

■204.56 261.0t

4i Small-scale industries ... 3.66
(2,28)

0.00 11.44

84 Power .« 0.00
(0.00)

0.00 0.00

6. Transport and communications . . 7.68
(4.76)

18.92 24.14

7. Other including services 65.49
(40.65)

161.44 e06.05

TOTAL 161.51
(100.00)

398.18 508.09

♦Ghosh, p . P.,Op. oit. 
♦♦Ibid.
®Ibid.
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Changes in stock

7.13. Theoretically speaking, there exists a relationship between changes in stock 
and gross capital formation. In  practice also, inventory investment is made out of 
capital formation in th a t particular sector. Shri Ghosh* found this relationship to be 7 
per cent of the to ta l capital formation in Bihar in 1973-74. For the Indian economy, 
the  Planning Commission estim ated this ratio to be 12.6 per cent. Since Shri Ghosh’s 
estim ate is ra ther on the low side, the Planning Commission’s estim ate has beer, 
adopted as the basis for projecting the  change in stock in 1982-83. For 1988-89, this 
ratio  has been assumed to increase to  1̂> per cent. The sectoral distribution has been 
obtaned by using tha proportion for 1969-70. Sectoral distribution of projected value 
of changes in stock in 1982-83 and 1988-89 are given in Table 7.

Table 7

Sectoral distribution of projected values of changes in stock in 1982-83
and 1988-89.

{Bs. crores at 1973-74 prices)

Sector 1969-70 1982-83 1988-89

1. Agriculture and allied activities 4.71
(32.92)

16.38 26.09

2. Mining . . 0.78
(6.45)

2.71 4.16

3. Large-scale industries 8.82
(61.63)

30.67 46.98

4. Small-scale industries 0.00
* ' ■ ' i o M )

o.op^ ' , Q.op

5. Power ... ^  „ ^  0.00 
(0.00)

0.00 0.00

6. Transport and communications .. 0.00
(0.00)

0.00 0.00

7. Other including services .00-
(0.00)

0.00 0.00

• TOTAL 14.31
(100.00)

49.76 76.23

Estimate of supply

7.14. After projecting the various components representing the demand side of the 
picture, the next question is to project the sector-wise value of out-put. As the 
deliverations of the various Task Forces, set up by the Planning Board to  carry out 
in-depth studies on the various aspects of the Perspective Plan (1978—89), are not 
yet complete their estim ates of sector wise physical outputs are hot available. In  the 
absence of these basic data, as a rough guide, the sector-wise SDP projected by the 
Perspective Planning Division of the Planning Board has been taken to  represent the 
supply sida of the picture in 1982-83 and 1988-89. (Table 2).

. nbid  ̂  ̂ '
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SQctoral demand—supply balance

7.15. The to ta l sectorwise dencuand has then been compared with the respective 
supply and the divergence worked «out. This is presented in Table 9. A positive gap 
between supply and dem ahd indica?tes export of the goods and services of the sector 
and vice-versa. I t  will be seen frGim the Table 8 that a t the end of 1988-89, agri
culture appears as a m ajor exportiing sector. This is quite in consonance with our 
plan objectives. Industries will eonitinue to be an importer, although, on the whole, 
the economy will be having a net positive balance by 1988-89. The Five-Year Plan 
(1978—83), however, may not be abtle to make Bihar a self-sufficient economy.

TABLE 8

SECTOBWISE BALANCE BETWEEN DEMAND AND SITPPLY IN 1982-83 AND 1988-89.
\

(Bs. crorea at 1973-74 prices)

Sector
T otai

demand

1982-83 1988-89

Tota,l
supply

B^^nce Total
demand

Total
supply

Balance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Agriculture and allied acti
vities.

2. Mining

3123.00

134.40

3199.96

334.04

76.04

199.64

4718.39

242.69

6364.67

688.82

646.28

346.83

3. Large-scale industries 1090.89 818.41 (-)272.48 1767.89 1441.69 (-)326.30

i .  8msJI-acaJ.e iadustrles 367.61 99.45 (-)258.06 589.25 189.11 {-)400.14

6. few er 88.19 117.00 28.81 201.79 288.63 86.84

6. Transport and commimioations 406v53 810.05 (-)96.48 649.71 527.51 (-)122,20

7. iOtfaers induding Services . . i085.25 971.10 (-)114.15 1722.47 1652.67 (-)169.80

TOTAL . . €886.68 5850.00 (-H 36.68 9892.19 9963.00 60.81



RESOURCES FOR THE PERSPECTIVE PLAN

A preliminary econometric study conducted by the Perspective Planning Division 
of the Bihar State Planning Board indicates the financial feasibility of the projected 
level of investment for the Perspective Plan of the State, provided adequate Central 
assistance is made available to the State along with larger institutional finance and 
market borrowings. The size of investment for the Perspective Plan (about Rs. 36,000 
crores) in d ic a te d  in Chapter IV of this document will be met from five sources, viz.. 
State’s own resources, direct Central investment, institutional finance, market borrow
ings and private sector investment. A final view on the relative shares of the State 
Government, direct Central investment, institutional finance, market borrowings and 
private sector investment in the to tal investment will be taken after the pattern 
of distribution of the proposed public sector outlay in the Central Five-Year Plan,
1978—83 (Rs. 69,380 crores) between the Central Plan, States and Union Territories 
is decided by the Planning Commission. The devolution of resources by the Seventh 
Finance Commission will also have to be taken into consideration.

8.2. In  this connection, it is necessary to mention tha t the existing formula for 
the allocation of Central assistance to the States needs revision so as to give greater 
weightage to backwardness and level of poverty as the formula appears to be 
leading to greater regional disparities. Further, the existing ratio of loans to grants 
(70 :30) may also have to be reversed to 30 :70, so th a t the burden of debt repay
ment as well as of interest payment on the States is reduced.

8.3. In  addition, funds made available by the Centre to the States for tackling 
natural calamities such as floods and droughts should be of the nature of grants 
rather than  loans, as they add to the States’ debt burden, even for dealing with 
natural calamities. Besides, such assistance should be outside and not within the plan 
ceiling, as has been the case in the Fifth Plan.

.8.4. Institutional finance has been very inadequately tapped in Bihar. As mentioned 
earlier in Chapter I  of this document, the incremental credit-deposit ratio during 
June, 1969 to  June, 1976 in Bihar worked out to only 47.5 per cent as against 
76.6 per cent for the country as a whole. The to ta l credit-deposit ratio in June, 
1976 was also only 43.5 per cent for Bihar as against 76.8 per cent for the country 
as a whole. In  the m atter of market borrowings also Bihar’s share in the to ta l 
borrowings for the country during the Fourth Five-Year Plan was only 5 per cent, 
although Bihar accoimts for over 10 per cent of the to tal population of the country. 
Even in 1976-77, when the position was slightly better, the figure for Bihar worked 
out to  only 6.7 per cent of the to ta l. The per capita borrowing is also the lowest 
in Bihar. Special efforts have, therefore, to be made to ensure tha t larger institu 
tional finance and market borrowings flow to  this State. For this purpose, the 
administrative machinery and infra-structure also need to be strengthened.

CHAPTER VIII
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